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1200

  
Date: 2007-09-27 10:21:24 
a no homepage wrote:  
 
great  

1199
  

Date: 2007-09-26 09:45:55 
rav no homepage wrote:  
 
nice job keep it up  

1198
  

Date: 2007-09-21 21:23:17 
Mosa H Hammad no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, Sorry to see that you left the company. It was fun working with you. Best of Luck. If you 
need to contact, just email my home email address or work.  
 
Mosa H Hammad  

1197
  

Date: 2007-09-12 05:54:44 
asha http://jesusyoth.org wrote:  
 
God bless you  

1196
  

Date: 2007-09-11 09:47:25 
HARIDASAN no homepage wrote:  
 
I had visited the web site. It was amaizing. could you kindly send old malayalam songs. It will be 
very much helpfull  

1195
  

Date: 2007-09-06 08:25:45 
gayathri no homepage wrote:  
 
balabaskar  

1194
  

Date: 2007-09-06 06:32:45 
kunjumon no homepage wrote:  
 
no download option  

1193
  

Date: 2007-08-30 16:19:58 
sudheesh.R no homepage wrote:  
 
quiet amaizing collection  

1192
  

Date: 2007-08-30 14:24:05 
suresh no homepage wrote:  



 
give me more old malayalam songs  

1191
  

Date: 2007-08-28 13:57:30 
abbas http://harry.cckerala.com] wrote:  
 
hai  

1190
  

Date: 2007-08-28 09:43:05 
sajeev no homepage wrote:  
 
i would like to malayalam songs  

1189
  

Date: 2007-08-26 07:17:35 
Mike no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for providing this service ~ I expect I will visit often, now that I have found it.  

1188
  

Date: 2007-08-22 07:03:46 
sheela no homepage wrote:  
 
very good collection......thanks  

1187
  

Date: 2007-08-16 04:11:50 
Pavan no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice talking to you today Harry. It's an awesome collection you have here. I can see myself 
checking out everything in more detail in the next few days here.  
Cheers  

1186
  

Date: 2007-08-15 04:46:23 
jack http://msn.com wrote:  
 
gooooooooooooooood  

1185
  

Date: 2007-08-14 16:37:21 
vijayakumar no homepage wrote:  
 
thanks for the welcome for trivandrumite.  
goold collection of old songs  
 
thanks and best wishes  

1184
  

Date: 2007-08-10 05:56:23 
bipin no homepage wrote:  
 
good site  

1183
  

Date: 2007-08-05 07:23:11 
naveen http://hgt.co.in wrote:  
 
jij  



1182
  

Date: 2007-08-01 13:02:33 
Unnikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
nice 2 visit ur website; not gone thru the site fully; its ok  

1181
  

Date: 2007-07-30 13:32:39 
Jagadeesh sivan nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Its very good collection I like it.  

1180
  

Date: 2007-07-30 13:14:16 
mithun no homepage wrote:  
 
cool  

1179
  

Date: 2007-07-28 14:44:46 
ganeshlakhoo no homepage wrote:  
 
nice to visit your site  

1178
  

Date: 2007-07-26 07:59:43 
Janardhanan Babu no homepage wrote:  
 
I haven't heard any songs yet.  

1177
  

Date: 2007-07-25 16:27:12 
R.RAMACHANDRAN no homepage wrote:  
 
A GOOD SITE  

1176
  

Date: 2007-07-20 00:54:11 
Tamara no homepage wrote:  
 
Love your site. Thank you for all your hard work in finding all these wonderful songs!  

1175
  

Date: 2007-07-17 13:36:14 
sunil nair no homepage wrote:  
 
your effort in providing all theese marvellous songs have no praise. especially in providing them 
free. can the playlist be increased to 50 songs minimum so that we can keep listening to those 
marvellous songs for long. your site will be given the maximum mouth ad among my friends. keep 
updating  

1174
  

Date: 2007-07-09 07:24:06 
haridas no homepage wrote:  
 
thanks u very much,  
 
it is realy great work and some who loved music its worth to visit your site and realy wondarfull,  
 
i am siting in himaly montain, but very near and flowing karla occian of music through your site,  
 
haridas  



himalaya  

1173
  

Date: 2007-07-07 14:25:44 
Praveen Raghavan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, really impressed with the work!!!  

1172
  

Date: 2007-07-04 10:43:33 
abhilash no homepage wrote:  
 
I want to download a song pularkalasundara....[oru maymasa pulariyil how can i do that  

1171
  

Date: 2007-07-02 07:38:27 
FASLUL HAQUE no homepage wrote:  
 
hi, anchanworld.  
ilove music  
E-Mail. faslul2005@yahoo.com  

1170
  

Date: 2007-06-29 17:21:06 
nazeer http://www.in.m.yahoo.co.in wrote:  
 
hello!  

1169
  

Date: 2007-06-23 22:52:50 
rajan no homepage wrote:  
 
i love classic music  

1168
  

Date: 2007-06-19 17:22:07 
v.harish no homepage wrote:  
 
visited site online. appreciate ur collection.  

1167
  

Date: 2007-06-05 01:53:52 
Steve Anderson no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
Long time buddy! I was cleaning out my desk drawer and ran across your URL. I thought I'd drop in 
to say hello. Drop me a line so we can keep in touch. Are you still with IBM? I've moved on and 
found a great position in my hometown. I hope all is well with you. Regards, Steve  

1166
  

Date: 2007-06-04 04:42:29 
Ganesh no homepage wrote:  
 
Dont know if i cud request this song here..but i was hoping if someone could send me the song " 
Aayiram kaanu mayi kaathirunnu inne" from the movie "Nokathadooratha"  

1165
  

Date: 2007-05-28 02:20:41 
R. Bhat no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey, one of the best sites I have ever seen, man! Dude, I am passing on your URL to all my friends. 



THANKS.  

1164
  

Date: 2007-04-13 21:41:16 
Sunny Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
You are one of the first people in putting up a website for songs.. and what a collection you have!! 
My preference is malayalam songs from the 80s.  
Anyway would like to have some of the songs from your list according to your convenience.  
 
Keep up the good work...  
 
Sunny Joseph  

1163
  

Date: 2007-04-07 05:07:39 
Prem no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site, Anchan. Loved all the Kannada songs. You seem to be an old timer. Are you still in 
Canada. I'm in Toronto.  
My actual email id is despremee at yahoo.co.in  

1162
  

Date: 2007-04-04 03:22:24 
Terry http://www.angelfire.com]tv2]tvo2] wrote:  
 
Hi Harry!! Thanks for adding my link! You have a lot of great old tv shows! How the hell did you get 
Dear Aunt Agnes!?!?  

1161
  

Date: 2007-03-24 13:36:14 
premkumar no homepage wrote:  
 
hi dear, you have a awesome collections of malayalam songs. kingly tell us hw to download those 
old treassures. expecting your reply soon.  

1160
  

Date: 2007-03-17 02:40:03 
Ren http://www.youtube.com]watch?v=4UQsyot7C5I wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, nice website! Here is a baila song that I think you love!!!  
 
Surangani  
 
http://www.youtube.com]watch?v=4UQsyot7C5I  

1159
  

Date: 2007-03-14 11:24:45 
J Tomson no homepage wrote:  
 
What a fascinating site!A tribute to Kerala and its music....well done...keep going Harry!!  
 
Jo  

1158
  

Date: 2007-03-05 03:03:48 
ozagcfj@hotmail.com no homepage wrote:  
 



Cool site. Thank you:-  

1157
  

Date: 2007-02-06 22:08:21 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey...Harry,  
Where are you? Have not heard anything from you in a long, long time. Hope all is well with you all. 
Please say hello to Jessey.  
Molly  

1156
  

Date: 2007-02-01 09:28:45 
prince john no homepage wrote:  
 
yea, its very good.  
 
i like it  
 
best wishes mr. anchan  

1155
  

Date: 2007-01-15 16:58:31 
Ashok no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
Hi..  
Great job, the hindi songs are very good,wish you will put some more.  
Also please add some telugu songs if possible,plus some carnatic classicals like Sri Yesudas, 
Mandolin Sreenivas.etc.  
 
I would also like to hear some soft instrumentals like Richarad Clayderman.  
thanks once again.  
 
Best Wishes  
Ashok  
Hyderabad  
15th Jan 07  

1154
  

Date: 2007-01-08 21:43:48 
Sunil no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
 
I'm a malayalee with a trasferable job that keeps me moving in and out of India every 3 years or so. 
so it has been very difficult to keep in touch with songs music etc.  
 
I have been visiting u'r site often for the last 2-3 years. it's really gr8. All those old songs brings back 
memories of my days back in kerala in my school and college days.  
 
Thanks a lot and hope to see this site going on.  
 
Best wishes.  
 
Sunil  

1153 Date: 2006-12-04 17:59:20 



  Dave no homepage wrote:  
 
Great page Harry, there aren't enough sites like this one.  
 
I also wanted to inquire about Dear Aunt Agnes...  
 
Please contact me as soon as possible.  
 
dsulkers@gmail.com  

1152
  

Date: 2006-11-22 01:03:44 
Robert Lunger http://www.myspace.com]MrBabyFace56 wrote:  
 
Great page Harry. Excellent job!  
Bob  

1151
  

Date: 2006-11-21 16:05:46 
Arjun Raju no homepage wrote:  
 
Hii, i have been frequenting your site since 2000 or something when i was in the 10th standard.I am 
a malayalee living in Delhi and it was in fact the English songs that drew me here.I want to thank 
you for introducing me to some fine music..I also want to thank you for the taking time out to 
maintain this lovely site.it must be keeping the NRIs really warm at night.I would really like to hear 
back from you.  

1150
  

Date: 2006-11-20 22:09:26 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey...Harry and Jessy,  
How are you both doing? Hope everything is going well with you. Just wanted to say hello!  
Molly  

1149
  

Date: 2006-11-16 04:26:33 
Keith Ritchie http://www.musicpophits.com wrote:  
 
Congratulations, you have a very enjoyable site.  

1148
  

Date: 2006-11-12 04:10:38 
Raju no homepage wrote:  
 
Great collection- embodiment of everything dear to the Malyalee.A source of great joy to the NRI as 
the site enables us to savour the melodies of our enlightened land at the touch of a 
button.Congratulations!!  

1147
  

Date: 2006-11-11 06:33:42 
keerthi no homepage wrote:  
 
great website i liked the way u added different languages songs eventhough u are a malayalli.keep 
it up we need this  

1146
  

Date: 2006-11-06 02:53:06 
Will Bundy no homepage wrote:  
 



I love the playlists! Very groovy.  

1145
  

Date: 2006-11-03 08:08:48 
Sreekumar no homepage wrote:  
 
The site has some nostalgic feelings.Kindly try to include malayalam songs as hits of decade as 
70's, 80's,90's ect .Some lovely songs of the past like chandrabimbam,kayakmpoo kanilvidirum, are 
missing.Hope you will add more to make the site a real reminisense of the past.  
Thanks a lot.  

1144
  

Date: 2006-10-30 14:48:59 
Abhi no homepage wrote:  
 
Marvellous collection of person with excellent taste Keep it up  

1143
  

Date: 2006-10-27 22:30:01 
Don Woodcock no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
What a wonderful, DIVerse site. I love the variety of music you have provided.  
 
Don  

1142
  

Date: 2006-10-25 01:45:58 
vineeth philip no homepage wrote:  
 
hai harry,  
This is a wonderful site. I appreciate your effort in making such a site. I am living in America now. It 
is a great pleasure for me to see my land through your photos, music collection and all. Please try 
to add more.  
With love  
Vineeth  

1141
  

Date: 2006-10-14 21:48:55 
Dilip no homepage wrote:  
 
AMAZING !! I LOVE YOUR COLLECTION !!  

1140
  

Date: 2006-10-07 13:48:00 
Dan Hobbs no homepage wrote:  
 
c  

1139
  

Date: 2006-09-27 09:40:05 
shami no homepage wrote:  
 
u r looking nice.....  

1138
  

Date: 2006-09-19 12:06:28 
ninod pillai no homepage wrote:  
 
great site keep going can you please add songs from Tuvana tumbikal onan ragam padi onzne 



matram tedi regards Ninod pillai  

1137
  

Date: 2006-09-14 18:18:18 
Asvin http://www.orkut.com]Home.aspx?xid=16769076673135676333 wrote:  
 
Hi Harry  
Your collection is awesome. Gr888 effort from u. I was wondering if u could do a favour to me. I was 
looking for this song- Ariyathe ariyathe ennile ennil nee from Oru Katha Oru Nunakkatha composed 
by Johnson. I found tht listed in ur Malayalam songs list, but could not access it by any means. 
Could you send e the link or a copy of the song.  
thank you  
cheers  
Asvin  

1136
  

Date: 2006-09-14 07:14:44 
Lee no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry:  
 
For the past 3 years I've been trying to find the song "The Haunting" by The Front. I even tried 
buying the single]album with no luck. Thank goodness for your website. Listening to the lyrics really 
brought back some memories. All the best to you and your great website.  

1135
  

Date: 2006-08-23 04:12:50 
Krishnan Bhaskaran http://www.freewebs.com]seacanada]index.htm wrote:  
 
You have a wonderful website. Kerala is a heaven. I will always cherish my visits to my relatives 
homes in Kerala.  
 
I have your website always open as the songs are very soothing.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Krishnan  

1134
  

Date: 2006-08-12 12:41:52 
Manju no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai  
 
Its nice to see your website. But try to include more latest things about our kerala. I expect More 
new songs , Video etc...  
Be upDATED ON TIME MAN !  
Dont feel bad, Take it in the right way.  
All the best from Manju.  

1133
  

Date: 2006-08-06 07:53:41 
Resh no homepage wrote:  
 
Do you have the lyrics for the song Chirichenne Mayakkiya or know the name of the movie? thanks  

1132
  

Date: 2006-08-05 16:58:13 
naser http://yahoo.com wrote:  
 



aap ke hindi collection bahut hi pasand aaya.puraane ghaane ke mitaas aisa hi ragha hai aapne.aaj 
ke rimix zamaane me ache kaam kiya aapne.sukriya BY.naser abudhabi.  

1131
  

Date: 2006-08-04 11:49:23 
rajmohankumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Can I download the malayalam songs  

1130
  

Date: 2006-08-03 22:47:51 
johnson http://www.keralachannel.com wrote:  
 
coool site.. helped me refresh my memories.. feell ike catching a TRAIN to kerala rite away.  
 
http://www.keralachannel.com is not my own site, but im a member of it... ;-  

1129
  

Date: 2006-08-03 21:21:54 
Julian no homepage wrote:  
 
can i download songs from your site??  

1128
  

Date: 2006-08-01 22:11:22 
Swaroopa Ramdas http://www.swaroopa.com wrote:  
 
Beautiful Site! I liked the Kannada, Hindi,Baila, Country & Irish Songs!  

1127
  

Date: 2006-07-19 19:07:57 
Usha no homepage wrote:  
 
One of the best sites to enjoy Indian music. I particularly enjoy the malayalam collection of old 
classics. Thank you for putting it together.  
 
Best regards,  
Usha  

1126
  

Date: 2006-07-16 19:08:41 
varghese no homepage wrote:  
 
hi harry, the kannada songs collection is very good. how do u know so many langauges. i like 
kannada and malyalam songs. trying to collect old kannada songs. any site where they can be 
downloaded freely. regards, varghese  

1125
  

Date: 2006-06-23 21:12:55 
george Gomez no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
Let me start with a big Thank you. You have done this marvelously. I am enjoying your site and 
happy to recommend my freinds. The old malayalam songs in your collection are capable of giving 
me a ride to my childhood. I would like to request you to add more of Jim Reeves, Engelbert, 
Shirley Bassey Etc. I would love to have them in your list. One more time I thank you and I do 
congratulate you, my brother.  
 
Sincerely,  



 
 
George Gomez  

1124
  

Date: 2006-06-15 13:29:35 
ann no homepage wrote:  
 
wish you had a alot more songs stored..there are lots missing. was actually looking for "parayathe 
arayathe" from "udhayananam tharam", could'nt find it  

1123
  

Date: 2006-05-15 10:44:23 
Ajeesh A Rasheed no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi  
I am impressed with ur site not by the collection of songs but by some of the rare collections[ads u 
have...and the aakashavaani opening track and all.  
Good.  
Thanks  

1122
  

Date: 2006-04-22 21:06:00 
Shravan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry Uncle,  
 
Shravan - son of Viswanath a.k.a Chamanna, Tumkur - here. I was searching for  
Dr. Rajkumar's songs and I thought I will check your site - found what I want. Thanks.  
 
~Shravan.  

1121
  

Date: 2006-04-20 00:57:53 
ravi no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
After a long time I am visiting your site,I want to know about an old malayalam 
song.'Pottikaranjukond omane njan yende kuttangal sammathikkam'can you let me know who sang 
this song and in which film and in which year, if you could let me know this I will be very thankful to 
you.  
Ravi.  

1120
  

Date: 2006-04-19 03:54:36 
Prof. S.R. NAIR no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
Thank you for your reply. I can understand how busy you are.  
 
By the way, when I was growing up in the late 50's, I used to hear a very popular song 
"BACKWARD CHILD". I do not know who has sung it. The lines were somewhat like this.  
 
I've got a girl friend who is kinda slow, you got a book on all she doesn't know, examinations she 
can never pass, but... when it comes to kissing she is the HEAD of the class...Oh, she is a 
backward child....  
 
Do you have it in your collection? If you have it, would you put in on your web site? It shall be a 



great favor.  
 
Warm regards,  
 
Prof. S.R. NAIR  

1119
  

Date: 2006-04-16 06:29:15 
Prof. S. R. NAIR no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
Your web site is fairly good. The Malayalam songs are fabulous. I am a Yesudas fan myself.  
 
Your info and pics about Kerala could be improved.  
 
How about some Nat King Cole, Frank Sinatra, Paul Robeson, Billie Holiday to give representation 
to a by-gone era. And also some more Jim Reeves numbers?  
 
I also wish you had posted some NEELAKUYIL and Rarichan Enna Pouran numbers!  
 
However I heartily commend whatever you have posted.  
 
All the best.  
 
Prof. S.R. NAIR  

1118
  

Date: 2006-04-10 19:03:06 
Girish no homepage wrote:  
 
hi, im a fan of ur site. pls give me links to malayalam devotional songs. from films..etc. Also 
bhramanandan songs.."Tharakarupini..." etc. Warm Regards, Girish Bangalore  

1117
  

Date: 2006-04-03 21:07:50 
molly no homepage wrote:  
 
hey...Harry,  
How are you all doing? Hope things are going well with you all. Guess what??? I went to India, after 
10 years....I tell you I felt at home in Kerala. I will not wait another 10 years to visit. Hope you can 
also make a visit soon. It is really worth it. Take care,  
Molly  

1116
  

Date: 2006-04-02 11:56:00 
Krishnakanth V no homepage wrote:  
 
Great Effort!!! Congratulations!!! Thanks for those melodious Malayalam oldies!!! They make me 
visit your site again and again.  
 
I would like to hear "Alliyilam Poovo" sung by Krishnachandran for the movie "Mangalam Nerunnu", 
music is by Ilayaraja.  
 
Thanks in expectation  

1115
  

Date: 2006-03-25 17:54:24 
Becky Hobbs http://beckyhobbs.com wrote:  



 
Hi Harry,  
GREAT site...very inspiring! Thanks for including "Are There Any More Like You [Where You Came 
From" in your Country Song list. I'm in good company! Rock on,  
Becky Hobbs  
"Beckaroo"  

1114
  

Date: 2006-03-05 00:15:48 
Roy Mathew no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
It was indeed a pleasure to read your reply. Sure enough, I listened to the song ï¿½ Sangeethame 
Ninteï¿½, not once, many times. Many many thanks for including that in your site.  
 
For a long long time, [ almost 10 years now I was trying to find one particular song. I will be grateful 
if you could post that in your site if you have itï¿½. If someone has it then it must be you ..  
 
The song is ï¿½ Brahmamuhoorthathil pranasakhi nee pallavi paadiya neram.. ï¿½ Film is ï¿½ 
Bhajagovindam Bhajagovindam ï¿½ and Dr. KJ Jesudas is the singer..  
 
Well, it is of our age and I am sure a lot of people would not have even heard about itï¿½.  
 
Once again, Wish you all the very bestï¿½  
 
Roy  

1113
  

Date: 2006-03-05 00:13:44 
Muhammed Riyas no homepage wrote:  
 
dear harry,  
 
it was pleasent to hear evergreen melodies which always stays in our heart.i request you to include 
one song "muthe mani muthe" from the movie "manimuthoorile aayiram shiva rathrikal".i was not 
able to find the song. if it was in the list please tell me the location of the song because my heart is 
waiting to hear that song.  
 
i hope you will do this favour for me.you are doing a great deed for the music lovers.  
 
once again thank you for your great work....  
 
regards,  
Muhammed Riyas.  

1112
  

Date: 2006-02-25 14:48:48 
Carey Van Buren no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello there Harry! Great tunes I must say. I have been having a heck of a time trying to locate a 
tune that was done by Billy J Kramer and the Dakotas that was also done by the Beatles, "From a 
Window". Any thoughts?  

1111
  

Date: 2006-02-25 13:49:13 
Ajay Nayar no homepage wrote:  
 



Harry,  
Ws jus brwsin thru th net..searchin fr somthin..i jus lov certn malayalam sngs..nd so was tryin to 
mak a collection of a few classiques..tho i did get a number of songs i adore, i cudn find the song 
"anagha sankalpa gaayike" of the film "aniyara"...'a golden oldie', i wud state..ive been serchin thru 
a lott of sites..but me still desperate..if thrs any chance tht yu can add this particular song, yu wud 
have a great admirer of yur site..tho it still is praiseworthy..niways keep up th gud show..bt pls do try 
to add th song i requested..nd can yu pls jus msg me dat its in...bt thn frgt tht if tis an 
incoveniens..cheers nd ciao..!!..  
 
aj@y  

1110
  

Date: 2006-02-23 18:15:44 
abubacker no homepage wrote:  
 
interesting site.i think most of us like our state whereever we are.  

1109
  

Date: 2006-02-20 16:06:15 
Ranjith no homepage wrote:  
 
I enjoyed your site and especially, the pics, which reminds me the rocking times of 70's[one with 
yesudas.  
Thanks !!!  

1108
  

Date: 2006-02-13 06:44:07 
S.G. Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent site with great songs. Please keep up and help this site to grow.  
 
On a personal note, I too, remember having a very colorful bell bottom pants in the 70's!  
 
Suresh  

1107
  

Date: 2006-02-07 15:57:56 
Thampy no homepage wrote:  
 
I came across this site very accidently, but it pulled me to the soul of Kerala, with photographs, 
musics[ special appreciation for commercials and akkasavani  
 
GREAT  

1106
  

Date: 2006-02-03 12:00:53 
Dave no homepage wrote:  
 
I dont suppose you'd know this song? people say it's Canadian and I haven't heard it since I was a 
wee lad back in the seventies.  
'you look good, darlin.. I dont care. you look so good, baby, whatever you wear. In the spring, honey 
summer winter and fall. Baby baby you've got it all' ?  
Anyhow, was hoping to pick your brain. Take care, and nice website. :  

1105
  

Date: 2006-02-02 03:02:27 
santhosh no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, Please send me the song "EnMandha Haasam Chandrikai" Cheers! Santhosh  



1104
  

Date: 2006-01-30 00:23:02 
jen no homepage wrote:  
 
i'm so glad i found your site, it's the best one i've found for oldies. Kerala is a beautiful place.  

1103
  

Date: 2006-01-15 15:11:50 
ajit lakshmiratan http://www.recdir.com]outdoors]hunting]guides_and_outfitters] wrote:  
 
excellent collections. HaPPY NEW YEAR AND ALSO ADVANCE BIRTHDAY GREETINGS  

1102
  

Date: 2005-12-30 03:38:06 
Airton Ribas no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi there how are you Harry?  
Remember me from CNH!!!  
Merry Christmas and a Happy New year for you ...  
 
Send a kiss to Audrey.  

1101
  

Date: 2005-12-30 03:35:46 
Peter no homepage wrote:  
 
Very cool site Harry. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you and yours.  

1100
  

Date: 2005-12-27 10:58:15 
sreejayaram no homepage wrote:  
 
thanku  

1099
  

Date: 2005-12-26 16:09:19 
emie no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent Collection u have  

1098
  

Date: 2005-12-25 20:13:28 
koladi Ahamed Alias Kunhimon no homepage wrote:  
 
you have done a marvellous job ! thank you Sir. keepitup!!  

1097
  

Date: 2005-12-24 07:39:19 
lily no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
 
Thank you so much for posting "The Haunting" by The Front. I have been looking for that song for 
over a decade!  
 
There is another hard one I hope to find one day and hope you may have some info. The band is 
called "The Walsh Twins" and the song is "Every Night" I think the song is from the eighties and 
they were possible a band out of ALberta or The Prairies.  
 
Any info would be appreciated!  



1096
  

Date: 2005-12-21 19:30:55 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Merry Christmas to you and yours and Happy New Year!  

1095
  

Date: 2005-12-15 13:55:59 
Nisar http://www.yahoo.com wrote:  
 
coooooooooooooool site man  
keep this site updated allways  
all the wishes.  

1094
  

Date: 2005-12-14 00:53:59 
Matthew Bayot http://www.matthewbayot.com wrote:  
 
Is it just a coincidence that there is a palm tree on my shirt and one on this site? ...the very day that 
I discover it? I think not. Harry and I share a love of the great DIVersity of world music and 
knowledge of the interworkings of the cybernatic revolution. So let this cyberspace interface put 
your innerspace back into its rightful funky place.  

1093
  

Date: 2005-12-13 18:03:07 
Thankachan no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
Great work,Keep it up.  
Do you have any songs in MP3, I am ready to buy it  
 
Good Luck  

1092
  

Date: 2005-12-13 12:10:03 
Tom Jyothis.K no homepage wrote:  
 
Good,  
 
Plse add more malayalam songs.  
If u nned more songs i will send my collections  

1091
  

Date: 2005-12-13 12:06:42 
binu no homepage wrote:  
 
excellent site, & a very good effort.hope to see more collections of old hindi songs  

1090
  

Date: 2005-12-09 21:37:23 
Roy no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
 
Must compliment you for the wonderful collection of songs. It's really fascinating.  
 
What else can I say?... Listen to the song .... "Sangeethame ninte" .. from filmï¿½ Ghazalï¿½ by 
Chitra...... It says all...  
 
Wish you a very happy, healthy and long life, success, and satisfaction in whatever you do and 
wherever you are.  



 
With warm Regards,  
Roy.  

1089
  

Date: 2005-12-08 16:11:23 
KITT http://www.indianlinks.co.nr] wrote:  
 
http://www.keralalinks.blogspot.com].......nice collection....check out my sites !!  

1088
  

Date: 2005-12-02 20:21:01 
Nelson George no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry Uncle,  
I've visited ur site.Very nice.We met once when u r in Alleppey @ Vinod's home. Jessy Aunty knows 
me very well.Ask her .  
God bless,  
Nelson  

1087
  

Date: 2005-12-01 14:30:52 
Susanne Paren no homepage wrote:  
 
Today I stumbled across your site by accident. You have quite a selection, my compliments! Your 
songs brightened my morning and gave wings to my thoughts. Thank you, Susanne  

1086
  

Date: 2005-11-23 11:38:43 
Joseph http://www.sydmal.com wrote:  
 
Hi,  
Harry It's nice!! great site!!  

1085
  

Date: 2005-11-23 04:49:55 
Achuthan http://www.hotmail.com wrote:  
 
just got a mail from you, and am browsing your site. Certainly will visit often if I find there are good 
malayalam songs from movie dramas,and folk, patriotic, carnatic vocal, swathithirunal etc. etc. 
songs. I do enjoy Indian music. Thanks for informing me about your site.  

1084
  

Date: 2005-11-13 09:08:34 
prasad no homepage wrote:  
 
Its great to have people like u , in this mechanical world who cater beautiful songs  

1083
  

Date: 2005-11-13 08:06:31 
eldhose http://tiscali.co.uk]broadband wrote:  
 
I WOULD, LIKE DREAM ABOUT MY HOMELAND, ITS SONGS , AND ALSO THE MEMORIES 
FEW YERAS AGO.  

1082
  

Date: 2005-11-03 02:34:25 
Rakesh Kumar Singh no homepage wrote:  
 
I did speak with u today, guess if u remember who it is u got me third time u tried same #, it was 
nice speaking with u and u'r dream of coming to B'lore for a vacation,  



warm regards,  
rakesh  

1081
  

Date: 2005-10-27 01:34:35 
Gayathri no homepage wrote:  
 
nice website. Is that picture actually Yesudas? It doesn't look like him.  

1080
  

Date: 2005-10-26 20:24:19 
Airton Ribas no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi there Harry,  
 
Regards from your Brazilian Friend.  
Very nice your site. I love music either; I play keyboards and love the Pink floyd Music, jazz, some 
METAl and the oldies rocks.....  
 
Thanks for everything  
BE HAPPY  
 
Please fell free to write to me...  

1079
  

Date: 2005-10-23 19:10:24 
Geo no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks you so much for the nice malayalam song collection.  
 
Could you add the song "Sree rama naman" from Narayam by chitra?. I could not find that song any 
where.  
 
Thanks and wishing you all the best  

1078
  

Date: 2005-10-20 22:48:43 
P.ramesh no homepage wrote:  
 
thr song AAtrisandya than Old malayalam is not complete .Onlystarting piece is there , please 
rectify the same  
 
Also I requested you for a song Ravu poyathariyathe , the song from Abhayam, if you could post the 
same in your site or send me the same I will be thankful to you, yesterday I met Ms Sheela in a 
super market and enquired about the songs from Abhayam but she doesnot have that and also she 
commentsd it has some good songs  
thankyou and wish you all the best  
 
one more thing I want to ask is when I play and record from real player i get a waving that the sound 
reduces the volume in between why is that happening bye  

1077
  

Date: 2005-10-19 17:47:04 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi...Harry:  
Enjoying the winter? We are still enjoying the 80 degree weather here. Just a note to say hello!!!!  
Molly  



1076
  

Date: 2005-10-16 14:30:28 
rachel no homepage wrote:  
 
absolutely bloody fantastic!!! i spent 10 yrs in calgary aged 4 to 14 then moved back to the uk in 
1977 - and then spent the next 30 years trying to remember details of all those great songs i grew 
up with. no matter who i spoke to noone but me could recall 'oh mama mama' amongst others and 
here they all are...the hairs on the back of my neck are standing on end as i revisit each song and 
the special memories it brings back for me, thank you, thank you, thank you.  

1075
  

Date: 2005-10-12 07:21:12 
V.N.S.Pillai no homepage wrote:  
 
I used to listen to old malayalam film songs from your site. Your site is really a good service. 
Congratulations and thanks...vns pillai  

1074
  

Date: 2005-10-09 02:28:50 
V S Dimba no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you very much for Kannada songs and your web page to god's country is very inviting.  

1073
  

Date: 2005-10-03 11:47:32 
Miriam no homepage wrote:  
 
So enjoyed reconnecting with my mother tongue in song. Brilliant work Harry & more power to you!  

1072
  

Date: 2005-09-15 22:44:03 
Bob Magee http://www.chfi.com wrote:  
 
Love your site. Good reference material.  
 
I worked at CFUN, CHED and CHUM in the seventies. Seeing some of the titles brought back a 
flood of memories.  
 
Keep up the good work.  
 
Bob  

1071
  

Date: 2005-09-14 20:30:54 
praveen kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi  
Thank you for the help  

1070
  

Date: 2005-09-11 07:52:49 
Satheesh no homepage wrote:  
 
I am a great fan of the songs of '60s - '80s period and this site is part of my life now.  
 
Great work.  

1069
  

Date: 2005-09-10 22:52:54 
ashfaq no homepage wrote:  
 



thanx for the lovely kannada songs- its been long time since i have heard any kannada songs [ left 
home town of udupi 25 yrs ago for u s a  

1068
  

Date: 2005-09-09 19:30:19 
Tsippy no homepage wrote:  
 
great site!!!!!!! i love it!!! :  

1067
  

Date: 2005-09-05 00:32:53 
Maxine Lathrop no homepage wrote:  
 
Read your note on the Lyrics page and thought I would check out your site. What a "labor of love", 
very well done. I'm sure to enjoy it for a good while! Best wishes to your!  
 
Max  

1066
  

Date: 2005-09-03 15:13:40 
Valerie Flower no homepage wrote:  
 
I used to know Brian and Eddy Pilling and their family when I was a young girl. My brother just ran 
into Greg Godovitz last week and he found out that they had formed a band called Fludd. I was 
happy to know that they had acheived some success with their music, but was very saddened to 
hear that Brian had passed away at such a young age.  
It gave me a lot of joy to hear Eddy singing again.  
Thank you for this web site.  

1065
  

Date: 2005-09-03 09:36:47 
Elizabeth House no homepage wrote:  
 
I ABSOLUTELY LOVE YOUR PAGES. WHAT WONDERFUL MUSIC YOU HAVE CHOOSEN, 
THEY ARE SOME OF MY FAVORITES AS WELL AND BRING BACK SOME WONDERFUL 
MEMORIES. I AM ENJOYING THEM VERY MUCH. GREAT WORK AND KEEP IT GOING.  
LIZ  

1064
  

Date: 2005-08-26 22:04:32 
Erin no homepage wrote:  
 
Love the site Harry good on ya!  

1063
  

Date: 2005-08-14 13:52:57 
abdul latheef k.c no homepage wrote:  
 
favarit music only  

1062
  

Date: 2005-08-14 02:40:37 
l.t. coleman no homepage wrote:  
 
wow. music IS memories, and some of the songs you've captured have revived very old and loved 
ones..."rings" by Cymarron!!!! Oh my gawd! Too good to be true! THANK YOU! :-0-  

1061
  

Date: 2005-08-09 06:15:00 
Brenda Harding no homepage wrote:  
 



Hi Harry,  
Loved your website and loved all the different songs from around the world. God Richly Bless.  

1060
  

Date: 2005-07-30 22:50:35 
Viraf Karai no homepage wrote:  
 
This is truly fantastic music. I definitely share  
your love for the soft, easy-listening favorites.  
Thanks for sharing them with the world.  
 
Viraf Karai  
[Seattle, WA, USA  

1059
  

Date: 2005-07-30 06:02:53 
Prabhu S http://esprabhu.blogspot.com wrote:  
 
Great website. Thanks Harry for having such a rare collection of songs.  

1058
  

Date: 2005-07-29 17:35:20 
Claudio Costarelli no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi! I saw you had a problems with winlogon [event 1002. I had the same problem with two PC. Did 
you get a solution?  
 
Bye  
 
Claudio!  

1057
  

Date: 2005-07-24 18:54:49 
Ramesh.P no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you for your song collction good and useful, request to post the song "ravu poyathariyathe", I 
shall go through your list and inform you what other songs i have  
 
thank you  

1056
  

Date: 2005-07-12 12:53:49 
RAMAKRISHNAN http://WWW.NJERALATHU.COM wrote:  
 
PLEASE DO THE NEEDFULL TO PROMOTE SOPAANA SANGEETHAM OF MR. NJERALATHU 
HARIGOVINDAN [SEE THE DETAILS FROM OUR SITE  BY ORGANISING HIS 
PERFORMANCES,PUBLISHING ARTICLES AND BY PUBLISHING HIS MUSIC.AND LET ME 
CONVEY MY JELOUS ON YOUR HARD WORK TO MAINTAIN SUCH GREAT SITE.  
WITH BEST WISHES  
By  
PEOPLE FOR THE PROMOTION OF sOPAANA sANGEETHAM.  

1055
  

Date: 2005-07-11 10:51:18 
riju http://riju2.tripod.com wrote:  
 
can i get the kannada song which you have mentioned in the music collection of kannada songs tell 
me how to download the song or where can i get the song "Kuladhalli...Huchappa" of kannada film 
satya harishcahndra you have mentioned that you have already have.  



1054
  

Date: 2005-06-27 23:08:28 
DJ Terry http://www.classicsounds.pro.ie wrote:  
 
I love your site !!!  
As a DJ i find it very informative. Keep up the good Work  
 
Best Wishes  
DJ Terry [ Ireland   

1053
  

Date: 2005-06-25 16:01:51 
Jeanne http://jeanne.eigenstart.nl wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, I'm from Holland and I came to your site on the search for music for my freeware site 
[Jeanne's Freeware Page. If it's oke with you, I would like to place a link to your site.  
You gave a special welcome to people from Groningen, well, maybe you can include Drente as 
well, it's next to Groningen and it's where I live. I like your site, some music sounds strange to my 
ears, but not unpleasant. I will come back to see and hear all the things you have to offer. And 
maybe some time you can take a look at my site, I would appreciate that.  
Best Wishes,  
Jeanne  

1052
  

Date: 2005-06-24 04:12:54 
sinu http://www.search-engine-marketing-4u.com wrote:  
 
Great Site  

1051
  

Date: 2005-06-18 21:27:06 
Lalit and Sujata no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry  
We could walk through the green valleys of Kerala, smell the Mysore Jasmine and see the corridors 
of Mugal monuments as we went through your site. Thank you for helping us to enjoy this. Great 
work! How do you get time to maintain this. We are interested to know more about you and your 
work. Best wishes  

1050
  

Date: 2005-06-12 17:54:42 
Jayashree no homepage wrote:  
 
Great collection! Hope many more would visit this page and appreciate your dedication. Thanks.  

1049
  

Date: 2005-06-12 03:32:11 
Anil Bhatia no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
Came across your site just by chance and would like to commend your collection of old Hindi songs. 
Almost all the songs in your collection were the hits of their time. It is just superb! Also liked your 
links to various TV shows; I was able to find more about my favorite show: Green Acres. Thanks for 
bringing some wonderful memories.  
 
Keep it up!  
 
-Anil  



1048
  

Date: 2005-06-11 23:36:29 
Nithin Sreedevan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Mr. Harry Anchan:  
 
It is a pleasure to visit your newer website. Your dedication to music is unmatched as far as I've 
seen as also your capacity to share it with the world. Breadth of collection is amazing. Your 
Malayalam songs are a surprise as I am hearing many glorious songs I've not heard in 3 decades. I 
am also learning about Baila music and your hopes for Sri Lanka. Why I say this is, most ironically, 
"the most" popular Tamil song in the 70s was totally Baila inspired, "Surangani."  
 
I am trying for a decade to place my awesome collection on the net, I ended up giving up half of it to 
someone. The other half is laid out to be the inspiration for a Raiders of the Lost Ark, [What You 
Didn't Hear movie 2000 years from now ;--  
 
Best wishes,  
Nithin  

1047
  

Date: 2005-06-11 06:24:37 
Raj no homepage wrote:  
 
What do you do for a living?  

1046
  

Date: 2005-06-01 12:16:53 
Reji Mani http://www.rejimani.com wrote:  
 
Hi,  
 
Thanks for visiting our homepage. I really like your guestbook entry design and old malayalam 
music collections....  
 
Reji Mani from Korea  

1045
  

Date: 2005-05-22 22:00:34 
Roberta C Nelson http://www.enviromaxplus.com]?1574201 wrote:  
 
your site is Great. Took me back in time [50's. You must be a dedicated person. Please keep on 
shining.  

1044
  

Date: 2005-05-14 13:11:48 
Ganesh Shenoy no homepage wrote:  
 
Easily the best available music-site that cuts across all genres. Its really brilliant.  
 
Many many congratulations. Cheers!!!!!!!!!!!  

1043
  

Date: 2005-05-14 08:38:35 
K.Pramod no homepage wrote:  
 
I visited your website. The kerala page is simply superb. Kudos to you. My mom is a kerala native. I 
like to have cassettes of old malayalam songs from your collection. can you give the catalogue list 
to me.  
 
 



 
Rgds  
Pramod.K  

1042
  

Date: 2005-05-09 20:20:27 
Rick Mannor http://www.sugarcreekgang.info wrote:  
 
Very nice site. Kerala looks like a lovely place.  

1041
  

Date: 2005-05-08 19:43:35 
star no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey Man,U have done a great job.  
Keep up the good work.  

1040
  

Date: 2005-05-05 17:26:26 
mike http://lesleygore.com wrote:  
 
FIRST LOOK AT NEW ALBUM FROM LESLEY GORE: EVER SINCE  
 
www.EngineCompanyRecords.com]lesleygore  

1039
  

Date: 2005-05-01 06:35:05 
Jeevan K Augustin http://www.Jeevan4u.com wrote:  
 
I'm very happy to see the beautiful collection of my favorite songs. I really enjoyed it. Your site is a 
real gateway to all music lovers. Congratulations & best wishes !! with love, Jeevan K Augustin 
http://www.Jeevan4u.com  

1038
  

Date: 2005-04-28 19:24:39 
ramesh sharma no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent Harry, congrats. Ramesh  

1037
  

Date: 2005-04-25 07:01:53 
C G Nanda Kumar http://www.nandu.org.uk wrote:  
 
Very nice collection. Thank you for some rare songs and may you continue your good work  
 
Nandu  

1036
  

Date: 2005-04-19 19:24:05 
Ajith KR no homepage wrote:  
 
Really enjoyed the flaskback snaps..  

1035
  

Date: 2005-04-04 17:39:11 
JGMorris no homepage wrote:  
 
Still I am waiting the song that 'thedi thedi njanalanju' from ur music listen page  
b.regard  
JGMorris  



1034
  

Date: 2005-03-23 03:05:24 
praveen no homepage wrote:  
 
enjoying listening to the songs - couldn't find bhangra...  

1033
  

Date: 2005-03-17 02:36:27 
P.prasheen no homepage wrote:  
 
I really enjoyed the photo gallery showing the photos of kerala . appplause to the photos taken by 
your cousin too. Dr. pramod seems to me a very familiar persona i recognize. is there a chance he 
is son of a DR. John who worked in Doha and retired in 1993 to a house in trivandrum.he has two 
sons and his spouse is a mrs. Elizabeth who is a retired english teacher. please do confirm me the 
feedback thankyou. this site which i just came to discover is a pearl of a find. thankyou harry . it is 
appreciating of a person toshow such enthusiasm that he has preserved from his teenage.hop on 
the net machine and i will send you some exciting sites too.  

1032
  

Date: 2005-03-15 21:20:06 
Jacob http://www.ChristianStore.biz wrote:  
 
Check out good Christian Music at  
 
<a href="http://www.ChristianStore.biz]"><img 
src="http://www.jesusandyou.com]images]cssmallad.jpg"<]a>  

1031
  

Date: 2005-03-02 12:37:00 
Joseph G Morris http://walla.co.il wrote:  
 
Pls add the song that 'thedi thedi njanalanju' in your music listen page.  
Best regards  
JGMorris from Israel  

1030
  

Date: 2005-03-02 12:33:33 
Joseph G Morris http://walla.co.il wrote:  
 
It's Great Job  

1029
  

Date: 2005-03-02 08:43:13 
sridhar no homepage wrote:  
 
pl tell me how to get the song devi sri devi theDIVarunalla which is available in your list  
 
help me  

1028
  

Date: 2005-03-02 05:35:13 
Sam no homepage wrote:  
 
This is really good and useful site. Good Work Harry.  

1027
  

Date: 2005-02-27 19:26:15 
George Mathew no homepage wrote:  
 
I am living in Regina since 1979  
 



Nice I came across your site  
 
I am from Mavelikara  

1026
  

Date: 2005-02-21 08:46:36 
asha raj no homepage wrote:  
 
One of my friend gave this site.You have amazing colloection .Iwas enquring about a malayalam 
song AMBALLAPUZHA UNNIKANNANODUTHAN .Movie is by mohanlal & jayaram .Can i get the 
song .  
Thanks  
asha  

1025
  

Date: 2005-02-17 19:24:50 
Jan Willem van Staden http://members.shaw.ca]vanstaden.com wrote:  
 
Harry:  
Only a precursory glance. Awesome. Liked the images of Kerala. Looks like a great peaceful area 
of the world.  
I've got a lot of work to do to make my site better.  
 
Thanks,  
Jan [John  

1024
  

Date: 2005-02-16 22:09:20 
Sabari http://www.cpsabari.com wrote:  
 
Namaste Harry !  
You have an awesome site with an equally awesome collection of music ! Thanks for doing a great 
service for the mallu fraternity !! I'm pretty sure all those who visit this site would be proud of you. 
And mucho gracias for the songs you gave :  
 
All efforts are much appreciated.  
Regards,  
Sabari.  

1023
  

Date: 2005-02-15 00:17:29 
Tom http://ripping.v33.org wrote:  
 
Greetings from London and the Audiograbber forums!  

1022
  

Date: 2005-02-14 13:15:02 
Teresa Michael no homepage wrote:  
 
thanks its a good site, theres one mistake, the hindi song JAG DARD ISHK JAG is not sung by 
mahendra but hemant kumar , the female voice u mentioned is correct, please correct it......  

1021
  

Date: 2005-02-13 23:59:04 
Ajayakumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
Thanking you so much for bringing up such a wonderful site like this and have all kinds of key 
ingredient for a Kerala loving guy. I don’t know since when the site is up, the site may be a 
derivative presentation of latest media ware, but the effort and dedication to consolidate and 



preserve all the constituents right from your early days of your teenage, indicate your utmost 
compassion to music and deserve all the appreciation, moreover your broad mind to be admired to 
make it as GP for the music enthusiast who loves Kerala and circumstances made them to live 
outside Kerala and country.  
Whoever you are and whatever you do now, in succinct your contribution is as an awesome work 
and the way you have dedicated to Malaylis who knows Malayalam and Kannada around the world. 
A careful attention you have provided to have classic and nostalgic touch to your presentation is 
really adding flavor to your site more over it proclaims you as an owner of an immaculate 
personality. I am not denying, there may be sites and work bettering your contribution, but the 
matter of fact it is truly have great impression when this kind of work from a person who loves 
Kerala.  
Regards  
Ajay  

1020
  

Date: 2005-02-01 06:06:18 
Keshav no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
I used to listen to Bhagavadgeeta sung by  
Yesudas from your old site [geocities? in 2002-03. Now, after a gap of nearly one and a half years, i 
found them here.  
Those were the days when i used to start my day by connecting to your site and listening to those 
songs.  
Harry, Thank you very much for bringing those songs back. It means a lot to me.  
Wishing you a wonderful year 2005 !!  
Regards,  
Keshav  

1019
  

Date: 2005-01-30 05:58:28 
George Prasad Daniels no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
I've been fortunate to enjoy at least a small portion of your very extensive collection - and hope to 
enjoy even more of it in years to come. I don't know anyone else whose collection comes anywhere 
close to yours in breadth and depth in the kind of music I have enjoyed from my teen years to now. 
And your pics of Kerala - God's own country, indeed - are a source of much nostalgia for me.  
God bless !  
Prasad  

1018
  

Date: 2005-01-28 21:11:42 
Sam Sankaran no homepage wrote:  
 
For a person with engineering background and a lot of technical savvy, I never bothered to have my 
own webpage. Maybe too much of computerization at the workplace is grating on my subconscious 
and I try to keep it out of my personal life. By the way, one of the best sites I have visited so far!! 
Keep up the good work! I love your songs collection.  

1017
  

Date: 2005-01-26 03:36:50 
Jay no homepage wrote:  
 
This site is one fo the best I have seen with so  
much of variety, since some have grown up here in U.S. and some in Europe and many in India or  
around the subcontinent. Great work. Thanks  



1016
  

Date: 2005-01-21 01:09:25 
Katsuhiko Fukutomi no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice home page !!! I really enjoyed your kind of songs. I quite agree with you on Ray Steven's 
Misty.  

1015
  

Date: 2005-01-18 22:27:33 
Pitt Radio http://www.pittradio.com wrote:  
 
Great site with great contents. The music collection is especially good with Yesudas' DIVine voice.  

1014
  

Date: 2005-01-18 08:48:14 
V.S.Prathap http://vssc.org wrote:  
 
Hi, Its realy wonderful, especialy when it is real!  
Could u add "Iru kanneer thullikal oru pen maniyude karimizhikalil vechu kandumuttee" S.Janaki-
Film-Iruttinde aathmavu" very rare and beautiful.  
Thank u,  
wishes,  
Prathap  

1013
  

Date: 2005-01-15 15:31:33 
Vijay no homepage wrote:  
 
Good collection of Kannada songs . the pix of you with jesudas and the one with cliff richard - 
awesome, brought back some memories.  
 
Maybe I'll try the Malayalam songs next - tho' I dont understand the language.!  

1012
  

Date: 2005-01-14 17:15:10 
mamatha no homepage wrote:  
 
kannada songs r too good  

1011
  

Date: 2005-01-12 10:59:16 
Gita http://www.geocities.com]gita_madhu]SuryaTranslations.HTML wrote:  
 
Thanks for the lovely site- I got here looking for More Panghat and got more than I was looking 
for...hehehe,  
Regards,  
Gita  

1010
  

Date: 2005-01-10 11:49:11 
Platokurian http://www.platokurian.150m.com wrote:  
 
This is the first time im visiting this site so i dont have any more comments on this  

1009
  

Date: 2005-01-08 19:14:10 
Mehul Shah no homepage wrote:  
 
very good collection.  

1008 Date: 2004-12-22 21:02:28 



  tony no homepage wrote:  
 
GREAT Site! I haven't been able to find these tracks since the day - love the bubblegum era!  
Thanks for making it available!  

1007
  

Date: 2004-12-21 09:40:34 
RAFEEQ no homepage wrote:  
 
this site iswonderful, i am enjoying all the stuff, including srilankan, even i dont know the language.  
 
my name is rafeeq, from kerala, currently working in dubai as a computer operator.  

1006
  

Date: 2004-12-21 03:47:49 
Pothen Thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
Its a great feeling. Thank you very much for this old music thank you harry.  

1005
  

Date: 2004-12-19 19:23:28 
Sunil no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai  
I was delighted to see a good collection of oldies and latests in one site with remarkable links......... 
pls do addd some English albums from 1984 to 2000- Wham,Petshopboys,micheal wanna 
rock,Boyzone,Duran duran, Old- lou graham,phil collins, Direstraits, Eagles, 711, petshopboys 
......etc too long list. eh but really good man Excellant team work i blive.Had done a good job to fulfill 
your dreams really a entertainer when browsing or emailing.........  
Sunil  
Abudhabi  

1004
  

Date: 2004-12-19 03:59:44 
Pullat Nair http://yahoo.com wrote:  
 
Hi,  
I heard about you thruough one of my friends.His name is Sunny Mammen[ Mammen Chandy.He 
told me that you both together and Dasettan [K.J.Yesudas some pictures and many stories.We are 
working together.I am also mad about malayalam old songs.  
Through I got some more collections too.  
First I thought you are living in U.S or Kerala.Thanks for your effort to make this site.  
Happy to here that you are also here in Canada.  
We are in Ontario,Toronto.  
Hopefully you will not mis-understand me  
Wish you and your family Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.  

1003
  

Date: 2004-12-16 22:53:24 
raju george no homepage wrote:  
 
I was bored at work and I decided to write in here.  
 
xxoxo  
raju  

1002
  

Date: 2004-12-14 08:10:39 
usha no homepage wrote:  
 



A great collection of songs.!!!  
Enjoyed :  
cheers to the team.  
Usha  
Cant live without music in my life  

1001
  

Date: 2004-11-18 11:09:58 
Rajesh no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi..u got a nice collection. DO you have the old song of KJY "Rajeevam Vidarum Nin Mizhikal" from 
the film Belt Mathai? Unfortunately none of the songs of your "wanted" list is with me..let me know if 
you have the above song.  
Thanks  

1000
  

Date: 2004-11-13 12:25:19 
Ganesh Harohalli no homepage wrote:  
 
I Look this page really nice to see and hear  
 
 
Ganesh Harohalli  

999  Date: 2004-11-07 17:11:53 
Rene no homepage wrote:  
 
Just wanted let you know that I love your site! I am a music collector myself. I have approx 3,000 
albums in various forms of media. I have record albums that haven't been opened or played. My 
interests are far too wide and open minded to mention. I would like to make a few requests though if 
I may....  
Dave, Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tick .... i think I have the name right....they had a hit called 
Zabadack and anything else by the boys would be great.  
I would also love to see more by Fludd and any or all of the great bands out of Canada in the 
60's....and any German rock....and more Indian music!  
Hahaha I could go on but I'll stop here for now.  
Once again, love your site and please keep up the good work! MUSIC!  
Rene'  

998  Date: 2004-11-02 14:45:29 
ReddyKCN http://www.ChinthalaGroup.com wrote:  
 
Nice one. Amazing to see your interest in Kannada songs.  
 
Good Luck,  
KCN Reddy  

997  Date: 2004-11-02 03:01:52 
K.Tulasidas no homepage wrote:  
 
Namaskaram,  
Thanks for the quick reply.  
I would like to request Herb Alpert's-Bitter Sweet Samba & El Presidente.  
Hoping for a follow-up soon.  
All the best & regards.  
Sincerely  



K.Tulasidas  
Singapore  

996  Date: 2004-10-29 04:51:29 
RENJI no homepage wrote:  
 
KEEP UP UR GOOD WORKS  

995  Date: 2004-10-27 04:00:45 
S.VENUGOPAL no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Sir  
I am aregular visitor of your site and listening music online.Thank you.  
I would like to know more sites of this type and more songs to listen.  
S.VENUGOPAL  

994  Date: 2004-10-25 22:32:51 
Kunjumone George no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
For many years now, your site continues to comfort, entertain and take me back home to be with all 
those unforgotten dreams! I thank you for it.  

993  Date: 2004-10-22 19:08:30 
harsha no homepage wrote:  
 
hi harry,  
i like to listen old songs.i have been taken ur site.  

992  Date: 2004-10-20 03:55:36 
sujatha no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry,  
 
A big fan of old Malayalam songs, I absolutely  
enjoy listening to the collection on your site.  
Been years since I left Trivandrum and it was  
a pleasure to have stumbled upon your site some  
months ago. I've been a regular visitor since.  
Great effort... thanks!  
 
One suggestion: Could you have the 'radio-style'  
playing option in the new website as well? One  
click and you have the aakaashavaaNi opening  
and closing announcements and everything in b]n  
including commercials! :-  
 
Another small thing: how do you add songs to  
the playlist in the new site? I wasn't able  
to see any checkboxes even though there was an  
'Add to playlist' option on top! Using IE6  
with Java, Javascript and cookies enabled.  
 



Finally, a 'wish-list' with one entry. :  
'Suruma Ezhuthiya MizhigaLey'  
 
 
When I get some time, I'll try and source for  
the songs on your wish-list too.  
 
cheers,  
]sujatha.  

991  Date: 2004-10-09 22:16:19 
hollie noka no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry:  
 
I got your note from e-mail, thank you so much!!  
Your web site is awesome. I did sign your guest book before but maybe I did not set it correctly. 
What I like, the songs are not the same ole, same ole top 20 the oldies stations play. Thanks for 
showing me and others your list and often giving direct connections where to get them...ex: Tommy 
Edwards, "All in the Game". I just obtained 3 Dog Night, their first album on CD from Canada, out of 
print in good old U.S. of A. What a treasure to hear it!!! and the memories...ahhhh!!!  
The 60's and 70's, early on are my favorites, we didn't have to worry much about clean language, 
we knew it was clean. Thanks again, Harry for your site and your thoughtfulness for creating it and 
sharing it with others.  
 
In Christ,  
Hollie Noka  

990  Date: 2004-10-01 13:57:39 
Sundar no homepage wrote:  
 
Great Site!!!  

989  Date: 2004-09-29 23:56:09 
Meera no homepage wrote:  
 
" Lovely Home Page "  

988  Date: 2004-09-26 20:44:46 
Vijay Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for creating and maintaining such a great music site.  

987  Date: 2004-09-14 15:05:02 
Dileep no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
Could u please tell me the name of film which has got this song "Ennum Chirikunna Sooryante".  
Or you give me the link from where I can play ] download the song.  
 
Waiting for ur reply.  
 
Dileep  



986  Date: 2004-09-11 08:44:04 
Varghese Puthussery http://www.e-visa.com.au wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
I came across your web site and spent hours listening all old Malayalam favourites. It was great 
listening to them all, after a long period of time. You have done a very good job of it. I can't thank 
you enough. Well done..  
 
Varghese Puthussery  
Perth, Australia  

985  Date: 2004-09-01 19:21:30 
ninan kodiyattu no homepage wrote:  
 
HELLO MR. HARRY, THIS WEBSITE IS GOOD AND THE SELECTIONS OF THE SONGS IN OLD 
MALAYALAM IS VERY GOOD. THE WEBSITE ALSO REFLECTS HOW MUCH ATTACHMENT 
DO YOU HAVE TO MUSIC. GOOD WORK!  

984  Date: 2004-08-31 04:16:22 
sharon no homepage wrote:  
 
hi again harry , found the site again , looked for a year and was cleaning out files and there you 
were , love the site , still looking for buzz clifford's baby sittin boogie  

983  Date: 2004-08-29 07:28:21 
Shukkoor no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello sir  
very good song  
Shukkoor  
Riyadh K S A  

982  Date: 2004-08-28 23:44:23 
sunny no homepage wrote:  
 
I appreciate this site. As I am a singer in Canada, Vancouver. It helped me to get new songs  

981  Date: 2004-08-27 13:26:07 
prasanth no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for this good work.Songs with commercials very good,play & close your eyes.It gave a 
feeling that we are listening to akaashavani after having "onasadya" in our home in Kerala.Best 
Wishes & "Ona aasamsakal"  

980  Date: 2004-08-22 03:58:42 
Biju no homepage wrote:  
 
i cannot express my delight and joy in finding some of the old songs. My favorite was "Naadan 
Paattinte Madiseela" [MalayalamThank you so much for your good work. Blessinsg always! Biju  

979  Date: 2004-08-21 16:14:57 
Archana no homepage wrote:  



 
Great site!! Glad to see a very good site that gives a list of such rare and lovely kannada songs 
such as this!! I wish I could download a few of my favourite kannada songs from your site!! Can you 
help me on this?  

978  Date: 2004-08-12 07:12:54 
viji no homepage wrote:  
 
hello,  
this site is very nice  
i like this very much  
 
 
keep it up.......  
 
by  
vg  

977  Date: 2004-08-11 09:53:31 
K.SANTOSH no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice Keep It Up  

976  Date: 2004-08-07 12:57:39 
gireesh s no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai Harry,  
 
 
Raely it's a fantastic site....  
amazing collections of melodious songs...  
I like it, I'm badly in need of those melodious songs. can u help me?  

975  Date: 2004-07-30 17:40:32 
Brent Rawlings http://members.shaw.ca]strat wrote:  
 
Great website, Harry. Love the photos from the 70s, especially of you and the Firebird. Reminds me 
of Starsky and Hutch. Quite a music collection you have. I would love to sit and listen to some 
ABBA songs in your music room sometime. Their harmonies are like none other. I would also like to 
hear the Carpenter's as Karen is my favourite female singer. A close second would be Shania.  
 
Anyway, good job.  
 
God Bless.  
Brent  

974  Date: 2004-07-27 17:22:20 
basheer vnathan kandi no homepage wrote:  
 
iam very like old songs 

973  Date: 2004-07-23 18:06:20 
Pradeep no homepage wrote:  
 



Beautiful website, lots of music, just amazing  
Regards  
Pradeep  

972  Date: 2004-07-21 05:21:13 
Howard Kaplan no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, I visit your site from time to time just to read your comments and then play your songs. Funny 
thing is I've got the ones I like on .mp3, but still like your site. I guess your comments really trigger 
the memories. Anyway, just wanted to say hi again.  
 
Best regards,  
 
Howard Kaplan  

971  Date: 2004-07-19 12:33:20 
Sunil Menon no homepage wrote:  
 
gr8 site, keep up the good work, its a solace  
to malayalis like us who r not in kerala to get  
in touch with these songs.  
 
just too good  
 
 
rgds  
 
sunil menon  

970  Date: 2004-07-19 03:10:38 
Charlene Vossepoel no homepage wrote:  
 
Just took a quick look at your site. I remember that young man standing in front of that cool car. Oh, 
the memories!  

969  Date: 2004-07-14 19:53:05 
M. Mohan chandran no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Sir,  
 
Excellent piece of work. Please accept my heartfelt congratulations. Thank you.  
 
On similar lines, can we expect good old Drama songs, especially those of K.S. George period ?  
 
Thanking you once again.  
 
Regards  
 
M. MOHAN CHANDRAN  

968  Date: 2004-07-13 10:18:10 
Saraswati no homepage wrote:  
 
I wanted the song Pravahame and Raga Sudha Rasa from the picture Sargam casting Vineet and 



Ramba[an actress in Tamil cinema  
Kindly upload that song asap.  

967  Date: 2004-07-07 02:40:01 
Arun http://proudindian123.tripod.com wrote:  
 
wonderful song collection! thanks!  

966  Date: 2004-07-06 09:18:05 
juedu http://home.iitb.ac.in]~j_austine wrote:  
 
nice site.  

965  Date: 2004-07-01 07:49:44 
rajesh no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks a lot.  

964  Date: 2004-06-26 20:10:17 
murali no homepage wrote:  
 
swergagayike ithilay ithilay  
swepnalolupe ithilay ithilay.......where is this song?please...i love your site  

963  Date: 2004-06-16 15:39:24 
David Eeles no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
Love your site. Cheers.  

962  Date: 2004-06-15 20:42:23 
kellie brutcher no homepage wrote:  
 
please help me get my hands on make believe by wind and tony orlando  
and i also think you site is awsome thanks for having it for us  

961  Date: 2004-06-15 05:56:03 
Tim no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
Awesome website! The Anchans really do live in their own little world! See ya next Sunday.  
 
Tim  

960  Date: 2004-06-12 07:33:17 
Shaju no homepage wrote:  
 
Congratulations for your fantastic work.I very much fond of old Malayalam songs of Yesudas. I have 
a request pls. put more old songs in your website. Once again congrats.  
 



Shaju  

959  Date: 2004-06-11 05:26:20 
Bruce http://www.uginbruce.at.tt wrote:  
 
A well Grown Web Page  

958  Date: 2004-06-10 07:29:19 
Binu no homepage wrote:  
 
Awesome collections . . . . i feel so much refreshed . . . Thanks Harry  

957  Date: 2004-06-10 05:20:06 
LESTER EMMANUEL no homepage wrote:  
 
THANKS amazing collection! great work!  
 
 
Excellent site!  

956  Date: 2004-05-28 01:57:13 
Prakash http://www.postech.ac.kr]~prakash wrote:  
 
An amazing collection of those nostalic oldies..An achievemnt about which you could realy be proud 
of..Keep up the good work..  
Can you get me a link to C.A. Antos Madhurikkum Ormakaley..?"  

955  Date: 2004-05-20 11:13:16 
M.P.Abdul Latheef http://www.yahoo.co.in wrote:  
 
Congratulations for your great effort. Old film songs keeping in good quality in music and its lyric. 
With a request more old songs may please be included in ur web page. I am native of 
Lakshadweep, I am very much like old film songs. with reagrds In sha Allah  

954  Date: 2004-05-19 14:31:58 
suresan no homepage wrote:  
 
I have gone thro' the list of songs.It is a great work.I lov old songs[malayalam]and have a collection 
of about 400 old malayalam songs.I would like to have some songs from your collections.How can I 
get them?  

953  Date: 2004-05-17 19:21:15 
Yesudas no homepage wrote:  
 
Take a trip down the nostalgic lane!  
Excellent site!  
 
Yesudas Kurisinkal  

952  Date: 2004-05-05 05:17:58 
Pat Toscano no homepage wrote:  
 
These old songs from 1975 were great! That year was a pivotal year in my life, and to hear those 



songs brought back great times. Please try to include more songs from 1975.  

951  Date: 2004-05-03 23:26:56 
filomina no homepage wrote:  
 
Itz a Great site. I love to download some very old malayalam songs. Could you please consider 
adding old malayalam collections.  

950  Date: 2004-05-02 11:38:10 
Arif http://www.arifnet.tk wrote:  
 
great work man, feeling like im listening akashawani from my grandpa's old transister radio, thanks 
zillion.. oruvattam koodiya pazhaya radiovil pattonnu kelkkuvan moham :  

949  Date: 2004-05-01 21:33:53 
Kerry http://www.geocities.com]kelrmyr5 wrote:  
 
Harry, your hard work on these webpages are extremely well-done! I especially like the oldies from 
'69. Keep up the good work!  

948  Date: 2004-05-01 17:24:53 
Ajith no homepage wrote:  
 
please send an e-mail about  
1.mayooranarthanamadi [NeelakkannukalK J yesudas  

947  Date: 2004-04-24 11:31:26 
WNAR-AM Re-Creation Radio http://www.wnar-am.com wrote:  
 
I was browsing your website and I thought you might be interested in our Old Time, Retro Radio, 
Re-creation community and internet radio station:  
www.wnar-am.com <http://www.wnar-am.com>  
Please link to us on your website and submit material for airplay.  
We are also interested public service announcements for many deserving causes and to inform 
about American ideals.  
Contact info:  
WNAR-AM  
David C. Mc Crork Radio and Engineering  
Telford, PA 18969  

946  Date: 2004-04-23 17:52:58 
Henry no homepage wrote:  
 
Great page - have followed it for a few years now and am always impressed. Have a suggestion: 
How about adding "Shakin' All Over" by The Guess Who? Various medleys, along with "American 
Woman", have been overplayed for 20 years - but you seldom hear this early gem!  

945  Date: 2004-04-20 15:21:59 
shiv no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site. I love to listen to your old malayalam collections. Could you please consider adding old 
songs.  



Is the person on the left side of Yesudas the famous malayalam comedian jagathi srinivasan.  

944  Date: 2004-04-20 11:38:57 
sridhar bulusus no homepage wrote:  
 
please help me i want to hear devi sri devi a song in sopnasundari or prema abishegam, please 
help me i am mad on his song  

943  Date: 2004-04-04 05:35:09 
ajit lakshmiratan no homepage wrote:  
 
you have a very good collection. Keep it up  

942  Date: 2004-04-03 05:49:48 
prasad http://prasadgit.741.com wrote:  
 
please send me kannada old or new songs lyrics.thank you  

941  Date: 2004-03-19 19:13:03 
Krishnamurthy no homepage wrote:  
 
An excellent website for Malayalees abroad to listen to Malayalam Songs. I appreciate your 
updates. Please continue the good work. Good luck and Thanks.  

940  Date: 2004-03-15 09:04:00 
noohu no homepage wrote:  
 
hai where 2 get mp3 songs of His Highness Abdulla: kamala thalam: and aramthamburan if u know 
tell me the site  

939  Date: 2004-03-12 16:38:59 
NANCY NAYLOR no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, I think you have a lot of great song's. And a great site. I enjoyed it very much.Keep up the 
great work. Magill!  

938  Date: 2004-03-11 14:34:41 
N.Narandran no homepage wrote:  
 
Beautiful songs. Brings back the past. Thanks  
 
Narandran  

937  Date: 2004-03-09 08:34:12 
B Paul no homepage wrote:  
 
A wonderful and well done site - Thank God for the countless effort and hard work and hours you 
have spent on this - this is a very rare site to be imagines of. keep up the good work - actually I can 
proudly refer this site as an authicated place to find and learn about Malayalam and other language 
film & drama songs.  
Once again - Good Luck Mr Harry  
 
Yours truly  



B Paul - Kuwait  

936  Date: 2004-03-07 06:11:53 
Pa Toscano no homepage wrote:  
 
Terrific songs! 1974-1976 were pivotal and rememberable years in my life, and those songs bring 
back good memories. Thank you.  

935  Date: 2004-03-05 20:06:07 
Sasikumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanx for the efforts to keep us nostalgic  
Sasi  

934  Date: 2004-03-05 17:47:34 
Neelakantan .P no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
 
Your song selections are good, everyday I am using your site to relax my mind. Unfortunately i have 
found this site only on lastweek. Keep posting old goodies. I don't know how to appreciate your 
work.  
 
with best wishes  
 
Neelakantan .p  
p.o. box 9351  
dubai  
U.A.E  

933  Date: 2004-03-01 23:19:21 
jose thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
congrats,you have a cool site  

932  Date: 2004-02-27 00:29:57 
Muhammad Ashraf http://home.swipnet.se]m-ashraf] wrote:  
 
Hello Sir,  
Heartily congratulations from my side. I am highly impressed by your beautiful collection espacially 
of old Indian songs. I appreciate your hard effort to select very beautiful songs. I bow my HEAD for 
your decent taste. It is really really a decent and a very sweet collection indeed.  
 
Sincerely yours,  
Muhammad Ashraf  
Stockholm, Sweden  

931  Date: 2004-02-24 20:10:20 
Bonnie Kaplan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
I've looked at some of the pictures --- marvelous! I do want to visit some day!  



Bonnie  

930  Date: 2004-02-20 20:30:47 
girija no homepage wrote:  
 
Lovely collections....but sad that we cant  
 
download it.  

929  Date: 2004-02-19 08:07:00 
Vinod Nina no homepage wrote:  
 
Well the songs in the music list is enviable---but what good is it when u can't download it--could u 
plz upload it on u'r server or malayalavedhi,bet u get lots of mails in this vein. Well if u need a 
reason other than the obvious "joy of shring" ,listen to the latest songs belted out by the gen y geeks 
with their gadgets that pass off for malayalam music. The net-saavy generation could atleast get 
access to good songs and not be at the mercy of Tv channels that broadcast "adipoli"[yucks --done 
to death word songs.They would retain our love for melodies and hopefully inspire the odd one to 
produce good songs ,again Regards Vinod  

928  Date: 2004-02-18 06:17:32 
Deepika Ramprasad http://www.geocities.com]singer_ram wrote:  
 
Dear Mr.Harry Anchan  
Your site is wonderful I really enjoyed your collection of songs thank you for giving a link to my site.  
Please sign my guestbook with your suggestions because I am still a beginner.  
Thank you once again,  
Deepika Ramprasad  

927  Date: 2004-02-17 21:24:08 
shantha no homepage wrote:  
 
such a wonderful site that I ever came across for the malayalm OLD songs. Thank you and keep up 
the good work.  

926  Date: 2004-02-14 13:35:39 
Suresan no homepage wrote:  
 
sir can i have any details about the old song  
chanchalam ozhuki jeevitha dhara  
paadee thennal chuzhattee dharaa..  
 
 
 
 
it is an old song .a hindi song also of the same tune is available.think this is the remake of the hindi 
song.  

925  Date: 2004-02-13 17:51:02 
Jackie no homepage wrote:  
 
Thankyou for makeing these hits available to us.!! They bring back alot of fun memories.!! Your site 
is Awesome.!!!!! Keep up the good work.!!!  



924  Date: 2004-02-12 01:06:11 
Prasad George no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello,  
I was serching for some old malayalam songs. Guess what one of my favourate song "Evidayo 
kalangu poya kaumaram, Yesudas Shakti" I found on your site. and some my favourates. Good job 
keep it up. Good luck.  
Regards.  
Prasad George  
Houston, Texas  

923  Date: 2004-02-05 02:22:53 
pastor allan howes no homepage wrote:  
 
Awesome looking site, Harry. Thank you for introducing me to you site and may the Lord continue 
to bless you in all that you do.  
Looking forward to coming back for another visit.  
Pastor Al  

922  Date: 2004-02-04 04:22:30 
Julie & Manoj no homepage wrote:  
 
This is a wonderful place for malayalam songs. We wanted to add one more songs, which we found 
in this website  
http://www.vismayam.net]itIncludeSongs.asp?Name=136&Val=Nokketha%20Dhoorathu%20Kannu
m%20Nattu  
from the movie "Nokketha Dhoorathu Kannum Nattu"  
"Aayiram Kannumai"  
It is a beautiful song both by Yesudas and Chitra. We have been searching for this song for the 
longest. If anyone can find the cd]video]dvd, please let me know, it is a beautiful touching movie.  
 
Great Going  
Regards  
 
Julie & Manoj  

921  Date: 2004-02-03 15:49:19 
ajit no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry Anchan, Have been seeing your music site off and on. Your idea is really 
wonderful.Have found them very enjoyable. Keep it up and all the best. Regards  
ajitlakshmiratan  

920  Date: 2004-02-01 08:32:21 
Kalyan Rajasekharuni no homepage wrote:  
 
You have a wonderful collection. A great effort  
indeed. Your pearls are strung by melody,which  
transcends language. There are some nice numbers  
by salil chowdhary & yesudas duo. Your English  
collection makes a nice night listening, can add  
more to them, though the 90's did not offer much  
in terms of melody. The new millennium has a  



positive note for the return of melody.  

919  Date: 2004-01-27 06:24:45 
Aparna no homepage wrote:  
 
hi,You hv done a pretty good work. Could u do me a favour, pls? I would like to hv one Malayalam 
song...'Janaki jaane...ramaa..janaki jaane..'. Could u either put up in ur site or mail me immediately? 
Thanks.  

918  Date: 2004-01-19 14:20:56 
ronybc http://www.ronybc.8k.com wrote:  
 
searching for 'panchavaadhyam', The malayalee METAl..!  

917  Date: 2004-01-19 11:08:47 
MP Raju no homepage wrote:  
 
Great effort !!  

916  Date: 2004-01-16 08:04:14 
Satyanath no homepage wrote:  
 
Your site is an interestig one! I'm a fan ofvery old Malayalam songs. Some of the details given are 
factually wrong. Song "Vandi Vandi Ninneppole" is from "Doctor".  
I like to see songs from "Thaskara Veeran", Lokaneethi [Kanna Neeyurangu by AM Raja]Leela and 
the songs from Jeevithanowka [tunes copied from famous Hidi songs in yiyr site. Am I hoping 
excessively?  
Happy listening in comig years!  

915  Date: 2004-01-11 08:56:52 
Cheryl Parker Patterson no homepage wrote:  
 
WOW...what a site!! All those wonderful songs that stir up so many memories. Many thanks to the 
founder of this site.  

914  Date: 2004-01-11 06:57:06 
patrick nicol http://1075kiss.com wrote:  
 
I worked at cjme in the 70's and ckxl and host an oldies show on my station in vernon bc saturdays 
at 4 pst currently not streamed [provider problem- just appreciate that you loved listening to the 
oldies on radio we still do it and are successful . Patrick Nicol vp & gm kiss fm vernon bc 3313 32nd 
avenue v1t 2e1  

913  Date: 2004-01-07 07:53:39 
thomas t g http://www.rediff.com wrote:  
 
very nice collections... Keep it up...  

912  Date: 2004-01-04 01:56:36 
Harry no homepage wrote:  
 
Thought I would let you know I think you have a great site- some music I really like. Kind of strange 
that I like so much of the music you like. Andy Kim is a fav- and Tommy Roe's version of Stager Lee 



is the best. I found your site while searching for the singer of a song "Up in Puff of Smoke." It 
appears you, like me, grew up listening to bubblegum and graduated to disco.  
 
Thanks for a great site.  

911  Date: 2003-12-31 01:16:15 
Paul no homepage wrote:  
 
Cool site. I hope you can answer the question I emailed you.  

910  Date: 2003-12-26 16:16:56 
Harish Narayan no homepage wrote:  
 
hats off for this wonderful effort!  

909  Date: 2003-12-25 20:01:56 
cj no homepage wrote:  
 
Have looked everywhere for Tiny Thing. Almost thought I had imagined this fantastic song. So glad 
I was able to hear it again. Now if only I could download it too..... Great site!!!!  

908  Date: 2003-12-20 16:26:22 
Ravi http://www.discoverbangalore.com wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
Congratulations on a good site. I enjoyed all your songs and looking forward for your new site that 
you have announced. Great Job. Maybe you can provide links to more sites that offer Kannada 
songs, like coolgoose.com [downloadable, Udbhava.com, etc.  

907  Date: 2003-12-14 05:27:17 
Alli no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank You so much for having Lata on this site i really enjoyed it!!!  

906  Date: 2003-12-13 11:08:13 
Dr. S. K. Vijayachandran no homepage wrote:  
 
i am searching for two of my favorite songs-  
'Ekanthathayude Apaaparatheeram"[ bhargaveenilayam  
and  
'Hridayathin romancham [utharayanam  
 
please help  
skvijayachandran  

905  Date: 2003-12-11 05:37:02 
Shiraz Shariff no homepage wrote:  
 
I look forward to enjoying your music selection. Thanks for dropping by at the open house.  

904  Date: 2003-12-04 21:02:53 
Doug Reade no homepage wrote:  



 
Hey Harry, it's been a while!  
 
Cheers.  

903  Date: 2003-12-01 20:35:28 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for visiting my site. How is Jessey [hope I got the name right? Hope you all are doing well. 
Have a wonderful Christmas season and a happy new year!!!!  

902  Date: 2003-11-29 13:10:58 
sunil kkmar p.b. http://keral.com wrote:  
 
good collection of latest malayalam songs  

901  Date: 2003-11-26 18:05:37 
udayakumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Good collection of Kannada Songs. Keep it up  

900  Date: 2003-11-21 19:59:28 
MARGIE ADAIR no homepage wrote:  
 
YOUR SITE WAS THE ONLY PLACE I COULD FIND A RECORDING MY HUSBAND HAD BEEN 
TRYING TO LOCATE FOR A LONG TIME. THANK YOU.  

899  Date: 2003-11-20 06:11:48 
chandra no homepage wrote:  
 
its great  

898  Date: 2003-11-17 12:19:28 
Joseph K Jacob no homepage wrote:  
 
Great job.... Keep it up..  
 
Thanks  

897  Date: 2003-11-16 07:02:21 
rajiv no homepage wrote:  
 
real good songs..keep up the good work  

896  Date: 2003-11-08 11:48:24 
T S Cherian no homepage wrote:  
 
Beautiful, Thanks  

895  Date: 2003-11-07 10:11:35 
pk no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello,  



Thanks. Since 1999 I have been listening to your collection. [why do you give a special welcome to 
the audience from vienna, on your first page? i am living in vienna.  
All the best  
PK  

894  Date: 2003-11-07 05:26:22 
RKilambi no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai Harry,  
The Hindi Song collection is great. Hope you will start one in Tamil Hits pre 80's and Telugu HIts pre 
80's too.  
The hindi songs are a treat to hear,  
Thank You  
Regards  
RAdha Kilambi  

893  Date: 2003-10-31 15:08:28 
ramesh http://123kerala.com wrote:  
 
refreshment of pravasi  

892  Date: 2003-10-28 03:29:36 
gerhard no homepage wrote:  
 
most meaningful just like aint never seen a white man is outstanding ,just teach to 8 billion 
men+woman  

891  Date: 2003-10-27 02:27:17 
Bill Mc Croskey http://www.mccroskey.com wrote:  
 
Harry .... Great idea and site ... hard to find lost classics are a super idea ... I would hope you could 
find a way to let people know about your site as I accidently stumbled on to it after typing in Gary 
Weeks and Dave Beckett in a search engine. The sad part is so many songs are out of print so we 
must resort to down loading to even find them. Any ways .... keep up the great work and please 
know there are people out here that appreciate your hard work.  

890  Date: 2003-10-26 08:45:58 
Amey http://www.geocities.com]ee00224] wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, I just want to say that I really appreciate ur sincere efforts to make almost every song on 
earth so easily accesible to the world... And that too, for FREE!!! Keep up the good work. By the 
way, I think, it wud be gr8 if people can kinda provide links to the songs they have on their servers 
at ur page, so that the database becomes even more larger. Here's my little addition. It's "To the 
moon and back" from savage garden. Download it here  

889  Date: 2003-10-25 00:07:51 
Mini no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for this wonderful collection of songs.  

888  Date: 2003-10-22 21:41:23 
Lawrenceloh no homepage wrote:  
 



What more can I say other than still soaking in wonderful moments of memory lane. I wish to thank 
you for the wonderful site which led me eventually to locate some of the missing songs since 
schooldays,and are very hard to come by nowadays,in particular "I need you"[1964 by Ricky 
Nelson. However I could not locate "Someday"[1959 by him. Also "Susie darling"[1959 by Pual 
Anka[if I'm not wrong, as well as "thinking of our love"[1960? by Cliff Richard, and "Special 
angel"[1958?by Connie Francis. Any possible help ?  
Once again, thanks for such a wonderful site which will definitely bring forth many joyful moments 
and happy returns to those people like us.Keep it up & Take care!  

887  Date: 2003-10-20 13:27:25 
R. Smith no homepage wrote:  
 
I am looking for info on a female artist from the 80's by the name of Donitra[DenitraHicks ???, I can't 
remember the name of her song but she had one that I liked. I know this is vague info but does her 
name ring a bell and can you recall any of her songs ?  

886  Date: 2003-10-15 01:21:28 
Rodney Rawlings http://www3.sympatico.ca]rr.rawlings]home.frames.htm wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
That Ray Stevens MISTY is the strangest version of the song I have ever heard. I have to wonder 
whether it too was a joke, especially when he mentions "the sound of violins" and we get a rollicking 
country fiddle!  
 
Just in passing--I love it. Somehow the sentimental romanticism of this tune still shines through!  
 
Rodney Rawlings  
416-960-0086  
"Music, Melody, and Songs"  
http://www3.sympatico.ca]rr.rawlings]home.frames.htm  
Click to hear my  
Reconstruction:  
http://www3.sympatico.ca]rr.rawlings]misc.sound]Reconstruction.on.Ground.Zero.mp3  

885  Date: 2003-10-14 18:48:38 
joe no homepage wrote:  
 
Great job! keep it up.  
 
Regards,  
 
Joe  

884  Date: 2003-10-11 06:18:28 
Hiten no homepage wrote:  
 
Good job!  

883  Date: 2003-09-28 21:32:52 
Karen no homepage wrote:  
 
Wow! Thanks for the memories! I was searching for a song I loved in High School, and here it was. I 



ended up staying for hours playing all my favourite old songs. Through teary eyes, thanks...  

882  Date: 2003-09-25 09:12:12 
alexander a.a. http://www.home.knpc.net wrote:  
 
Thanks for giving this site for all malayalam music lovers. I am hearing mostly the old malayalam 
songs whenever I have leisure time. I am in the Middle East now, I get back my music collection 
through this site, what I lost in my home in Kerala.  
 
Thank you and regards.  

881  Date: 2003-09-24 08:45:29 
Ananthakrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello everyBODY,  
I am from Mumbai. My family feels so relaxed listening to malayalam songs. We feel as if we are in 
Kerala. I am native to Palakkad.  
All the best  
regards  

880  Date: 2003-09-20 16:17:01 
Radha Kilambi no homepage wrote:  
 
I can get the song daadiyamma daadiyamma .  
 
Do you have vrindavan ka krishna kanahiaya from 1957 movie Miss Mary  
 
Radha Kilambi  

879  Date: 2003-09-19 19:50:24 
Paul West http://thepelicans.co.uk wrote:  
 
This is a refreshing website : open, welcoming and generous - thank you.  

878  Date: 2003-09-17 19:00:14 
Patty http://members.shaw.ca]acceptgodsgrace wrote:  
 
Cool site. I'll have to let my son know as he is so into music. He might be interested in what you 
have.  

877  Date: 2003-09-17 01:00:53 
Vidya R no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry Anchan,  
 
Your web site at geocities has given me so much solace. Thank you for publishing old malayalam 
songs.  
 
My mother passed away couple of weeks back and I'm trying to remember all her favourite 'kitchen 
tunes'. I got so many songs that she would sing from your site. Can you help me find some other 
songs? Some of them are difficult to trace.  
 
Thank you so much. Every song means a lot to me and I will be very grateful to you for that.  
 



Vidya  
 
1. She would sing a song [I guess it is a devotional Krishna song  
kai valarunnu kaal varalunnu ammakku ammini kodhi valarunnu  
Aaa kaiyil ee kaiyil ...ayilu[? tharaam malaru tharaam  
ammakku ammini endhu tharum endhu tharum  
Unarooo nee unaroo , kanna nee unaroo umma tharaam unni unaroo  
 
2. Some film song. I remember only one line.  
Nee maathram engu poyee nee maathram engu poyee [looks like ragam Simhendarmadhyamam, 
too short a piece to identify raga  
 
3. Another film song  
asthamaya sooryanukku dukhamundo  
 
4. Film song, words are wrong, just indicative. This piece comes somewhere in the middle.  
yee theeruga...shokamide..nee kelutha kokilame...  
nee parayu manasame...nee parayu.... [strong Kalyani ragam  
 
5. Film Song, pretty popular  
kanmani ponmaniye kaarthiga kanmaniye aaro ...aararo...makale nee yen kaineetom  
 
6. Very old song  
Orkugayaal orkugayaal omana....  
 
7. Malayalam song in the same tune as Hindi film song "Chori Chori aankhone me chori"  
Manthri manthri vyamoham manthri  
 
8. Devotional - Nyanappana? Not sure  
Narayanginum janichupol nyaanum  

876  Date: 2003-09-13 18:56:52 
syam no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
 
You are maintaining a very good collection of hit songs, thank you for providing this site  
 
Rehards.,  
Syam  

875  Date: 2003-09-12 03:38:18 
Sinoj Abraham http://home.pusan.ac.kr]~sinoj wrote:  
 
nice site and very happy to listen the music and all. nice job. keep it with frequent upgradation. also 
thanks for the welcome message.....  

874  Date: 2003-09-06 21:41:52 
Bhushan Patil no homepage wrote:  
 
You ve a very good collection...I am also a old hindi song lover....my email is 
bhushansp1@yahoo.com  
 
Anyway, Ive a correction to your database...The song Hum kisise Kam Nahi[Film: Hum kisise Kam 
Nahiis sung by Mohd. Rafi-Asha Bhonsle- Bhupendra Singh...  



Ok! bye , Gud Luck  

873  Date: 2003-09-01 08:45:32 
sanju no homepage wrote:  
 
please send me the lyrics of new malayalam films  

872  Date: 2003-08-29 03:50:04 
Steve Carras no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey, glad to be here!  
 
I noticed you had the Cuff Lin ks's first two hits "Tracy" [which is my girlfriend's name;she was born 
around this time, late 1969 and "When Julie COmes Around" but no "Run Sally Run"?  
 
[I note that two Sally songfs were on the TRACY album...the above and "Sally Ann".  
 
And what about "Run Joey Run" by David Geddes?? :D  

871  Date: 2003-08-22 00:55:33 
Eckhard Gross no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry !!!  
I'm interested in a reord from your collection !  
MARTINIQUE - Fantastic Life 12" ! Are you interested to trade it against very rare EURODISCO 
maxis from the 80's ???  
Please contact me !!!! Best wishes ECKI  

870  Date: 2003-08-20 02:19:20 
Charlotte no homepage wrote:  
 
One of my favorite site's..have been a regular visitor for a long time and really enjoy seeing what 
else you have added. Really brings back some memories. Thanks for all the work you've done 
sofar.  

869  Date: 2003-08-16 19:27:50 
Manoj Ronda no homepage wrote:  
 
Great songs and collection  
 
you may want to add few more,  
 
like from Swami Vivakanand movie etc  

868  Date: 2003-08-13 06:31:42 
RaeLynn no homepage wrote:  
 
What a lovely surprise. I sat here playing all my favorite oldies instead of doing research!  

867  Date: 2003-08-10 20:17:25 
Renjith http://www.geocities.com]renjiweb wrote:  
 
ohhh..!!!! nice work yaar..please make a provision to downloading. very nice site. i came here by 



google searching and i got the song which i searched for a long time ....anyway thankyou  

866  Date: 2003-08-04 15:27:53 
Sukumar Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent, Harry. Please keep it up. I assure you, I will be one of the regular visitors.  
Best of Luck  
Sukumar Nair  
moviedirector@indiatimes.com  
Director of "SHAHEED-E-AZAM"[Hindi  
"BHAGAT SINGH A REVOLUTIONARY  
WARRIOR" [English dubbed  

865  Date: 2003-07-31 19:16:38 
Kriben no homepage wrote:  
 
When I try to access a song, a page comes up saying that it cannot be found.  
 
Thanks.  
 
Kriben, South Africa  

864  Date: 2003-07-30 06:20:12 
ashok kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
great site Harry! u made my day!  

863  Date: 2003-07-26 11:22:23 
Leah no homepage wrote:  
 
Makes me want to run out and buy some music. Thanks! I believe that listening to music on the 
internet is inherently dissatisfying and we will all eventually want to run out and buy the cds. I 
certainly feel that way.  

862  Date: 2003-07-25 10:57:40 
Leda K no homepage wrote:  
 
Wonderful website, with lots of information about the music. Thanks!  

861  Date: 2003-07-17 16:06:18 
RENIT JOY no homepage wrote:  
 
it is very nice  

860  Date: 2003-07-16 19:44:59 
Chaya no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, u have got a lovely collection of songs here..I would luv to burn them on a Cd..but i cant 
download them...can u give me ne suggestion as to where i can download these songs.Thanx  

859  Date: 2003-07-10 08:57:29 
K. V. Satyanath no homepage wrote:  
 



Your collection is very classy. I liked them all. I would like to see the following:  
Kanna neeyurangu - Lokaneethi  
Veene patuka priya - Seetha  
Aayiram lailalil - Kootapirappu  

858  Date: 2003-07-08 02:25:12 
Denny Weese no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry:  
A friend & I spent the summer of '73  
traveling through the provinces[East to West.  
Fascinating songs on the radio.Stampeder's "Oh  
My Lady",Dave Nichol's "So Long Mama",The Bell's  
husband & wife[at that time"Carry On",and probably close to a dozen others that I can't  
quite remember the titles.I hope someday that  
a compilation CD will come out that might have some of these songs on it.I do sometimes hear  
a few of them from a am radio station in Chatham-Kent,Ontario that now broadcasts on the  
'Net[Classic Gold AM 630.Keep up the good work!  
Denny Weese  

857  Date: 2003-07-04 17:47:23 
Ken no homepage wrote:  
 
Love the site particularly "Far from Over" by Boulevard. I've loved that song since the late 80's but 
never found the CD [Or anyone who knew about them either, so hearing it takes me back.  
 
Have you ever found anything with Lisa Delbello[sp?. She had a couple of great tunes in the late 
80's as well but I keep coming up dry on searches. Looking for the song "Talk to me" [I think - ever 
hear of it?  

856  Date: 2003-06-24 17:02:16 
roknroller no homepage wrote:  
 
ty ty ty I, too ,am a Child of 1090Chec in Lethbridge........gotta love that Classic Rock.. been looking 
for Tiny Thing for along while, did find it to download but nice to see its here on ur site too TakeCare 

855  Date: 2003-06-22 02:49:32 
Ephraim Henri no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you very much, lovely collection of songs.  
 
Brings Nostalgia to my Heart.  
 
Much Regards  
 
Ephraim  

854  Date: 2003-06-21 08:57:33 
Arun no homepage wrote:  
 
i need the lyrics of new malayalam film thillakam  

853  Date: 2003-06-18 22:21:41 
Manoj Mathew http://www.geocities.com]jen_manoj wrote:  



 
Hey Harry, site's looking great!  

852  Date: 2003-06-18 21:29:55 
Shelley Ellis no homepage wrote:  
 
I want to go there right now. It looks like a place full of beauty both in it's nature and it's people! I 
can't wait to see what you bring back from your next trip.  
Take Care,  
Shelley  

851  Date: 2003-06-17 03:58:04 
esther no homepage wrote:  
 
Your collection is great!! I am looking for the 1978 hit "If I had words" yvonne Keeley and Scott 
Fitzgerald. Would love to hear it again.  
Thanks  

850  Date: 2003-06-08 21:46:02 
Jennifer no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
A friend of mine recommended this site and I really like it. I enjoyed listening to some of the Hindi 
songs and the pictures of Scotland are so beautiful.  
 
Thanks for this site you have put in a lot of hard work.  
 
Regards ]Jennifer  

849  Date: 2003-06-07 10:58:25 
surya http://yahoo.com wrote:  
 
Hello, it is a very good site especially to get malayalam music.congratulations.  

848  Date: 2003-06-07 09:06:28 
L.C.PILLAI no homepage wrote:  
 
i was just looking out for some very old songs and i found them here.its was fabulous, keep up the 
great work.  

847  Date: 2003-06-06 08:06:13 
George Varghese no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site and fabulous collection.  
Keep up the good work.  

846  Date: 2003-06-03 04:41:40 
PRIYAJOY no homepage wrote:  
 
GREAT!!!!!!!!!  

845  Date: 2003-06-02 08:10:40 



Anil http://www.aniljohnson.com wrote:  
 
Very nice website , lof of information and lot of music .. i love it  
 
Anil  

844  Date: 2003-05-31 09:02:29 
meera no homepage wrote:  
 
hi,  
my friends and i are trying desperately to find that great Baila song malu malu malu, if someone has 
a copy, could they please get in contact with me asap  
thanking you  
meera  

843  Date: 2003-05-31 03:09:31 
Alison no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site! Thanks for the trip down memory lane....  

842  Date: 2003-05-30 04:57:18 
Allen M White no homepage wrote:  
 
I am 55 years old, This is one of the best sights I've seen for old music titles.  
Keep up the good work.  
 
Allen  

841  Date: 2003-05-27 10:05:12 
Uma no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, I haven't been to your site in ages. So you can imagine my surprise when I saw 
the"Special Welcome" bit. Beautiful pictures! Makes me homesick... Uma Narayan  

840  Date: 2003-05-27 05:21:25 
Hannah Tran no homepage wrote:  
 
It's nice to get to know you better from your site. I especially liked the picture of you in your oldies 
clothes.  

839  Date: 2003-05-25 04:31:15 
Skeeter no homepage wrote:  
 
I am from Hawaii, and live in Kansas. I share your passion for the oldies. I have listen to the oldies 
since I could remember. I love your site and applaude your great skill for putting it to gether. It is 
super.  

838  Date: 2003-05-22 13:07:16 
Warren no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
Wow, what a great site! Your favorites cover a lot of ground, and I can't believe how many of them -- 



especially the quirkier and forgotten ones -- are among my very favorites. I own many of the songs 
listed, whether by purchase or from "name it and claim it" contests from many years ago, but I need 
to upgrade from scratchy 45s to CDs. The good news is that the collections you offer will allow me 
to do this more efficiently than I ever could if I were to shop elsewhere. I've bookmarked your site, 
and I'll be back to make some purchases soon.  
 
I'd like to nominate a few songs for your extended list of favorite oldies, all Top 40 but sorely 
neglected on the airwaves:  
 
"Mission Bell", Donnie Brooks #7 1960  
"Heart & Soul", Cleftones #18 1961  
"Hats Off To Larry", Del Shannon #5 1961  
"Silver Threads and Golden Needles", The Springfields #20 1962  
"Night Has A Thousand Eyes", Bobby Vee #3 1962  
"Liar Liar", The Castaways #12 1965  
"Words of Love", The Mamas & Papas #5 1966  
"Double Barrel", Dave & Ansil Collins #22 1971  
 
If it weren't so early, I'd come up with some others. Besides, it's time to get back to work.  
 
Thanks again for a terrific site! Keep up the great work. -- Warren  

837  Date: 2003-05-14 18:53:34 
céline no homepage wrote:  
 
very good excellent!!!!!!!!!!!  

836  Date: 2003-05-12 10:10:51 
Padma no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi!  
This is a faboulous collection of songs. I luckily came across ur website and I was able to listen to 
some of the rare songs I needed. Thanks a lot:-  
Regards,  
Padma.  

835  Date: 2003-05-12 05:11:41 
shirvana no homepage wrote:  
 
Very nice pic of kerala! Makes me want to visit. Trinidadian here. Your choice of songs is great! 
Keep em comin!  

834  Date: 2003-05-12 02:37:41 
Colt no homepage wrote:  
 
I enjoyed walking through the past with your songs. Thank you :  

833  Date: 2003-05-11 07:12:31 
Lijoy K Mathew no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
I am from Corvallis, Oregon. I visited your webpage, I should say that its fabulous, I showed some 
of the pictures of Kerala to my American friends and they are all so excited to see those, anyway 
good piece of work.  



 
Congrats!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

832  Date: 2003-05-11 05:38:27 
valsan no homepage wrote:  
 
selections are wonderful.  
 
please keep it up.  

831  Date: 2003-05-09 17:27:17 
Anthony http://www.anthonysinflatables.com wrote:  
 
Is it possible for you to get your music on window media player? your site is great and also can yoy 
provide your songs in english transalations!  
Regards,  
Anthony  

830  Date: 2003-05-09 10:00:46 
Shashikumar no homepage wrote:  
 
My name is Shashikumar from Britain, I usually browse through smashits.com, but somehow i was 
going through chitraloka.com, but somehow i came into this site...this website is really very good 
and has golden collections......thanks for taking your time creating this website......  
 
fantastic, extra ordinary, ultimate....keep up the good work.........thanks........Shashikumar  

829  Date: 2003-05-09 06:23:14 
akhil no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Anchan  
Ur collection is fantastic...but I am not able to download songs to my pc...anyway way 
congragulations for keeping this mind...  
Akhil Mathai  

828  Date: 2003-05-08 23:15:12 
kusum no homepage wrote:  
 
hi  
spendid work.as to gettting more songs,i guess u can try in musicindiaonline[kannadathanks for a 
superb treat of sumadhura kannada geethegalu  

827  Date: 2003-05-07 14:50:18 
Aneesh Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Good Better Best  
 
All the best  

826  Date: 2003-05-06 03:06:34 
ken no homepage wrote:  
 
i want to find this song  



"appco aja rai"  

825  Date: 2003-05-04 14:43:52 
Dr.Sureshan no homepage wrote:  
 
i really enjoyed hearing those evergreen songs. thanks for providing. wish you all the best.  

824  Date: 2003-05-01 17:56:13 
Priyantha Fonseka http://www.geocities.com]vivafonip wrote:  
 
Hi pal, I just surfed into ur site when I was searching some sri lankan sites... Well I must say that u 
have a great website. It seems that u have spent a lot of time preparing it. Congratulations. Keep up 
ur good work....Bye for now... Best Wishes from Meeeeeeeeeeeee  

823  Date: 2003-04-30 23:47:30 
Leona no homepage wrote:  
 
i have searched the net for "I Can't Hold Back" by Survivor...it is a special song for a special person 
i met on the net...now we can listen to it when we are chatting...thank u so much...this is an 
excellent site...enjoy this site immensely...once again thanx...Bravo!!!  

822  Date: 2003-04-24 03:41:33 
Ashok Menon no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry must be one of the few with an amazing archive of Malayalam songs which, but for the likes 
of him, would most likely be lost to oblivion.  

821  Date: 2003-04-23 18:53:01 
Sughosh Nagendra no homepage wrote:  
 
Unless U fear of some legal implications [Which our Kannada people will definitely never come up 
with, I suggest that U put all of the old songs in the mainPage for any ardent]vivid kannada fan [Like 
me to be able to download and listen, free of cost.  
 
Jai Karnataka and Jai Kannada.  
 
Cheers,  
Sughosh  

820  Date: 2003-04-19 15:41:00 
saneer no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for the music..  

819  Date: 2003-04-17 17:59:37 
rajeshkambly no homepage wrote:  
 
all the songs are very nice.. thanks  

818  Date: 2003-04-16 16:33:08 
Muhsina no homepage wrote:  
 
sweet sweet songs .....  



 
Muhsina  

817  Date: 2003-04-15 04:30:41 
Sanjay no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you.  

816  Date: 2003-04-14 02:46:55 
paul nair no homepage wrote:  
 
great site wonderful collection thank you  

815  Date: 2003-04-12 11:21:47 
VENU GOPAL no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
Congrats! You have a very good collection of songs. Especilally for one like me who loves old sweet 
songs. Yours is the most reliable site for Malayalam songs. Many other sites only lists songs.But 
never gets connected or you can't listen to the songs.  
Thanks once again  
 
regards  

814  Date: 2003-04-12 11:14:57 
Simy Thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
Do you remember me......? Congratulations...... Great site, Good work,I like Songs very much 
specialy old songs... Thank you  
With regards  
Simy Thomas.  

813  Date: 2003-04-06 23:09:03 
Sukumaran no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry:  
This is my first hit with your page. I will let you know with time. Congratulations on your effort.  
 
Suku  

812  Date: 2003-04-06 08:54:21 
subhash hiremath no homepage wrote:  
 
can u plz make the wordings in kannada so that it feels really being in the kannada world.cau u put 
a Radio like of Aakasha vani which we miss very much.  
Thank u  
kannada german group  

811  Date: 2003-04-04 08:19:15 
kavita no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi..  



fantastic.. work... actually i'm looking out for a new song from DHUM - eee touchali yeno edhey... 
could u pls.. have this provided for me.. i did like all ur collections.. of Dr. raj.. good work keep 
going.  
 
cheers  
kavita  

810  Date: 2003-04-04 04:46:38 
Sunny no homepage wrote:  
 
Very good site, all songs are fabulous.  
Great work...  
Sunny  

809  Date: 2003-03-30 02:03:03 
Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai, Great Collections! Thanks  

808  Date: 2003-03-28 21:40:13 
gireesh no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you very very much.i was going mad after coming to u.k without nammora mandara hoovu....!  

807  Date: 2003-03-26 01:13:21 
Gehan Gunasekera no homepage wrote:  
 
Keep the Memories alive my friend!!!!  

806  Date: 2003-03-25 00:20:21 
Sanjay http://wabakimi.carleton.ca]~schandr2 wrote:  
 
Great site! I've been visiting for some time now [from 1998?, was busy listening to songs, so never 
had anything much to say! :-  
 
Keep up the good work!  

805  Date: 2003-03-24 13:57:06 
Stephen Caret no homepage wrote:  
 
Sensational, i have just had the best two hours for a long time listening and reminising about the 
classics. I WILL BE BACK  

804  Date: 2003-03-17 04:21:23 
Piyoosh Jha no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey,  
 
I am searching for a song from the film "Namumkin", directed by Hrishikesh Mukharji. I wrote the 
original story for this film over 20 years ago when it was filmed in Canada and the U.S. In my old 
age, I am getting a little sentimental and any help from any fan of Hindi music in this matter would 
be appreciated.  
 



Regards  
PJ  

803  Date: 2003-03-16 01:27:43 
Bharath no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry  
 
I was hunting the net for some Malayalam songs -to hear during my work and bumped into your site 
- cud listen to some great songs - including the sanskrit ones. Then drilling down further, I could see 
some stunning fotos of urs and the jazzy pants.. Keep up the Good work. You can add few more 
semi-classical songs in your list, I guess.  
 
Rgds  
Bharath, Indianapolis,IN  

802  Date: 2003-03-12 20:37:26 
Jan Barclay http://music-notes.blogspot.com] wrote:  
 
I remember when the Canadian content law was passed and it seemed that all we ever heard was 
Anne Murray, Gordon Lightfoot and Bryan Adams.  
 
Several years ago I realized things had changed when I noticed a large percentage of my music 
collection was Canadian content!  
 
Looking at your site has reminded me of some artists and named some others for me to check out. I 
also didn't realize some of these artists were Canadian! Thanks! I have added you to my 
bookmarks!  
 
Jan  

801  Date: 2003-03-10 18:01:02 
devi no homepage wrote:  
 
just took me down the memory lane.....days used to begin and end with akashavani....tahnks and 
regards...keep up good work  

800  Date: 2003-03-07 18:39:02 
Unnikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
You have done very excellent job. This is the first time we come across your site when we are 
searching through Internet. My wife and daughter really enjoyed the list of songs that you have 
linked and are thankful to you. Not only Malayalam songs but a number of other language as well. I 
have never heard a Sanskrit song in my 34 years of life and very thrilled to hear a song that is sung 
by Yesudas.  
 
Can I download some of the songs from your list?  
 
Keep up good work.!!!  
 
Best regards,  
 
Unnikrishnan  



799  Date: 2003-03-07 16:39:37 
Renju S Dharan no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for providing us this wonderful archive enabling newbies like me to get a touch of the 
wonderful past which we were not a part of, enlivened through these beautiful diamonds.  
-Renju S Dharan  

798  Date: 2003-03-07 11:39:24 
REGIE THOMAS no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry I live in the UK with my wife and 2 boys 6 and 2 years old.Thank you so much for finding 
the name off the film for me,i have been searching for years.My wife and i enjoy your selection of 
music so much. thank you for keeping us in touch with home and the hours off music to listen to 
regards reg  

797  Date: 2003-03-02 15:20:47 
David Romero no homepage wrote:  
 
I want to commend you on your commitment to keep these oldies alive. My wife thought I was nuts 
looking for the band Studebaker Hawk. I could not remember the name of the song, But then I 
found your site after a 25 year search for this song. I transfered from Canada in 1981 and my wife 
and I now live in Shreveport, La. This song has brought back so many memories. Thanks it was 
worth the wait to find the memories.  

796  Date: 2003-03-01 21:32:00 
dennis car no homepage wrote:  
 
The time you have spent building this site shows, it is one of the best sites on the web keep it up 
your No 1.  

795  Date: 2003-02-28 09:00:34 
Roy Ramdeen no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site...keeep up the good work... Roy......  

794  Date: 2003-02-27 08:59:04 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
I feel you must add some more great numbers to your Malayalam list:  
Swargaputhree, Shivaratri  
Ven Chandra Lekha  
Aa Nimishathinte [By Yesudas ji  
Hope you will update your latest volume 5.  
Best of luck and wishing you good health.  
Anita  

793  Date: 2003-02-27 08:47:26 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
YOU ARE GREAT. KEEP UP THIS GOOD WORK. LONG LIVE KERALAM, LONG LIVE HARRY 
S.ANCHAN.  
THROUGH THIS SITE, MAY I REMIND OUR FELLOW KERALITES TO PLEASE LOOK AFTER 
KERALA IN A WAY THEIR FOREFATHERS WOULD HAVE. AGRICULTURE HAS ALMOST 
COME TO A STANDSTILL. LET THE GREENS GROW AND KEEP KERALAM LOOKING YOUNG 



AND BEAUTIFUL.  
SORRY MR.HARRY ANCHAN FOR HAVING USED THIS COLUMN TO RELATE THE MOST 
BURNING ISSUE REGARDING KERALAM. WE ALL LOVE IT SO MUCH.  
PLEASE DELETE THE PARTS OF THIS MESSAGE, WHICH YOU FEEL DO NOT DESERVE TO 
BE DISPLAYED.  
THANKS ONCE AGAIN  
ANITA  

792  Date: 2003-02-23 19:16:13 
Rahim no homepage wrote:  
 
Really I was boring in the hotel room in Calagary AB Canada, your oldies was excellant it took me 
some time back to my school days my village....and the really your efforts are valuable and you 
deserve the best apreciation!  
Regards  
Rahim  

791  Date: 2003-02-23 15:09:53 
Francis no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry.  
I enjoyed browsing you site and reading all the articles and viewing the pictures. Most of all i 
enjoyed the music.  
Good job.  
Thanks.  
Francis.  

790  Date: 2003-02-21 18:53:31 
Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
Congratulations...! Excellent collection.  
Keep it up.  

789  Date: 2003-02-21 04:28:36 
Madhu no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry  
 
I happened to come across your song collections today. Amazing. I went back to my school and 
college days. Excellent collection and good audio quality. I would keep re-visiting the page more 
frequently. Please keep adding more good songs. Request - I am looking for Poovadikayil from 
Vyamoham, Thiru thirumaran kaavil from Rathinirtvetham. If you get these songs please add them.  
 
Madhu  

788  Date: 2003-02-21 03:22:53 
Rafee Haneefa no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
 
The old malayalam songs brings a lot of good old memories of my childhood in singapore.I 
remember listening to them in my parents home at onam festivals malayalee association gatherings 
and malayalee cultural events.The golden era of malayalm songs of the sixties.  
 



Harry you gave overseas malayalees like me a chance to enjoy some of tbe best malayalm songs.  
Excellent work Harry add more oldies.  
 
Many thanks  
 
Rafee  

787  Date: 2003-02-16 19:44:40 
ashraf no homepage wrote:  
 
very good site  

786  Date: 2003-02-13 22:24:59 
Robin no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you thank you thank you thank you a thousand times!!!!! - I can't believe I found it - my Mom 
used to sing it to me when I was a baby and I've been looking for it for years - thank you 
again!!!!!.Robin :   

785  Date: 2003-02-12 19:22:50 
alan no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
I realized, after posting in your guestbook that you do have "Morning Girl". I'd almost forgotten about 
the electric harpsichord opening to it.  
 
I can't believe some of the other things you have on your site that I haven't heard since 1969, for 
example, "Son of a Traveling Man" by Ed Ames. I was living in Hollywood, Fla. and it got a fair 
amount of airplay for something which only peaked at #92. I also remember the New Colony Six 
song, "Things I'd Like to Say", from fall 1969, although I didn't know that was the title or the group. I 
can't remember the last time I heard "I'm a Drifter", either.  
 
I also agree with your assessment of the summer of 1975 and your picks, like "Jackie Blue" and 
"Sister Golden Hair" and the "No-no Song". Sweet's "Ballroom Blitz" would be a good radical pick 
from that summer, too. Thanks for your excellent site! I'll continue to visit and bring it to the attention 
of other "old folks" like myself and students, also. I'll let you know if I can think of any other "lost 
tunes".  
 
Alan Horwitz  
Dept. of Math  
Marshall University  
 
PS. I have the car in which I listened to most of that music, my mom's 1968 Plymouth Fury I 2 door 
sedan. It's pretty rough and waiting patiently in my yard for me to get a round-tuit, but I have it!  

784  Date: 2003-02-12 18:12:04 
alan no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site!!! I haven't heard "Baby, take me in your arms" since winter 1970[ at a 6th grade dance, 
nor "Something is Happening" since 1969. I seldom ever hear "My Pledge of Love" on oldies 
stations. "Little Arrows" brings back memories, too. I can't understand why these songs are never 
played on the radio! The oldies stations play the same songs, again and again, but completely 
ignore many of the songs on this site. There's lots of old songs on this site that I've never heard 
before.  



 
Here are some suggestions for additions:  
 
1 "Will you be staying after Sunday" by Peppermint Rainbow. It's a good period song that is very 
seldom played.  
2 "Hot Smoke and Sassafras" by Bubble Puppy. I haven't heard it on the radio since the third week 
of January 1969. I thought it was awesome, then, and feel the same way, now. It's a real period-
piece, similar in style to Crosby Stills and Nash, only harder and faster. I think it has a real "cult" 
following, judging from search engine results, but it's still fairly obscure.  
3 "Morning Girl" by Neon Philharmonic You never hear that one.  

783  Date: 2003-02-09 23:58:25 
nital no homepage wrote:  
 
hi. u have a nice collecton here but i would really like if you had them in regular mp3 files. i don't 
have nor do i like real player. so i couldm't listen to the songs u had here. plz write back. thanks  

782  Date: 2003-02-04 17:07:37 
hashim no homepage wrote:  
 
DEAR MR. HARRY,  
MAY BE YOUR IMAGINATIONS AND YOUR THOUGHTS, YOUR SELECTION OF SONGS - ARE 
SO SIMILAR TO MINE - REALLY. YES IAM REALLY SO HAPPY TO GO THROUGH YOUR 
SELECTION OF MALAYALAM SONGS. ALL ARE MY SWEET MEMEORIES WHILE I WAS A 
STUDENT IN KANNUR S.N. COLLEGE IN THE YEARS OF 1962 TO 1969. YES, THOSE ARE 
THE YEARS WHEN OUR MALAYALAM FILM SONGS WERE IN THEIR TOP WITH THE SWEET 
LYRICS OF VAYALAR. HOW CAN WE FORGET THOSE SWEET SONGS? IS IT POSSIBLE? 
NEVER! EVEN MY CHILDREN CAN'T DREAM OF SUCH SONGS TODAY!  
 
THANKS AND REGARDS TO YOU, HARRY-- KEEP IT UP.  
 
HASHIM- SHARJAH - UNITED ARAB EMIRATES.  

781  Date: 2003-02-02 23:42:49 
world_runner http://comingsoon.com wrote:  
 
I LIKE THIS SITE !! : UR DONE IN GOOD WORK BUT .... PLEASE KEEP IT UP !! PLEASE ADD 
MORE NEW MUSIC ... I LOVE SMALL AND GOOD SITES !!!  
 
GOOD LUCK !!!  

780  Date: 2003-01-31 06:04:54 
ravi no homepage wrote:  
 
i like your collection of songs. keep it up.  

779  Date: 2003-01-29 13:23:23 
Anver Sultan no homepage wrote:  
 
I like your site, its beautiful... keep it up.  
 
We forgets all our feelings when we listen the old music thru this site.  
 
Thanks  



Anver Sultan  

778  Date: 2003-01-26 03:32:07 
Fr.Paulose http://malayalamcartoons.fateback.com wrote:  
 
nice picture, thanks a lot  

777  Date: 2003-01-24 13:13:57 
madhu narayanan no homepage wrote:  
 
it is very nice ,  
 
nandi..  

776  Date: 2003-01-21 15:48:36 
dw http://www.songhits.us wrote:  
 
Great Oldies Site! Keep up the good work. it's great to have 50-60's history, and hit songs, etc. 2 
thumbs up! SongHits.US Hit songs of the 50-60's and early 70's  

775  Date: 2003-01-19 17:34:11 
Rana Jacob no homepage wrote:  
 
Mr Harry.........I am writing from Calgary, AB where I have been living since 4 years. I was a bit 
surprised to know that you did a research paper on Jethro Tull in Mount Royal College. Tull was 
one of my favorite groups when I studied in Bangalore during 1972 to 77, and songs like Aqualang, 
L]Breath, Cross Eyed Mary, Thick as a Brick etc..etc fascinated me about the skill of Ian A and his 
team. At one time I had memorized the lyrics of T A A Brick. It must have been a good adventure for 
you to do the research in Tull. Finally I was able to get a DVD of Tull and I spend hours looking at 
the one legged flute player and his stage antics. I came to your site to hear Malayalam music but for 
some reason I cannot. I am trying to "fix" the problem and I hope that I will be able to enjoy hours of 
listening to your selections. As a footnote, I want to tell you about the Malayalee Cultural Assn, and 
you and your family are very welcome to its events. There are many artistic minds in the group but 
more are welcome.  

774  Date: 2003-01-19 01:17:48 
Bejoy John no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
Super collection of very good songs. Excellent selection. My appreciation to your site. Good 
ambience and sound quality.  
 
Thanks  
Bejoy  

773  Date: 2003-01-12 21:19:10 
Aljo Maliakal http://www.aljomaliakal.com wrote:  
 
Hello Harry,  
Thank you very much for selected songs. Add more  
songs. It is easy to listen.  
aljo maliakal.  
Schaffhausen.  



772  Date: 2003-01-12 12:29:22 
san no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry,  
 
It is really fantastic.It is really...I cannot believe this. I don't know how to express my feelings.  
 
San.  

771  Date: 2003-01-10 11:39:30 
Baboo M. Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry Anchan  
I found your fantastic site through a link to kerala travels. What a job you have done and very 
generous of you let us hear your songs. I wnder if you have ever heard a malayalam song " Aa 
malar poikayil aadi kalikunnoromana tamara poove .............etc etc It has been sung [I think by 
KPAC Sulochana Is it possible to find it some where ? I would like to hear her singing "manja veyil 
vannu nullunnitho ninte kannina ente kalangan ? not once but many times. It is so beautiful ! If ever 
succeed can you send a singan to me?  
Thank you  
Baboo  

770  Date: 2003-01-10 09:48:59 
C P George no homepage wrote:  
 
A wonderful site created with enormous effort.  
Thanks a zillion. It would certainly add value if malayalam poems of famous malayalam poets like 
Madhusudanan Nair, Kadammanitta, ONV, etc. are included. I am sure you would attempt it.  
Thanks once again.  
 
George  

769  Date: 2003-01-09 19:00:51 
Jayateerth Kulkarni no homepage wrote:  
 
A very good collection of Songs , would have been better if they were in mp3 format.....  
 
Jay  

768  Date: 2003-01-09 13:30:11 
Pisharath no homepage wrote:  
 
Wondeful site well maintained!!.Especially the collection on melodious english and malayalam 
oldies are excellent Great job Harry.  
Happy Newyear  

767  Date: 2003-01-07 22:46:22 
Vince Guthro no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry  
Great web site Happy New Year to you and your family. Take good care of yourself.  
Kindest Regards Vince  

766  Date: 2003-01-07 08:14:48 



Arpita no homepage wrote:  
 
I like the site..especially the music section. Wish I could download some hindi songs.  

765  Date: 2003-01-05 04:33:46 
madhusoodanan no homepage wrote:  
 
The songs' collection was very good. It was a pleasure to listen in USA. Still more old songs can 
you include? Or any site gives them??  
With regards  
Madhu  

764  Date: 2003-01-04 20:08:36 
delia no homepage wrote:  
 
thankyou so much for your wonderful site--i love all the songs and am recommending it to all my 
friends in india as well as abroad--i am a malayalee who never lived in kerala and cant speak the 
language unfortunately:[ but i do love everything about kerala---: now i am going back to browsing 
your fabulous site again:  
the wonderful thing about the songs is that one just clicks on it and it plays right away--no 
downloading and taking time --which is such a bore!! lovely!!!!!! ty once again---u have gone to so 
much trouble to give joy to millions of people--i appreciate that so much----: ty and best wishes and i 
wish u a very happy new year!!! delia  

763  Date: 2002-12-28 00:55:40 
roopesh no homepage wrote:  
 
i tried several times to download files.  
but it is not opening in windows media player,  
please reply  

762  Date: 2002-12-27 12:55:44 
sreeharshahoysal no homepage wrote:  
 
Good work,  
Good collections keep it up  
atleast once in every week i will  
look in to this site.  

761  Date: 2002-12-27 07:14:05 
Mohamed Haris http://www15.brinkster.com]harisonline wrote:  

Fantastic Site...!!! 

It looks very informative and resources are really good. May be one of the best malayalam music 
resourses on net.Congrats...!!. You deserve great appreciation for the hard-work you have put in. 
Regarding the information architecture of the site, isn't is better to distribute the info into different 
pages...? Like giving one link for music, one link for images, one link for info on kerala and so on.... 
It doesn't seem good to have a home page with that much info.The navigation and maitenance 
could be easier if you do so... I hope... 

That's all. Please keep visiting my forums and contribute some info on music. I shall create a topic 



on music there ,if u want me to do so.... :-  

View My Forums 
Mohamed Haris  

760  Date: 2002-12-24 22:05:39 
JACOB no homepage wrote:  
 
THANK U MR. ANCHAN FOR THIS WONDERFUL SITE. ITS A GREAT SERVICE AND WE 
APPRECIATE. GOOD LUCK WITH ALL UR FUTURE ENDEAVOURS.  

759  Date: 2002-12-23 22:19:06 
Peter Argiris no homepage wrote:  
 
Looks great Harry!!!  

758  Date: 2002-12-22 22:01:20 
Canadian Oldies Fan no homepage wrote:  
 
Keep up the good work!  

757  Date: 2002-12-20 07:14:04 
nehar no homepage wrote:  
 
good  

756  Date: 2002-12-17 14:49:59 
Sanjiv http://www.narayanaguru.org wrote:  
 
You've done a great job!  
Thank You.  

755  Date: 2002-12-11 09:39:02 
K.Balakrishnan Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
You have done a wonderfull collection of songs  
this the first time I am viewing your site  
Please keep up the god job and hope get more latest songs from you  
Thank You  
K.Balakrishnan Nair,  
President,  
Kuantan Malayalee Samajam  

754  Date: 2002-12-10 20:29:14 
Jean no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
Vallare Thanks.  
 
Its awsome.  
 
I have been searching form some good malayalam songs & I found 'em here.  
 



Malayala nadinte madhurikkunna ormakal edha evide veendum. "Ormakkal Marikkumo".  
 
Vallare nallathu.  
 
Best wishes,  
 
Jean  

753  Date: 2002-12-06 18:04:11 
Anitha no homepage wrote:  
 
I simply dont know how to express my utmost ecstatic sprits to find , at last, one site full of 
especially good songs . Oh, I must admit I wanted to download some Malayalam songs to burn an 
audio-CD for listening while I drive. I was hunting a whole world of sites and didnt find one single 
worthy site. Just this morning, I ran into your site. Thanks so much for having my favorite 
songs.And, what more, I really went nuts when I heard that radio announement and the ad. I took 
me instantly to the naalukettu of my ancestral home in GODS OWN COUNTRY, mind you. So, I can 
survive for a few more months with this resting in my mind. I only have one fear in my mind. Please 
inform beforehand, if there is going to be a termination in your services, because I hear a lot of sites 
are down.  

752  Date: 2002-12-06 03:44:47 
thomas http://www.yahoo.com wrote:  
 
Good selection happy to be here to listen old songs to keep the memories.  
thanks and regards,  

751  Date: 2002-12-02 04:18:34 
Luvini Herath no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
 
Great to note yr appreciation of Sri Lanka,my country of birth and its music. Sadly, baila is still a 
poor stepson, especially among the musical elite of Sri Lanka who are schooled in both European 
and Hindustani traditions. No matter what the culture snobs would say, Baila is still the king and 
reigns over parties and it is one music which unites people together. The young, the old, the rich, 
the poor, of all races and creed immediately move to its rhythm. If you can't tap yr feet to it, you 
must check your pulse.  
;-.  
 
Of course, it is not the "fine music" of Sri Lanka. [the great Pandith Amaradeva would be it. No one 
pretends that it is. But it must be like what samba is to a Brazilian.  
 
In another note, we too hope dearly for peace to return to this lovely isle, Kudos to the govt, and the 
LTTE if they pull this one through. Thanks for your gracious wish !!  
 
Cheers and keep up the good work..!!!  

750  Date: 2002-11-30 02:24:37 
Tim Hughes no homepage wrote:  
 
You have a great site here. Thanks to your inclusion of it, you have made me a new fan of Ian 
Gomm's "Hold On." I actually had heard this on the 70s channels on our Muzak at work and I was 
unsure if it was the same "Hold On" by Ian Gomm that came out in 1979. I was only a year old way 



back then, which makes me 24 going on 25 in March, but still Muzak and you have made me a fan, 
especially with the sax obbligatos, and the saxophone is one of my favorite instruments. I also am 
an unlikely soft rock lover, and I thought it really sounded like something our soft rock station out 
here might play. Point made, thanks for including it, and keep it up!!  

749  Date: 2002-11-29 17:12:24 
Sherrin Parameswaran no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Mr Harry  
 
I am writing to you from United Kingdom.I am a Mallu!!! A proud one too,I should say!!!I sincerely 
wish to thank you for having created such a wonderful site for music lovers like me.The greatest 
plus point is that your site is really user friendly.Your collection is out of the world.Your music is 
always with us for our weekend parties.Do keep up the good work.  
 
Regards  
Sherrin  

748  Date: 2002-11-28 18:03:18 
Maitreyan no homepage wrote:  
 
Can you please post the following song on your your website for listening and]or download:  
 
Movie: Kaala Bazaar 1960  
Song: Apni to har aah ek toofan hai  
Artiste: Rafi  
Music: S.D.Burman  
Thanks  
maitreyan@yahoo.com  

747  Date: 2002-11-27 17:18:25 
Ravishankar no homepage wrote:  
 
dear Harry, You have managed to transport me more than 30 years back with the gems collection. 
That one "orukoTTa ponnunDallo - L.R. Eswari & Chorus" is real nostalgic one Thank u very much 
my friend Ravi  

746  Date: 2002-11-27 11:48:18 
Dilip Pillay no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, that is a wonderful site which you have created. The slection of songs is great. All lovers 
of Malayalam songs, nay music lovers everywhere, will be delighted to go through your collections. 
All the very best in your endeavours. Dilip  

745  Date: 2002-11-27 05:23:22 
priya no homepage wrote:  
 
This is great.  
Thank You and keep up the good work  
priya  

744  Date: 2002-11-25 02:23:32 
jayasree no homepage wrote:  
 



hi,  
very nice music site. i really enjoy listening to the songs. I have one request that is im looking for a 
particular song. it is from the 80's i believe. song starts:Kadal ilaki karayodu cholli punaranoru 
moham". if you could please upload that song or let me know where i can find that song on the net 
would be appreciative. thanks and keep up the good work.  
jayasree  
Ps. once before you had helped me with a song i was looking for,ie why i decided to turn to you 
again.  

743  Date: 2002-11-23 16:52:59 
boney no homepage wrote:  
 
Wonderful site!!! Especially the collection has been done so carefully. Amazing. Good job and keep 
it up. It would be nice if you can get a collection of the poetry of ONV, Madhusudhanan Nair, 
Ayyappa panikker etc. Other sites are not playable with the free real player...  
best wishes  
Boney  

742  Date: 2002-11-20 22:32:21 
John A. Mac Phail no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site Harry and a terrific collection of music! Re: Dominic Troiano - he also played with 
MANDALA [of 'Loveitis' fame with Whitey Glann, George Oliver etc. One of the great Canadian 
Blues groups of all time!  
 
Keep up the fine work and thanks for your prompt response to my query. Keep me informed re the 
CD that may contain Billy Newton Davis' "Right Beside You". The original album was titled 'Love is a 
Contact Sport'.  

741  Date: 2002-11-15 23:36:44 
pradeep http://www.fht-stuttgart.de wrote:  
 
Wunderbar! A Nostalgia Splurge indeed, your collection of old songs. Hats off anyday to the 
creative geniuses behind these songs!  
 
Maybe a helpline to our retired artists would be great?  
 
Pradeep  

740  Date: 2002-11-13 19:36:57 
Beena Thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
Your site is great.Keep it up.  
Beena  

739  Date: 2002-11-12 06:16:15 
Jeremy Kostiuk no homepage wrote:  
 
Like your website!! Lots of neat stuff!  

738  Date: 2002-11-03 16:59:23 
meenakshi no homepage wrote:  
 



Refered by a frnd!! thanx for him and harry! real cooooooooll site!!! great work!!  

737  Date: 2002-11-01 20:11:00 
Subha Rajeev http://www.geocities.com]webkerala wrote:  
 
Hello Harry,  
 
Your site have got a really interesting collection of music and kerala related links. Listening to those 
songs make you very nostalgic. Keep up your work!  
 
Subha  

736  Date: 2002-10-30 18:08:12 
Drew http://www.geocities.com]namastefolks]spirit.HTML wrote:  
 
Hey, cool site! I don't speak Malayalam or Hindi, but I enjoy pop songs from India. My wife and I 
adopted our daughter from India back in '95 so we've got a strong attachment to that country.  
 
I also enjoy "oldies" music, especially the songs that are rarely heard.  
 
Thanks for your work in putting this site together!  

735  Date: 2002-10-26 20:57:28 
John Parekkatt no homepage wrote:  
 
Hallo Harry You are done a wonderful job.It will bring memories from native place and childhood.  
regards  
John.  

734  Date: 2002-10-21 18:16:07 
Devaraj Singapura no homepage wrote:  
 
It is a good site, and it will always bring back my memories of Tumkur.  
 
Hats off to you Harry  

733  Date: 2002-10-20 13:24:44 
gopakumar http://mayalateeg.com wrote:  
 
fine experience.i am in remote north eastern part of india.getting oldies like gopura mukalil....makes 
us very very happy  

732  Date: 2002-10-20 12:31:42 
Gilles Lamere no homepage wrote:  
 
Woooonderfulll! I've been looking for AGES for "Control of me" and "Fly by night", I remember 
hearing them on CKGM in Montreal while delivering newspapers as a teenie. Just one more eludes 
me: "[You cancry your eyes out" by Les Emmerson. Do you have it? It would be the cherry on the 
sundae if I could hear that one as well!!  
 
Thanks again for making my day!  
 
Gilles  



731  Date: 2002-10-19 17:54:16 
Dr. N. Rama Murthy no homepage wrote:  
 
I enjoyed listening to old songs of S. Janaki. Most of them are among my all time favourites.  
You are doing a great service to all kannadigas like me.  
 
Thank you.  

730  Date: 2002-10-16 13:59:30 
Binu Joseph http://familyontheweb.com]kavungal wrote:  
 
Excelent work, Harry..  
 
You are doing a great job for us -the "Nolstagic NRKs"  
 
Regards,  
Binu  

729  Date: 2002-10-15 20:18:13 
Mathews http://www.chicagobusinessmachines.com wrote:  
 
Very Nice to see your collection. I often visit your site and listen to the songs. Is there a way that I 
can get a few CDs of good old malayalam songs? How much it will cost? Do you have a facility to 
ship it overseas? [chicago Mathews.  

728  Date: 2002-10-14 18:26:48 
Bill byrne no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry:  
Thanks for lisitng Hootenanny. I've passed your site on to lots of friends. The Glencoves send their 
best to you and yours.  
Bill Byrne  

727  Date: 2002-10-13 17:13:01 
Saju Skaria http://www.ibm.com wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, This is an excellent site. Best wishes, Saju Skaria  

726  Date: 2002-10-13 03:15:44 
Mahendra Yatawara no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
It's a very nice site and your description of Sri Lanka is very admirable indeed. I also enjoyed the 
links as well. I had a site under Geocities as well, but it was so long ago that I cannot remember the 
address. It was on travel. When I put out a new site i'll let you know the address. Anyway, it was 
nice talking to you and we'll hopefully have more conversations in the future.  
Regards,  
Mahendra  

725  Date: 2002-10-11 01:53:05 
Cec Ball no homepage wrote:  
 
I really appreciate your unselfish contributions of music on the internet, especially music of the 60's 



and early 70's.  

724  Date: 2002-10-10 05:06:50 
Jim no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry,  
What a great site!! So many of the songs you've featured are rarely heard anymore, anywhere, and 
all it took to bring them back to me was a lucky click of the mouse and a visit to your site. Thanks to 
you I got to hear some of my lost favorites again. Please keep up the good work you're doing, and 
thank you very much!  

723  Date: 2002-10-09 19:09:11 
Anagha http://www.anagha.net wrote:  
 
Thanks for your efforts. We enjoyed it. Especially - Achaninnale vallatha akkidi patti  
Anagha, Bahrain  

722  Date: 2002-10-07 10:00:57 
EQBAL http://abmitc.com wrote:  
 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH MR.HARRY.TO DAY I WAS IN DIFFRENT WORLD WHEN I HEARD 
OUR GREAT OLD SONGS.  
U LEAD MEFOR A WHILE INTO KERALA FROM MUMBAI."NALIKERATHINTE NATTIL" IS 
GREAT SONGS FOR ABROAD PEOPLES."ORU VATTAM KUDY A PAZHAYA VIDYALAYA 
THIRUMUTTATHETHUVAN MOHAM" WHEN HEAR THES SONGS.  
 
 
THANKS ONCE AGAIN.  
 
 
EQBAL FROM MUMBAI.  

721  Date: 2002-10-07 04:55:50 
kurian kalathil no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
 
Thanks for your site. It is wonderful. I still listen to your tapes made in 1978. Thanks.  
 
Kurian  

720  Date: 2002-10-01 21:11:25 
V. Ramakrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
nice site! as someone who grew up in India in the 50s and 60s before moving to the US, I 
appreciated the songs you've taken the trouble to collect - they fill me with a nostalgia for an India 
that doesn't exist any more.  

719  Date: 2002-09-30 17:13:18 
shaji varghese no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks Harri, Bringing up old memories.  
 



Shaji  

718  Date: 2002-09-30 14:58:36 
N.S. HARI KUMAR no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you very much.  

717  Date: 2002-09-29 06:13:23 
Aity no homepage wrote:  
 
I am in Japan. This site, ur selections of songs removed my home sickness. I am so gratefull to u .... 
LONG LIVE KERALA!!!!  
 
My request is to include new songs and chage selections in 2-3 days gap.  
 
Thanku.  
 
Aity  

716  Date: 2002-09-29 01:41:20 
Sudheendra no homepage wrote:  
 
I keep coming back to your website for more music.Thanks for the all the hard work in keeping up 
with the old.  

715  Date: 2002-09-28 07:58:13 
Ananda Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Enjoyed, thank you for keeping the site.  
 
Ananda Kumar  
New Delhi  

714  Date: 2002-09-28 05:35:20 
hellen no homepage wrote:  
 
enjoyed your site love the welcome to coffs harbour.  
great music  
hellen  

713  Date: 2002-09-25 17:12:23 
Carl Blunk Jr no homepage wrote:  
 
GREAT  

712  Date: 2002-09-25 07:44:48 
Abdul Jalil no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry!  
 
My favourite is "Hansini". A very beautiful song of the 70's. Pls add in more of 70's in future. Many 
thanks and rgds.  



711  Date: 2002-09-23 22:49:55 
Dattatreya no homepage wrote:  
 
Wonderful collection man.. But the poping up websites are a pain while working with songs.. I know 
its not your problem. Any downloads possible? thanks a lot bye datta  

710  Date: 2002-09-23 19:14:41 
Reshmi Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,  
Cant thank you enough for going out of your way to help me with the songs. I'm absolutely thrilled. It 
was a pleasure writing to you.  
Hope to keep in touch. Keep up the good work.  
 
Regards,  
Reshmi  

709  Date: 2002-09-20 23:51:38 
Dhammika no homepage wrote:  

Cool songs 

708  Date: 2002-09-19 16:10:05 
Prakash no homepage wrote:  
 
This is simply marvelllllllous  

707  Date: 2002-09-13 08:19:24 
ashokankp no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you for keeping the site.  

706  Date: 2002-09-11 01:35:03 
Deepa Shankar no homepage wrote:  
 
A fabulous website that has been recorded by several Search engines. A treasure to malayalam 
song lovers.  

705  Date: 2002-09-09 01:57:06 
SUE no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for a sweet trip down well hidden road.Your site is one in a million. Good health and 
better happiness to you and thank you again.  
SUE  

704  Date: 2002-09-03 07:26:39 
triveni no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
It was indeed a pleasant experience to go through the songs listed by you. But there are many more 
songs which i know and not listed.  
 
Should i add some more songs to your list.  



 
Are you from Karnataka, Mr Harry  

703  Date: 2002-09-03 03:31:13 
Bindu Jude http://www.angelfire.com]poetry]bjude4 wrote:  
 
Good website. All the Best for your future endeavours!  

702  Date: 2002-08-29 20:46:00 
Laura Daly` no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, this is a fantastic website! Keep up the good work!  

701  Date: 2002-08-27 05:03:22 
Ajit Kuriakose Varghese no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry  
It took some effort to stop myself crying when I listened to some of my favourite numbers. Thank 
you.  
Kuriaps  

700  Date: 2002-08-24 09:17:39 
Balram no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Anchan,  
You have done a great job. It's really nice to listen to these old songs even while at work. Although I 
am facing some problems in hearing some of the songs, it really make me happy.  
Thanks for the pain you have taken to club and web these oldies.  
 
Rgds,  
 
BALRAM  
AJMAN  

699  Date: 2002-08-24 09:16:26 
T. RADHAKRISHNAN no homepage wrote:  
 
VERY INTERESING SITE. ENJOYED THE SONGS WHICH TOOK ME BACK TO 30 YEARS. IT IS 
A GOOD SERVICE BY YOU FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME TO GET A DIVERSION & FORGET THE 
WORRIES AND RELAXATION OF MIND.  
THANK YOU, RADHAKRISHNAN THAMATTOR.  

698  Date: 2002-08-20 14:48:14 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
WISHING A HAPPY ONAM TO YOU AND FAMILY. WE ARE ENJOYING THE SONGS FROM 
YOUR SITE FOR THIS OCCASSION ALONG WITH ONA SADHYA. WELCOME.  

697  Date: 2002-08-19 12:15:05 
Gaurang no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
This is really nice that you are sharing the information you have.Actually I was searching for sanskrit 



strotra sung by someone,and I found it.I am happy that someone has bit similar interest like 
me.Keep it up.  

696  Date: 2002-08-12 02:02:53 
Lynne no homepage wrote:  
 
One of the nicest web pages I have seen. I always refer to your site when I cannot remember the 
name of groups or songs. One can see that we have a genuine music enthusiast here. Nice to know 
that there are people who still appreciate the music of years gone by. Obviously a person with 
excellent taste!  
 
Regards  
 
 
Lynne  
 
[From Perth - will have to wait and see Kerala before I can say it is the best place on earth  

695  Date: 2002-08-10 22:57:43 
Sheeja no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
It is wonderful. You have a beautiful collection of old songs. Thank for sharing them with us. They 
are the best. Keep it up  
Sheeja  

694  Date: 2002-08-10 11:03:43 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
Though most of the old songs just keep me with those lost days and memories, I can understand 
more of the other old songs which I had not heard of and when we understand the meanings it fills 
in me a lot of proudness, as to what a beautiful language malayalam is in itself and also how great 
the poets were who turned and twisted them in such beautiful lyrics.  
You however, have re-created those works and brought them to life for everyone, everytime. Great 
is Harry S Anchan. Long live Keralam, Long Live Harry S.Anchan.  

693  Date: 2002-08-08 05:07:59 
G Harindra Kumar http://www.geocities.com]greatkalam]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
Hari from Bangalore again. Sorry Harry, I think the problem with the link to Kannada songs not 
working yesterday may be due to server problem. I tried this morning and it went thru like a breeze. 
Sorry for the inconvenience caused. Bye. Keep in touch.  

692  Date: 2002-08-06 18:44:32 
Kuttymollu no homepage wrote:  
 
Are these songs downloadable?? malayalam songs are just beautiful!  

691  Date: 2002-07-31 02:50:06 
Thampanoor Mohan no homepage wrote:  
 
HI. HARRY  
 



VERY VERY BEAUTIFUL SITE.  
 
GOOD LUCK  
Thampanoor mohan  
Vancouver.Canada.  

690  Date: 2002-07-29 21:31:33 
JG no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
Great site!  

689  Date: 2002-07-29 10:44:19 
Pooja no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry!  
 
It was a pleasure going through your site. A virtual tour to Kerala. I have never been there : Good 
music collection too. Keep up the good work! Hope to see regular updates from you.  
 
love,  
Pooja  
[Mouthshut:Pooj  

688  Date: 2002-07-18 19:38:30 
Bill no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello,  
 
I just want to say I think you have the best music site I ever saw on the web. Unreal! assortment of 
songs. In fact, never did I ever find the song you have on your site by Alive & Kicking - "Tighter & 
Tighter". I was really amazed you had it. I happen to know them personally and always loved their 
music. I myself am a musician, and have played in a lot of rock bands and this is how I met Pepi 
from Live & Kicking in my travels. I just wanted to let you know I felt compelled to write you and tell 
you what a great! site you have! I know all the work and effort it takes to make a site like this, and 
keep it going for free. I wanted you to know that this Brooklyn guy appreciates what you've done. All 
these songs take me back when things were fun and wholesome. Thanks again for doing such a 
great! job, and keep up the great work! I just wanted you to know there are people out there that 
appreciate your site. Be well, you and your family.  
 
Sincerely,  
Bill.  
Medals for you = &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&!  

687  Date: 2002-07-15 01:23:32 
amshumali.rao no homepage wrote:  
 
good website for NRI kannadigas!!  

686  Date: 2002-07-07 20:35:25 
kesavan tholanur no homepage wrote:  
 
ITHRAYUM AASWATHAKARAMAYA PAZHAYA CHALACHITHRA GAANANGAL ORUKIYA 



NINGALKU AAYIRAM NANNIGAL  
KESAVAN  
PARIS  
FRANCE  

685  Date: 2002-07-07 15:53:14 
jyoku no homepage wrote:  
 
->Pls include the facility to play selected songs...  
 
->Also include MP3 player...  
 
-> Your collecion are very good.Keep it up...  
 
->Good luck !!!!  

684  Date: 2002-07-03 19:15:27 
Lee Lack no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you so much for RINGS. I've looked for that song for thirty years. So nice to hear it again.  

683  Date: 2002-06-24 10:02:00 
Suja no homepage wrote:  
 
Sir, 
I am a fan of your music.  

682  Date: 2002-06-21 13:46:00 
Deepthi Rajendran no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent collection of songs.Transported me back to my homeland.Both Malayalam as well as 
Hindi songs.Keep up the good work.Thank you  

681  Date: 2002-06-21 02:04:00 
Rajiv http://www.rajiv.co.uk wrote:  
 
Hay my dear old friend. I see that you have been working hard on ur site since the good old days in 
the early nineties. Well done mate and keep up the good work.  

680  Date: 2002-06-20 16:46:00 
Kumari arjuna no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks  

679  Date: 2002-06-19 21:13:00 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
I THINK YOUR SITE IS THE BEST MALAYALEE SITE I EVER TRIPPED ON. YOU HAVE 
ALMOST TAKEN MORE THAN HALF YOUR LIFE TO GET THIS SOOO ORGANIZED, IT'S A 
DAMN PLEASURE TO GO THROUGH IT SO OFTEN. I LOVE THIS SITE OF YOURS AND FEEL 
PROUD TO SHOW SOME FOREIGNERS, WHO DO NOT KNOW MUCH OF KERALA, THROUGH 
YOUR LOVELY PICTURESQUE COLLECTION. I HAVE A PHOTO FROM YOUR GALLERY AS 
MY DESKTOP. 



 
IT'S GREAT, YOU LOVE KERALA IN ALL ITS FORM. LONG LIVE HARRY S.ANCHAN. LONG 
LIVE KERALAM. 
 
HATS OFF TO YOU AND YOUR TEAM. 
 
SINCERELY 
vanities2000@yahoo.com 
 

678  Date: 2002-06-13 18:20:00 
Suresh no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry 
I have no words to praise your excellant work on great old music collections, its taking me to that 
Olden Golden Days of Great Musics, really a wonderful thing you are doing to us, many many 
thanks,congratulations,keep this great work up.  

677  Date: 2002-06-04 03:45:00 
JG no homepage wrote:  
 
very nice site thanks for the great music  

676  Date: 2002-06-01 00:43:00 
RocknDee no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi-You have great taste in oldies. About 75% of your favorites are mine. Good luck with the site!  

675  Date: 2002-05-30 18:08:00 
sarath Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Execellent collection. I just went back to that good olden days through your page.Congratulations  

674  Date: 2002-05-29 02:47:00 
Johns Abraham no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, I really would appreciate that if you can post the song " Kaattil illum kaattil ozhukivarum 
ganam" from Odayil Ninnu on your oldies site? I have been looking for this song for a long time and 
have never been able to find it. I was so thrilled to see that listed in your collection. 
 
Thanks, 
Johns Abraham 
 

673  Date: 2002-05-28 18:42:00 
Shalini Konduri no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
Could you include the song "Naa Bayasadha Baagya" [P.B. Srinivas and P. 
Susheela on your website? 
I absolutely love this song and would apprciate your help! Thanks for a great site! Shalini  

672  Date: 2002-05-20 02:15:00 



Ortwin http://www.blue-werbeagentur.de wrote:  
 
Hello, 
I´m searching for music of Raghu & Ravi, flutists from Madras. Do you have any ideas where I get 
some informations about their discography and musical-development?  
 
Yours sincerely 
Ortwin from Germany 
 

671  Date: 2002-05-14 00:50:00 
noushad t p http://url wrote:  
 
very ......good.this is my great ambition to collect old golden songs.thank u so much for creating this 
site.you have to try more additions in this directory.......ok thanks 
noush001@emirates.net.ae  

670  Date: 2002-05-13 22:47:00 
Rajan Radhakrishnan http://members.tripod.com]~Munduchira] wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
We are now meeting after many years. Well done!!! 
Radhakrishnan  

669  Date: 2002-05-12 02:04:00 
dale folts no homepage wrote:  
 
I dont think I ever heard a song like silvers wham bang shang lang.  

668  Date: 2002-05-10 01:45:00 
fernando no homepage wrote:  
 
 
hi im a srilankan who living in sweden great site. thanks. 
fernando  

667  Date: 2002-05-09 22:31:00 
UNNIKRISHNAN no homepage wrote:  
 
 
 
" Valaré valaré nandi "  

666  Date: 2002-05-06 20:16:00 
Guruprasad no homepage wrote:  
 
This is one of the best kannada songs sites that I have visited. Listening to the songs on this 
website brings back to my mind fond memories of my childhood. I wish Mr.Harry Anchan the very 
best of luck in his future endeavours of serving the cause of Kannada and Karnataka. 
 
Sirigannadam Gelge...Sirigannadam Baalge. 
 



 

665  Date: 2002-05-06 18:02:00 
keshav no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, thanks for a wonderful page with kannada songs. I'm listening to 'em. Great collection! 
..Thanks. I feel i am home.. 
i love karnataka, I love bangalore..  

664  Date: 2002-05-02 04:01:00 
pj no homepage wrote:  
 
Just wanted to say " Thanks so much " for all the great music . A friend shared this site with me and 
I really enjoyed it . Keep it coming !!!  
PJS  

663  Date: 2002-04-30 06:52:00 
Tobin http://www.desisplace.com wrote:  
 
Hey, very nice site. Like the songs, especially the commercials. If you want, visit my site. Just a site 
for the malu's to download some crappy mp3's. :-D Well, no pressure. Again, good luck and keep up 
the good work.  

662  Date: 2002-04-28 06:08:00 
S Rajagopalan no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent collections and sincere effort of making it happen. All the best. 
 
With best wishes 
SRG & R Geetha 
Bangalore  

661  Date: 2002-04-24 09:15:00 
psanthosh no homepage wrote:  
 
great site. i would like to make friend with you 
pl mail me often bye!!!!!!  

660  Date: 2002-04-23 05:39:00 
Ashok no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for the songs!! Wonderful  

659  Date: 2002-04-21 22:26:00 
Ivan no homepage wrote:  
 
This one is a very good music page. I found abaut it today while serching for music in the internet 
and.. I like a lot! 
 
Congratulations!  

658  Date: 2002-04-20 00:48:00 
Maggie Black no homepage wrote:  



 
Great site songs fantastic could not have done a better job well done.  

657  Date: 2002-04-12 11:22:00 
m dinesh no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you for providing these sanskrit treasures in dasettan's voice.  

656  Date: 2002-04-08 05:34:00 
P.G. Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for these golden collections.  

655  Date: 2002-04-02 00:58:00 
paul no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi There.The songs wont play prop.it plays offand on.i have all the goodies.  

654  Date: 2002-04-01 08:54:00 
J.J. Hemingway http://www.cbsspokane1.com wrote:  
 
Hey Harry...I wrote you awhile back about "Son Of A Travelin' Man." Was doing a little surfin tonight 
and thought of John & Anne Ryder's "I Still Believe In Tomorrow," and your site came up on the 
search---WHAT A GREAT SONG! Didn't think hardly anyone remembered that one---at least you 
and me!! Keep up the great work! 
 
Your Spokane Radio Pal... 
 
 
JJ Hemingway  

653  Date: 2002-03-31 14:33:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Classic ! adipoli  

652  Date: 2002-03-31 08:27:00 
jannie phillips no homepage wrote:  
 
i was looking for info on the royal guards  

651  Date: 2002-03-24 17:02:00 
chezrascals http://www.chezrascals.cwc.net wrote:  
 
nice site  

650  Date: 2002-03-21 01:54:00 
Frank Williams no homepage wrote:  
 
Keep it going  

649  Date: 2002-03-19 08:22:00 
Mohanan no homepage wrote:  



 
Well done bro! Says much about what is achievable by labour of love. Hope you find the songs in 
your wish list and make this site as complete as possible  

648  Date: 2002-03-16 07:18:00 
david nebel no homepage wrote:  
 
sorry, I forgot to put my email address in the first message.  

647  Date: 2002-03-16 07:13:00 
David no homepage wrote:  
 
I'm interested in your Malopoets tape.  

646  Date: 2002-03-11 11:59:00 
Mary no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for putting together this 'Best 100 
Songs' list. It's very refreshing to be able  
to listen to them, again.  

645  Date: 2002-03-07 15:23:00 
joe higgins no homepage wrote:  
 
one of the best sites ,i come across ever.bless you  

644  Date: 2002-03-04 00:26:00 
Sharad no homepage wrote:  
 
Great collection of Kannada songs, I enjoy 
listening them every day. It brings back the 
memories and a nostalgic feeling. Love your site. Pretty Cool!!! Keep up this work. Execellant.  

643  Date: 2002-02-27 23:26:00 
V.R. Ranganath no homepage wrote:  
 
Great collection of Kannada songs, I enjoy 
listening them every day. It brings back the 
memories and a nostalgic feeling. 
 
Wonderful site that also provides links to other 
interesting sites. 
 
Keep up the great job ! 
 
Ranganath 
 
 

642  Date: 2002-02-23 10:35:00 
Bert Henderson no homepage wrote:  
 



Love your site  

641  Date: 2002-02-23 06:02:00 
Bob Wells no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site! Nice to see someone who clearly loves Top 40 radio and the wide variety of songs you 
could hear on those stations.  

640  Date: 2002-02-12 21:42:00 
Debbie Phelps no homepage wrote:  
 
Pretty cool!  

639  Date: 2002-02-10 17:10:00 
Agent Rev no homepage wrote:  
 
"LONG LIVE ROCK & ROLL" Great Page !! Great Taste in Music !!  

638  Date: 2002-02-10 02:15:00 
Tedd Webb http://970wfla.com wrote:  
 
Mercy, #1 with Love Can Make You Happy in 1969. This was not a 3 girl group. The group was 
HEADed by Jack Siegler, Debbie Lewis and others. They recorded the sng for Gil Cabot's Sundi 
Records in Tampa at Chales Fuller Studios on MacDill Ave. The band waited forver for Cabot to 
relase the song, he did so after they broke up. His under the table shananigans resulted in him 
gatthering up his wife and 2 other girls, they were backed up by a local group called Manfred and 
The Wonder Dogs. They appeared on American Bandstand and several other dance shows lip 
syncing the song until Warner Brothers signed up the band and re-released the song. It was not a 
remix, it was a re-record. Cabot also crewed his co publisher, Frank Edmonson. The song was 
published by Tobac-Rendevouz Publishers. Tobac is Cabot spelled backwards. Edmonson was in 
the US Army at the time the song hit it big. He was stationed in Germany and in no position to fight 
Cabot in court. He tried but failed, could not get enough leave time. Cabot is still in show business 
in California. I get a Christmas card from him every year.  

637  Date: 2002-02-08 19:16:00 
nisha no homepage wrote:  
 
Very good collection of songs.......... 
 

636  Date: 2002-02-07 20:47:00 
Bindu Unnikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
You have an excellent collection of songs.I liked it and bookmarked it for hearing malayalam songs 
here in USA 
Keep it up.Hope you will add more and also downloadable songs 
bye 
bindu  

635  Date: 2002-02-05 12:39:00 
Anil kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice one, Harry! Whatever songs I wanted could be found in your site. Why won't you put Kayambu, 



swargaputhri, venchandra lekha, kattile pazhmulam etc..  

634  Date: 2002-02-01 07:25:00 
sheetal chadha http://www.2629999.com wrote:  
 
excellent !! thanks for these memories  

633  Date: 2002-02-01 00:01:00 
Allan Soifer http://members.rogers.com]alsoifer]pro.HTML wrote:  
 
Incredible site!! Never thought I would hear some of these great hits again, expecially Dom Troiano 
-had the pleasure of some sessions with him in Toronto, way back when 
 
Great stuff Harry - keep on keepin!! 
 
 

632  Date: 2002-01-30 19:55:00 
lalitha no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry 
 
The best thing in your song collection is the way in which you have kept it as a radio programme. 
when I listen to your old malayalam songs, I am in Kerala. Makes me really nostalgic.... 
 
Also thanks for introducing me to this world of songs in the web!!!! 
 
Thanks again 
Lalitha 
 

631  Date: 2002-01-26 11:19:00 
Johns Abraham no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
Thanks for taking time and effort to create a wonderful sight filled with so many great songs from 
the past. They bring back all sort of fond memories from my childhood and teenage years.  
 
Keep up the great work! 
 

630  Date: 2002-01-23 16:52:00 
Sidharthan no homepage wrote:  
 
I listened your old malayalam collection. It is really worth listening and most of them are of my 
favourate ones. 
Keep collecting!!! 
love]Sidharthan  

629  Date: 2002-01-20 19:03:00 
sharon matthews no homepage wrote:  
 
just love your website play the music there all the time ,only thing is I have tried to find some of the 



songs on web sites that you can download and make your own cd but haven't had much luck with 
some of the older songs .keep up the great work  

628  Date: 2002-01-10 09:04:00 
prem no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai 
 
Please send me some downloadable old Malayalam & Carnatic songs of MS. 
 
Thanks 
 
Prem  

627  Date: 2002-01-08 01:28:00 
Peter Rechter http://www.secretdeals.com.au wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
I would love for you to visit 'The Secrets' site , take a listen to the grabs of our songs & read the fab 
reviews.  
This is what a couple of people have said about our cd : 
On the 10th of June, 'The Secrets' cd "Time Will Come" was reviewed on The Madness Information 
Service : www.jabba.demon.co.uk]mis] 
Robert Hazelby, who runs the site wrote : All in all, I can safely say that this is one of the best 
albums I've listened to so far this year. If you're only into ska, then this probably won't appeal to you. 
However, if as well as 'Madness' you rate the excellent 'Squeeze', you may want to add this gem to 
your collection ! 
Bruce Brodeen from 'Not Lame Recordings' in America: www.notlame.com writes:' The Secrets' - 
"Time Will Come". From Australia, The Secrets are two guys who make not a secret of their 
unabashed love for early 80's pop sounds from bands such as Squeeze, The Housemartins and pre 
New Romantic sounds. There's a punchy charm and clear Difford]Tilbrook way of singing around 
and up on a melody that seems familiar. You'll find this to be a wonderful, brassy release, filled with 
goodness, energy and buoyant pop ! 
I'd love for you to visit The Secrets site and contact me. 
Happy New Year to you ! 
Peter  

626  Date: 2002-01-05 07:11:00 
Asha no homepage wrote:  
 
I liked all your songs, infact all were of my favorite songs only. I am very happy to here them I really 
enjoyed thanks.If download option was there then it would have been very nice.  

625  Date: 2002-01-03 09:37:00 
Sanal Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Mr.Harry, 
Kudos to you. Bring some more Latest music 
 
Let 2002 Bring You a lot of Happiness.  

624  Date: 2002-01-03 09:28:00 
Sanal Nair no homepage wrote:  
 



Dear Harry Kuttan, [uncle 
 
ThanX man .Maintain a High standard W]O the funny music players].Wish a Joyfull year a HEAD! 
 

623  Date: 2002-01-03 09:21:00 
Sanal KUmar no homepage wrote:  
 
dear Harrey, 
 
keep your up good Job 
 
Thank You Wishing you a Happy New Year  

622  Date: 2001-12-29 18:23:00 
Renjina no homepage wrote:  
 
Very Organized and neat site...and luv the idea of music trading...thank you so much for taking the 
time to provide these songs for us...really nice of u.....take care...wishing all the best for the coming 
year...and the years aHEAD!...take careeeeeeeeeeeeeee...thank you again.  

621  Date: 2001-12-26 17:55:00 
VIJESH KUMAR K.V NIL wrote:  
 
FINE,BUT TRY TO MAKE IT BEST. 
VIJESH  

620  Date: 2001-12-26 17:53:00 
K.N.V.NAIR,THERUBALI,RAYAGADA, no homepage wrote:  
 
Cool Web page..........EXECELLANT 
I would really appreciate it.  
K.N.V.NAIR  

619  Date: 2001-12-25 22:00:00 
anoop_nk no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
Thanks a lot for providing such a beautiful 
collection of songs on the net. Away from the 
home, we can listen to all those golden voices. 
Thanks. 
-Anoop  

618  Date: 2001-12-11 00:31:00 
Vince Guthro no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry  
hope you and your family are doing well. I enjoyed looking at your Web site. Take care my friend. 
Kindest Regards Vince  

617  Date: 2001-12-10 21:37:00 



Dr.Sanil Sivarajan no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
Your talent is really appreciated. 
 
sanil  

616  Date: 2001-12-10 01:38:00 
Rajesh Thottayath no homepage wrote:  
 
Appreciate for the great work 
Rajesh  

615  Date: 2001-12-01 13:53:00 
mike terry no homepage wrote:  
 
Do you have?  
 
Roy Hastings "C.A.R.O.L.I.N.E." 
 
UK label. 
 
Decca F11678 [UK.1963. 
 
 

614  Date: 2001-11-29 17:47:00 
Jim no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent, excellent work. Thank you for sharing some great songs with interesting information.  

613  Date: 2001-11-28 02:24:00 
David Wylie no homepage wrote:  
 
I have been looking all over for the song "Far From Over" by BLVD. 
 
Do you think that you could help me find a copy? I would really appreciate it.  

612  Date: 2001-11-26 18:14:00 
Gerlinde http://www.Hobbypicture.de wrote:  
 
Hi, 
I just surf in. Very interesting web site. Keep on the good work.  
Greetings from Germany......Gerlinde  

611  Date: 2001-11-22 12:27:00 
PETER OHLSON no homepage wrote:  
 
HAVE BEEN A FAN OF CLIFF`S FOR MANY YEAR`S NOW, 
ABOUT THE TIME HE REC. WITH THE DRIFTERS.[NOW THE SHADOWSGREAT VOICE & 
WITH THE GREAT BACKING 
OF THE SHADS WHO COULD WISH FOR MORE.... 
PS WOULD LIKE TO MEET HIM ONEDAY SOMEWERE.. 



KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK,KIND REGARDS PETER O. 
 

610  Date: 2001-11-22 06:59:00 
Joshua no homepage wrote:  
 
Cool Web page!!!!!!!  

609  Date: 2001-11-22 02:45:00 
SugarHovis http://www.larryhovis.com wrote:  
 
Cool site! Great selections!  

608  Date: 2001-11-18 03:02:00 
Sreekumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice work buddy.. Good luck..  

607  Date: 2001-11-14 20:42:00 
yooperspud no homepage wrote:  
 
i wanted to buy a copy of greatest hits vol 2, how do i go about doing it  

606  Date: 2001-11-12 02:15:00 
Henry no homepage wrote:  
 
Absolutely fantastic. I've searched for many years to find the song "Sausalito Summernights" - most 
music stores had never heard of it. Thanks for making it possible. The selection is wonderful. I can 
only post one suggestion: how about "Seasons in the Sun" by Terry Jacks?  

605  Date: 2001-11-10 23:07:00 
ishwar no homepage wrote:  
 
great selection of songs  

604  Date: 2001-11-08 02:19:00 
Juraj no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, nice looking collection of links to your homeland. I liked the ferry photos. 
 

603  Date: 2001-11-07 14:51:00 
Mohan no homepage wrote:  
 
I Just loved it.... 
Thanks a lot for putting all those good old kannada songs on Web. 
 
Mohan.  

602  Date: 2001-11-07 13:17:00 
jisha no homepage wrote:  
 
why dont you add a malayalam filmsong lyrics to your site ? It will be very helpful to persons like me 



who are very much interested in filmsongs. Hope you will consider my request. The problem is most 
of the lyrics site are not updated.  

601  Date: 2001-11-02 00:30:00 
manjunath no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks a lot for putting KANNADA songs on the web. I am staying in Toronto, Canada and now you 
have given me an opportunity to listen to Golden Kannada songs. Thanks once again for it. Feel 
free to mail me. Bye.  

600  Date: 2001-10-23 10:47:00 
Francis Pidiyath no homepage wrote:  
 
It's really great. You deserve appreciation for a job well done. 
 
 

599  Date: 2001-10-21 05:45:00 
peggy no homepage wrote:  
 
I love your email image. One of the most creative I've seen.  

598  Date: 2001-10-20 22:40:00 
Bhargav no homepage wrote:  
 
hi , I was browsing for kannada songs & u'r url attracted my attention r u in new orleans now !!! if so 
, so am I , we can exchange some kannda songs I have some cds of it .. mail back where u r ..  

597  Date: 2001-10-10 06:02:00 
musicmonger no homepage wrote:  
 
It was a pleasure and an honor to stoll my memories in your site. We have similar tastes in music, 
songs and artists. I started on my current collection of music since I moved to San Francisco in 
1983. I'll have to organize my collection some day and share that list with you, unfortunately that'll 
have to wait, as my place is being repaired after an apartment fire forced a temporary move and 
separated me from 90% of my wordly posessions - my LPs, 12", and CD collection, but don't worry 
they're in storage. This is actually my 2nd collection, the first was lost to a split-up. Hope you don't 
mind if I come back this way again, I'm bookmarking your site, something I rarely do. 
 
aloha from musicmonger  

596  Date: 2001-10-08 02:59:00 
John Rowlands http://www.angelfire.com]biz4]rocknrowlands wrote:  
 
Nice site. Good to hear CONTROL OF ME. Les is a buddy of 
mine in Ottawa, just recouping from a mild stroke a few 
months ago. Domenic was in the band BUSH that was on 
ABC Dunhill and managed by Reb Foster [Three Dog Night 
manager....Prakash John, Roy Kenner and Whitey Glann 
were also on board. The album was re-released a few years 
ago and is still fine. 
Domenic also did a couple of albums as the DOMENIC 
TROIANO BAND or some such. Keep up the great work. We 
found your site via Jaimie Vernon who posted the url on: 



canadianclassicrock@yahoogroups.com. 
 
Cheers, 
jr  
 
 

595  Date: 2001-10-05 16:56:00 
Jothi NIL wrote:  
 
Great job done !!! Wish you had lyrics for these songs.  

594  Date: 2001-10-03 12:08:00 
Praveen no homepage wrote:  
 
I love it  

593  Date: 2001-10-01 11:36:00 
p. j philip http://msn wrote:  
 
hi, Execllent works! good songs, keep it up. 
johny.  

592  Date: 2001-09-25 10:36:00 
Kala no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai  
I am Kala from Chennai 
This old song collection is very nice 
Thanks a lot 
Kala  

591  Date: 2001-09-24 01:34:00 
shalini no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
i had earlier written to you asking you information about the P.Susheela song [na bayasada bhagya 
nanadhayithu....is there any chance you could include it in Kannada songs-volume 2 ??? 
Thanks for a great site!! 
Shalini  

590  Date: 2001-09-18 16:53:00 
N.C.Natarajan no homepage wrote:  
 
Your site is just marvellous. Continue updating !  

589  Date: 2001-09-16 15:27:00 
jayasree no homepage wrote:  
 
hi, my name is jayasree. im from virginia, usa. i really love ur music page and listen to the old songs 
and new songs . i had requested a song from ur music site [music trade list to be emailed to me or if 
u could add to ur music page. the song is sung by maduri in the 70's. "Prananathan enikku nalkiya" 
song. PLease let me know if u could email that song to me. awaiting ur earliest response. thank you 



very much jayasree  

588  Date: 2001-09-12 20:03:00 
Anita no homepage wrote:  
 
So glad for your send,have added to my Very favorite places....Anita  

587  Date: 2001-09-12 17:00:00 
rekhaprativadi http://groups.yahoo.com]group]BuKSNY wrote:  
 
We are th Buffalo Kannada Sangha and are very glad to have found your site. I plan to link our site 
to this site. 
Thanks 
Rekha  

586  Date: 2001-09-02 23:25:00 
David Ellington no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry. Great site! You are clearly a lover of music, and of life. All the best to you & your family.  
Dave 
P.S. - will hopefully have some info on Bonnie Koloc soon.  

585  Date: 2001-08-30 23:26:00 
Dennis McGee http://www.geocities.com]SunsetStrip]8678] wrote:  
 
Glad to see you're up & running again! I enjoyed my visit. - Dennis @ Super Seventies RockSite!  

584  Date: 2001-08-28 02:37:00 
Philip Mathewvazhayil no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent site.Brings back beautiful memories,thank you.  

583  Date: 2001-08-26 17:14:00 
Ori no homepage wrote:  
 
thank you! 
I'm from Israel, and your site gave me the first introduction to Malayalam music! 
so thanks  
Ori 
Haifa, Israel  

582  Date: 2001-08-25 09:12:00 
Saji Thomas http://compaq wrote:  
 
excellent site 
saji  

581  Date: 2001-08-17 19:03:00 
Margaret Melton no homepage wrote:  
 
Our high school class is having a 30 year reunion. I was looking for songs to bring back memories. 
Your site is incredible! I feel 18 again.  



580  Date: 2001-08-14 17:15:00 
Thomas K. Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
I am very happy to hear the old songs. Thank you very much for nice site , If you have time please 
put more old songs.  

579  Date: 2001-08-12 01:36:00 
Daniel Thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you so much for the wonderful collection of songs. It's so nostalgic to listen to them. I am 
running short of words of praise for your great and painstaking effort. You have added that real 
nostalgic touch with the Akashwani announcement. Thank you once again. This is a really great 
site.  
Danny,  
Dubai.  

578  Date: 2001-08-03 23:46:00 
Kalyani http://www.fortunecity.com]victorian]stanford]1337] wrote:  
 
Was just looking for a site with South Indian music and came across yours..... 
IT IS JUST GREAT!! 
Thanks for bringing back all thos memories with this wonderful music. 
KEEP GOING 
 
All the best, 
Kalyani  

577  Date: 2001-08-01 00:48:00 
Chito Robles no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice pictures. My kind of a retirement paradise.  

576  Date: 2001-07-30 04:36:00 
jayasree no homepage wrote:  
 
hi, 
 
i lked the music site u have created. i enjoy all the old songs and listen almost daily. i would lke to 
request if u could send me by email or add this particular song in the site. song is sung by singer 
maduri,"prananathan enikku nalkiya" . i would appreciate it very much,if u could mail me that song 
by email or add to the music page. 
awaiting ur earliest response 
 
thank you very mch 
 
jayasree  

575  Date: 2001-07-30 00:24:00 
LARRY COULTER no homepage wrote:  
 
YOUR SITE IS JUST FANTASTIC!!! I GREW UP ON LATE 50'S, 1960'S MUSIC. LOVE LOTS OF 
THE 70'S. TELL ME, IS THERE ANY WAY TO DOWNLOAD THESE. I DO NOT GET THE 
CHOICE OF DOWNLOAD TO DISC. WISH I COULD, ON SOME OF THEM. THANKS!!! AND 
KEEP IT GOING!!! 



 
LARRY  

574  Date: 2001-07-26 10:17:00 
yatish no homepage wrote:  
 
hi, 
nimma collection tumba chennagide.. i was just impressed... lemme c more in the future  

573  Date: 2001-07-19 22:59:00 
Niall http://members.fortunecity.com]niall9]classicbollymusic]record%20gallery.HTML wrote:  
 
Enjoyed yr site...here's mine on obscure and weird Bollywood music - which is pretty unfinished but 
you may be interested in the Vinyl Covers - I don't think there are any other sites with covers of this 
genre. 
Best wishes Niall  

572  Date: 2001-07-15 17:09:00 
leena no homepage wrote:  
 
Well done..Good Work..Excellent site 
 
 

571  Date: 2001-07-06 23:30:00 
Bernie Bernard http://www.voa.gov]musicmix] wrote:  
 
Hi Harry... 
 
Thanks for your wonderful words about VOA. I'm happy to be carrying on the tradition which you so 
eloquently described! In my first few years here, I had the honor of working with Pat Gates & Phil 
Irwin... they were amazing talents and warm, generous people. I'm still going through your list of 
favorite songs... I'm agreeing with almost all of them! 
 
Regards, 
Ms. Bernie Bernard 
The Voice Of America Music Mix  

570  Date: 2001-07-04 21:37:00 
Dr Venu P Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
 
Excellent site!! I am excited to find such a site, and downloaded a few. Do you have, "mullakalinnale 
Aramalakshmikku Kalluvachoru Kammal koduthu, Kattu vannathu kadam paranju..." If you have this 
pl. send to me. 
 
Thanx to your uncle for his motivation. 
 
Best regards. 
 
Dr Venu P Nair  

569  Date: 2001-07-03 05:55:00 
Dennis http://members.tripod.com]portagebroncos wrote:  



 
Nice site Harry...very esay to navigate - sorry about the FC site - it looked really swell! 
Take Crae and "Live Long & Prosper!" 
Dennis in SW Michigan, USA  

568  Date: 2001-07-01 19:15:00 
Ed Melfi no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for the memories of the 50's ... Your just great... Keep up the wonderful work and please 
don't stop...Keep it comming .. Love this and the songs are fantastic...  

567  Date: 2001-07-01 13:24:00 
Chippy Raghunath http://mixedbags.isgreat.net wrote:  
 
Hello, 
This is a very nice site. I throughly enjoyed myself here. Do visit my site and leave your comments. 
Thank you. 
 
Regards, 
Chippy.  

566  Date: 2001-06-25 05:24:00 
rajesh no homepage wrote:  
 
very good site for kannada songs. I hope it will grow with all glory. Long live who made this site.  

565  Date: 2001-06-24 02:28:00 
Adam Kippes no homepage wrote:  
 
A great site that I've always enjoyed, thank you. But I think you should know [if you don't already 
that the entire second page - the fortunecity site - is gone. 
 
-- AK 
 

564  Date: 2001-06-20 14:14:00 
Joan Vieyra no homepage wrote:  
 
What a lovely site - Thank you. My father's family came from Cochin]Trivandrum. This makes your 
site extra exciting.  

563  Date: 2001-06-18 19:09:00 
rajan e george no homepage wrote:  
 
nothing to comment u 
just saying hello 
 
rajan  

562  Date: 2001-06-09 17:39:00 
none! no homepage wrote:  
 
This is absolutely excellent!! You have helped me a lot because I like someone fron Kerala and now 



I have learnt about his place of birth, food and a little of his language. Thank you sooooo much!  

561  Date: 2001-06-08 16:38:00 
hari no homepage wrote:  
 
Ok  

560  Date: 2001-06-05 17:52:00 
harisankar no homepage wrote:  
 
i jest go through u r old collections it was avery nice collection i like it so much i request u to add the 
poet and the directer than the singers in olden they made and now no one can made like them  

559  Date: 2001-06-01 06:10:00 
Karen no homepage wrote:  
 
I am trying to find a song that I think was in the 70s or early 80s. It was a woman saying that if you 
want to make sure that another woman doesn't take your man, get to know the other woman and 
everything about her. I need help finding the song and the artist.  

558  Date: 2001-05-23 08:39:00 
Ken House no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
You're either Canadian or Lived there in the  
70's so I've got a rare album I'm trying to find.[In fact this band should have charted in Regina in 
1974. They were called H.P.Riot and I have been trying to locate an album, [if possible. Can you 
help? 
 
Good work on the site! 
Thanks  

557  Date: 2001-05-18 18:33:00 
Jayagopal no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
I am a software engineer and want to listen to kannada songs in office.I am searching for kannada 
songs which are downloadable.I found lot of very good kannada songs in your site,but they are not 
downloadable.could you please tell me how can I get these songs?  
 
Expecting your reply 
Jayagopal  

556  Date: 2001-05-13 18:34:00 
Nola no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, mon ami! May I clone you? You have  
brought back so many wonderful memories of  
songs I had nearly forgotten and these songs  
triggered memories of events from those times  
in my life. . . . 
 
May I add some of my favorites? 



 
Aerosmith Rag Doll 
Grateful Dead Touch of Grey 
Police Every Breath You Take 
Billy Joel An Innocent Man 
Simon & Garfunkle [or Paul Simon Kodachrome 
 
A theory: Were Journey and Aerosmith the  
catalysts for heavy METAl???? Anyone???  

555  Date: 2001-05-13 18:14:00 
Jacqueline no homepage wrote:  
 
Love long and perspire! Love the same music! 
We both also love our Bose 901's. My first pair  
were ripped off so I replaced them with 901-II's. 
 
Searching for the ORIGINAL Hollies album first  
recording "The Air That I Breathe." Any help  
from you? Have the 20 Golden Greats but prefer  
to go to the original source. Have my LP's but play my CD's. Nice to meet a kindred soul.  

554  Date: 2001-05-02 17:45:00 
George McFarlane no homepage wrote:  
 
Splendid sites!!! Will be back.  
 
George  

553  Date: 2001-04-14 22:17:00 
Ann Blakely no homepage wrote:  
 
Playing a couple of the songs on your site really made my day. Thank you so much for giving me 
the pleasure of hearing some music that I haven't heard in ages. "A Gift of Song" is one of the most 
wonderful songs I have ever heard, and even the oldies stations don't play it.  

552  Date: 2001-04-09 13:22:00 
yogesh sharma no homepage wrote:  
 
have visited this sight and loved all the songs but i want to listen the new realised songs. plz can 
you sugest me any good sight for hindi songs which has all the database of all the songs. if 
possiable add in your wed as well 
 

551  Date: 2001-04-02 06:15:00 
ashok no homepage wrote:  
 
Very nice and DIVerse collection of music. 
Thanks and congratulatios. 
Need to remove recommended links which are 
unavailable or dont exist any more. 
Thanks again...  

550  Date: 2001-03-29 20:09:00 



Kamal no homepage wrote:  
 
I have gone through the old songs only. anyhow it is wonderful. I feel that some songs are 
incomplete,also I couldn'tload .whether these songs can be downloaded. Thank you for these 
collections and the nostalgia...... 
 
kamal  

549  Date: 2001-03-28 16:08:00 
Bill M no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site!!!I love the songs and music[wooly bully,65 love affair To mention a couple.I've had my 
[pootera year now and just found this great site.Keep up the great work and THANKS a BUNCH,Bill  

548  Date: 2001-03-24 19:50:00 
Faith Ann no homepage wrote:  
 
Enjoyed my visit, willl stop by again.  

547  Date: 2001-03-17 01:47:00 
kiwi stan http://.......none_sorry wrote:  
 
well done,.just found your site,........will get back in the future and really go through it,......will keep in 
contact , if i may,.........when i travel in my job,...i try to get to the second hand shops ,...and look for 
that record that interests me,.....have found some really good ones,......kiwi stan.  

546  Date: 2001-03-15 17:41:00 
Xavier http://www.marest.de wrote:  
 
A really interesting homepage with beautiful pictures :-  

545  Date: 2001-03-09 23:01:00 
georgelouden http://freeserve wrote:  
 
enjoyed listening and downloading gems,troublefinding lost hits of the 60s 40solid gold am radio 
help, thanks. great site  

544  Date: 2001-03-09 17:54:00 
gayathry no homepage wrote:  
 
it is delightful to listen to sanskrit songs do you plan on any ms subbalakshmi's songs they are 
heartwarming thank you for the songs  

543  Date: 2001-03-09 15:18:00 
Rajeev no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
I beleive you are not only a good lover of music but also beleive in the DIVersity of music from one 
root. Your site is very informative thanks 
 

542  Date: 2001-03-06 10:21:00 



Ramnik no homepage wrote:  
 
You have done it, mate. Best organised. Best 
collections. You have made my day. Muchoo 
thanx.  

541  Date: 2001-03-01 13:54:00 
Aki http://www.aa.wakwak.com]~music]japan.HTML wrote:  
 
Hello. 
I'm Japanese. 
I like your page. 
Thank you. 
 

540  Date: 2001-02-28 00:38:00 
MarkTime http://www.angelfire.com]zine]forty2 wrote:  
 
Just so happens I've been doing some of my own archaelogical work, digging up tunes I heard back 
in the 60s-70s-80s that radio has since forgotten. A recent sanity-relief compilation tape I made 
includes: 
 
KING OF NOTHING - Seals & Crofts 
TIRED OF BEING ALONE - Al Green 
CAN YOU READ MY MIND - Maureen McGovern 
IN DREAMS - Roy Orbison 
ALL DAY MUSIC - War 
 
plus Exposé, Swing Out Sister, Livingston Taylor and more! Just $4.99 LP or $5.99 8-Track tape, 
now at Korvettes, Kresge and Woolworth stores!  

539  Date: 2001-02-26 23:23:00 
tim kaufmann no homepage wrote:  
 
just an unbelievable collection. thank you for all your work and sharing it with us.  

538  Date: 2001-02-26 15:54:00 
Patricia Phillips no homepage wrote:  
 
Very good web site. thanks  

537  Date: 2001-02-25 22:13:00 
Trevor Bakeberg no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Sir, many thanks for the lovely trip down memory lane. I forgot In this fast pased hi tech word 
of today, what lovely and beautifull music came from the sixties and seventies. 
 
I wonder if you could perhaps help me a song came to mind that I have not heard for 20 Years or 
more one that I used to love. I only know some of the word they whent some thing like this "Turn 
around your beautifull eyes cannot hide that you have been lying again... look at me you beautifull 
eyes connot hide that you have been crying again... ect..ect" 
If you could help identifie the name and artist of this song I would be most obliged. 
 
Kind regards, 



 
Trevor Bakeberg  

536  Date: 2001-02-21 14:59:00 
fiona no homepage wrote:  
 
brilliant site.......but are you fed up now since it was last updated aug 2000? I'm looking for a hit that 
was around in 69 or 70 when I was in Cyprus. I can't remember the name or who sang it but if I saw 
it in writing I wiuld remember. Is there anywhere on the web that I can get the actual top 20 for 
these years?  

535  Date: 2001-02-16 08:44:00 
Aby Mathew no homepage wrote:  
 
Good site, I shall forward this site to other Music loveres I Know. 
 
Thanks  

534  Date: 2001-02-16 06:40:00 
Robbie no homepage wrote:  
 
Glad to see Cymarron on your list. Seems to me that I read many years back that a couple of 
members of this group were killed in a crash of some sort and the group just kind of faded away 
after that, although I think one of the members has done some work with Jimmy Griffin and Randy 
Meisner [but my brain could be tricking me!  

533  Date: 2001-02-15 03:38:00 
Dhammika Jayasinghe http://www.labaila.com wrote:  
 
Nice site. Please add more songs. 
 

 
 

532  Date: 2001-02-14 23:17:00 
cherian tinu abraham http://www.tinu.issmart.com wrote:  
 
I saw your site and decided to award you this: 
" Your's is an excellant site. Keep it up." 
Greeting from me "Cherian Tinu Abraham" 
I live in Kerala, a state in India , known for its lavish greenery and rich culture, 
a place chosen by National Geographic as the one of the 50 lifetime destinations. 
I am doing my Sem-III engg. in Electronics and Comn. Engg. at  
Cochin University College of Engineering Kuttanad, Pulincunnu, 
Alappuzha, Kerala, India. 
Please do visit my websites at www.tinucherian.com , 
www.tinu.issmart.com and www.cherian.issmart.com , 
and please do write on my guest book too... 



and add your site to " Free for all links " 
 
 

 
 
 

531  Date: 2001-02-13 09:53:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Good song collection, A1 rating  

530  Date: 2001-02-12 19:27:00 
Johns Purayidam http://www.100megsfree.com]johns wrote:  
 
Nice site...Just surfed on in...!  

529  Date: 2001-02-09 06:08:00 
ken no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
What happened to your site? I no longer can listen to your songs. Realplayer continually looks for a 
plug-in that I can't deliver. 
 

528  Date: 2001-02-07 23:09:00 
Nishant Radhakrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
 
fantastic website ! loved the music, and the articles, and the links, also that brilliant aside [ayyo! in 
the kerala recipes section. i mean, like, totally ! :  

527  Date: 2001-02-04 21:13:00 
Sruthi no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
This site is the best but I think u could put more new songs. 
 

526  Date: 2001-01-31 07:34:00 
Mike no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey Harry, thanks again for the album, it cam out great. 
 
Mike  

525  Date: 2001-01-26 16:22:00 
SAIRAM no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry 
An excellent selection,provision for dowloading would help. 
 



Bye and happy updating  

524  Date: 2001-01-26 02:20:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
i wish i could download some of those old malayalam songs  

523  Date: 2001-01-19 02:07:00 
Joyce Kalleekal no homepage wrote:  
 
Too bad my computer doesn't have a soundcard!  

522  Date: 2001-01-18 21:32:00 
Radhakrishna Vatedka no homepage wrote:  
 
A very great work sir. 
 
I am too thankful for those Sanskrit songs. Is it possible to put whole thing.. 
 
Also those lovely kannada songs!  

521  Date: 2001-01-15 18:36:00 
Vinod Varkey George http://www.vinoos.com wrote:  
 
Great Work Uncle!!! 
Luv, 
Vino  

520  Date: 2001-01-15 01:37:00 
marilyn no homepage wrote:  
 
I'm sorry that I'm not able to listen to the music. I have visited your site from time to time and 
enjoyed it. Hopefully the problem will soon be fixed.  
A disappointed 60's child.  

519  Date: 2001-01-12 18:21:00 
Arundhathi no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, 
 
I frequently visit your site to listen to kannada songs. I love hearing old songs. "Doni Saagali..." is 
my favourite one. But there seems to be some problem playing this perticular one. Is this because 
of server problem?  
Arundhathi  

518  Date: 2001-01-05 22:19:00 
bill byrne no homepage wrote:  
 
I am pleased that you consider Hootenanny by the Glencoves one of your favorite songs. I was one 
of the Glencoves who recorded the song in '63....thanks Bill byrne  

517  Date: 2000-12-31 06:04:00 
Rich no homepage wrote:  



 
Happy New Year Harry! I was just getting ready 
to say you needed more oldies from Joe Meek 
when I noticed you had Telstar. Have you seen the site immortalizing him at www.telstarweb.com 
yet? There is a swell list of all the great groups that he inspired and produced. The Outlaws, Petula 
Clark, The Tornadoes, and Johnny 
Leyton to name just a few. Let me know if you 
have a copy of The Outlaw's "Husky Team". I haven't been able to listen to it yet.  

516  Date: 2000-12-29 15:24:00 
Winston no homepage wrote:  
 
Great music, and a wonderful resource for music lovers thank you.  

515  Date: 2000-12-29 06:34:00 
David Mucha no homepage wrote:  
 
Fantastic website!!!! You have many obscure songs that still sound great, i.e "I'm a Drifter", 
"Seattle", "Son of a Travelin' Man", etc. Thank you!!! I will get many hours of enjoyment from this 
site. Dave Mucha  

514  Date: 2000-12-27 22:20:00 
A.C.Oommen no homepage wrote:  
 
all are good songs. Thank you. 
 
But how I can download these songs into my hard disc for later listening without opening 
internet.Hope you will reply in my mail.  

513  Date: 2000-12-25 07:31:00 
EMAESE no homepage wrote:  
 
Love the page! You and I have a lot of songs in common. will come back again!  

512  Date: 2000-12-18 21:32:00 
venu kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
dear harry, 
simply superb. 
venu  

511  Date: 2000-12-18 06:18:00 
flashback http://none_anymore wrote:  
 
interesting site. i had a jukebox site on xoom but the riaa shut me down and sent me some very 
threatening mail. the song eighteen by alice cooper was originally released on the love it to death lp, 
though the ballad of dwight fry was the best track on it. also, dominic troiano 
was in the james gang in the seventies. he joined with fellow ex bush member roy kenner after joe 
walsh left the james gang to solo.  

510  Date: 2000-12-17 09:42:00 
umesh no homepage wrote:  
 



 
Hi Harry, 
You have done a wonderful job. Being in Dubai, I can listen to my favourite kannada songs. I have 
some more good collections, if you can add this it will be more fun.. Keep up your good job. See 
that u can even find to view these lovely songs in the net. 
 
With Best Regards, 
 
Umesh  

509  Date: 2000-12-16 19:39:00 
Rahul no homepage wrote:  
 
dear harry, 
i love your kerala site. Keep updating it often as it is great with links and songs and some neat 
pitures! 
Thank you. 
rahul  

508  Date: 2000-12-16 18:05:00 
S.Murali http://_ NOT YET READY wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
Excellent. I enjoyed reading all you have written but unfortunately couldnt listen to any songs. I 
stumbled into your work struggling to listen to old mal. somgs. Great work.  
Thanks. Murali  

507  Date: 2000-12-16 15:48:00 
tony no homepage wrote:  
 
dear Hari, 
 
Thanks for providing us wonderful malayalam songs. 
 
tony  

506  Date: 2000-12-16 08:44:00 
Terry Danks http://www3.ns.sympatico.ca]danksta]home.htm wrote:  
 
Hello Harry: 
I was led into your site by search engines. I am on a long quest after the song "In The Night 
Machine" by Baron Longfellow off the Prisoner by Design album. I had it on vinyl but it was lost 
several years ago. You have it listed in your album collection. I am unsure as to how to proceed. 
Will you sell it or email me an mp3 file? Please drop me a note about this and I will be in your debt. 
Thanks . . .  

505  Date: 2000-12-16 06:30:00 
William Leonard Johns http://omhksea@netvigator.com wrote:  
 
I was wondering if you could help me. I have been trying to find a book on learning Malayalam. My 
girlfriend, soon to be my fiance, is from Kerala, and I thought it would be great fun to speak in 
Malayalam. I have learned the alphabet already but now need a more detailed source of learning. 
Thanks for any help you can provide. I printed the recipies and the picture of you with the car is 



brilliant! William  

504  Date: 2000-12-15 22:13:00 
Gowri Sampath no homepage wrote:  
 
I loved the photographs of Kerala and I am longing to visit those spots in my next trip to India. The 
old Hindi songs would be fun to download. Thanks for your site with me. A lot of work has gone into 
it. Great job.  

503  Date: 2000-12-13 12:22:00 
Girish no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
I'd love to hear the 4 sanskrit songs by Yesudas put up by u on the site. But i can't listen to it nor 
download it. it. Any suggestion? 
 
Yours 
Girish  

502  Date: 2000-12-12 20:41:00 
Kurian Kalathil no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks Harry, hear from you soon!  

501  Date: 2000-12-12 03:03:00 
Cherian Mathew no homepage wrote:  
 
Merry Chritstmas and a happy New Year. 
Good Luck. 
Thank you for letting me listen to the music. 
It is a noble service. 
 
thanks again 
 
Rajankunju from Indiana  

500  Date: 2000-12-10 17:23:00 
Dr.R.ThiagarajanPh.D http://www.southindianmusic.com wrote:  
 
very nice idea you have. Please develop it. Your collection of Sanskrit songs may include other 
musicians also.  

499  Date: 2000-12-09 20:40:00 
R.Bagepalli no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry: 
You have a superb home page. My regards to you. Where are you living. 
R.Bagepalli 
New York  

498  Date: 2000-12-09 08:56:00 
gauri no homepage wrote:  
 



Excellent 
 
 
please send the rece  

497  Date: 2000-12-07 16:10:00 
kurian no homepage wrote:  
 
EXCELLENT, HARY. IAM VERY THRILLED 
KURIAN  

496  Date: 2000-12-06 06:21:00 
Rich no homepage wrote:  
 
I usually don't bother with signing these things. But I've spent so much time in here tonight I figure 
'What the heck'. This is a really nice site and very easy to navigate! 
You and Ricky the K should get together.  

495  Date: 2000-12-04 23:09:00 
Manoj Mathew http://www.geocities.com]jen_manoj] wrote:  
 
Hey Harry, 
It's tough keeping up with all your pages :  
Check out our new one. We've put up picutres from trips to the mountains that you might find 
interesting. 
 
manoj  

494  Date: 2000-12-02 07:53:00 
Pastor.Thomas Chacko http://www.geocities.com]atchacko2]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Hi,I am Pastor.Thomas Chacko from Seattle,Washington.Please visit my website and give me a 
reply.Thanks.Pastor.Thomas Chacko 
atchacko2@yahoo.com  

493  Date: 2000-12-01 21:43:00 
Carolyn Welch no homepage wrote:  
 
To merely say I LOVED your site is an understatement. I was in Heaven listening to those old 
songs, songs that I failed to buy and now are so hard to find, even on custom cds. Thank you for 
your love of music and for sharing it with the rest of us.  

492  Date: 2000-11-30 08:07:00 
John Beaudin http://www.qmfm.com wrote:  
 
Hi Harry 
 
Great gift for true Canadian Music fans..Nice Job..I worked for Vancouver's 14CFUN until it went 
talk Radio, I was actually the last announcer to ever do a music show on CFUN....Downloading your 
tunes brought back alot of memories..thanks alot.Oh the memories..thanks for acknowledging us on 
your site..I'm at CFUN's sister station QM-FM and let me tell you I prefer your idea of can-con over 
ours..Anyone with Tim Ryan's[Jackson Hawke Two Days Three Night's is OK in my books..Anyone 
out there have the album "On Purpose" on CD or LP..I've been looking for it for years..Email me at 
john-beaudin@home.com..Thanks Again 



John Beaudin 
QM-FM 
Vancouver  

491  Date: 2000-11-30 06:54:00 
stan stallman no homepage wrote:  
 
could you please email stan so he too can enjoy your site.he shares your]our love of oldes. 
i am new at this internet thing and would love for him to view your site. 
thank you in advance,i will be back again as i love your reviews and memorys of these great songs. 
thanks again  

490  Date: 2000-11-29 00:18:00 
Gopi no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for the old Mukesh songs..:  

489  Date: 2000-11-23 01:32:00 
Prasanth no homepage wrote:  
 
Simply Superb..  
I made you my home page.. 
Thank You Harry. 
 
Prasanth 
NY.  

488  Date: 2000-11-17 15:06:00 
yassy http://www.knom123.com]india]yasu.HTML_ wrote:  
 
Even if there is a lot of money, I am not troubled. 
And I don't want to miss a chance. 
 
If you think so, you had better look at my page, if you think so... 
 

487  Date: 2000-11-14 22:22:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Good Collection of kannda songs ... Its very difficult to get kannada songs [good ones.This is an 
awesome collection  

486  Date: 2000-11-13 17:37:00 
Anita Richardson Otto no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks again for all your help. Please send your postal address and I will send you a cd of the 
string band that I manage here on the island of Anguilla. We are a local cultural band that entertains 
the tourists mainly but have become very popular with everyone on the island. Consequently we are 
very busy at this time!! The lyrics are very repetitive but typical of the islands. 
 
Regards from 
Anita Richardson Otto  



485  Date: 2000-11-09 09:32:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
none of the song files is opening up  

484  Date: 2000-11-05 07:22:00 
George Varghese no homepage wrote:  
 
Great Sites with a lot of effort put in for detail.The music wasn't bad too. Just kidding, the music was 
real awesome. 
Tibu,Teena & Rebecca  

483  Date: 2000-11-04 23:38:00 
Sinhalese no homepage wrote:  
 
This site is great....I saw your posting on soc.culture.sri-lanka newsgroup.... well done, its good to 
see the Sinhalese community on the web growing stronger  

482  Date: 2000-11-04 01:05:00 
KEN no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello again Harry from Raleigh NC. The "Love Can Make You Happy" is a nice addition to your 
repertoire of classics. You mention that Mercy was a trio of ladies from Tampa; one of the lower 
voices sounds like a guy, if not, that's one of most distinctive alto voices that I've ever heard. I'm still 
hoping to see the B.J. Thomas song and others that I requested a while back. Take Care, Ken  

481  Date: 2000-10-29 05:30:00 
Nathan French no homepage wrote:  
 
P.s 
do u know nething about blues or like it...?  

480  Date: 2000-10-29 05:26:00 
Nathan French http://www.donthaveonesorry.com wrote:  
 
Well let me start off by saying that your list are amazing... you must know so much about music. I'm 
only 17 but I listen to old the old rock]pop songs also love everything else. I wish I grew up in the 
era. I have been to some concerts such as Ted Nugent, Kiss, and ACDC. I don't think you like them 
that much .. by your choies but I live right close to the rock city ..DETROIT.. although I am 
Canadian. I will book mark ur site.. I'm affraid I have none of your needed songs list.. but if theres 
anything drop a line... MUSIC IS LIKE ONE WITH MY SOUL!  

479  Date: 2000-10-27 14:07:00 
Lynda no homepage wrote:  
 
Wow, what memories! I love your page, thanks!  

478  Date: 2000-10-26 03:30:00 
Padmanabhan no homepage wrote:  
 
good collection!!  

477  Date: 2000-10-26 00:14:00 



Rajesh no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice to hear kannada songs. In USA very difficult to get kannada songs. Thanks for your work to 
upload kannada songs. 
 

476  Date: 2000-10-24 21:07:00 
Amarjit Anand http://www.IndianScreen.com wrote:  
 
I think you will enjoy my sites. If you could put a link to it. I will appreciate it 
The sites are 
http://www.searchAmovie.com 
http://www.IndianScreen.com 
 

475  Date: 2000-10-20 23:26:00 
sudheer-AR http://kairali_net wrote:  
 
This is very interersting . thanks for all workers.  

474  Date: 2000-10-18 04:22:00 
pn no homepage wrote:  
 
I wish I could play Apples Peaches Pumpkin Pie by Jay and the Techniques...I can't find this great 
song anywhere! pn  

473  Date: 2000-10-14 14:58:00 
RAJESH no homepage wrote:  
 
it is oneof the best sites I have seen with lot of stuff expecially the Telephone directory  

472  Date: 2000-10-08 18:07:00 
Jonathan McAllister no homepage wrote:  
 
I am unable to find a site containing musical tablature to Cliff Richard's wonderful songs. Can you 
help? 
 
Thanks, Jonathan McAllister  

471  Date: 2000-10-07 02:46:00 
Velayuthan Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
I enjoyed travelling through your PAGES. Thanks 
Keep up the good work  

470  Date: 2000-10-05 18:36:00 
Raghu no homepage wrote:  
 
hi! harry, 
thanks for the treatise of good kannada songs. 
I was bowled by the sanskrit listing which are some of my favorites but apparantely the link 
came back with some permission problem message. 
 



thanks, raghu  

469  Date: 2000-10-05 03:46:00 
Gerard van der Vorst no homepage wrote:  
 
Wauw, great tunes and what: listened to that great tune from Wolfman Jack with one of the most 
beautiful songs ever recorded in history 
"I ain´t never seen a white man", that made me very happy, would like to have that on a MP3, can 
someBODY help me??? 
thanks a million 
Gerard from Holland  

468  Date: 2000-10-05 00:54:00 
Vince Guthro no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice site  

467  Date: 2000-10-04 13:47:00 
clemens prinsen no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
How are you doing? Hope you still have a good summer [september or october could  
be nice, we had a couple of those.  
 
We're doing fine: expecting our second child by the end of november!  
My Calgary mail has been forwarded to Robert's address for the last 6 month, and he sends it to me 
[if important. After 6 months this forwarding service ends and I want to ask you to ask the [new 
renters to save possible mail for Evelyne or myself, that they might receive on the Fonda Way 
address. There shouldn't be a lot of mail, since everything except my bank account has been 
canceled, or notified. If there are any costs involved [stamps please let me know. 
 
Thank you Harry, 
 
please say hello to Jessie and the children, 
 
your dutch friends. 
 
 
Clemens and Evelyne Prinsen 
 
Dutch address: De Gildekamp 50-59 
postal code: 6545 LT  
city: Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
ph: 011-31-24-3603735 [if urgent, please call collect. 
Clemens F.M. Prinsen, Ph.D. 
Department of Pathology C66 
Canisius-Wilhelmina Hospital 
P.O. Box 9015 
6500 GS Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
 
Phone [+31-24-3658506 
Fax [+31-24-3658844 



c.prinsen@cwz.nl 
 

466  Date: 2000-10-02 06:07:00 
Keith & Linda Barbour no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
 
It was most interesting to both my husband [Keith Barbour and me to find out that he had passed 
away [especially since we continue to perform together with our band, Beaujolais. Who was it said, 
"rumours of my death have been greatly exagerated." At any rate, Keith thanks you for 
remembering "Echo Park," and for your kind words. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Keith & Linda  

465  Date: 2000-10-01 07:18:00 
Dammika no homepage wrote:  
 
U'r site is great, if u got any of the Sinhala music in MIDI foramt, please send me or tell me where to 
find. 
Thanks a lot..  

464  Date: 2000-09-28 00:09:00 
bina no homepage wrote:  
 
the site is really good.thanks it means a lot to people who don't get a chance to listen to their fav. 
songs  

463  Date: 2000-09-27 17:51:00 
suju http://www.suju.com wrote:  
 
heyy.. 
your site is great!!! lot of info.... 
regards 
suju 
 

462  Date: 2000-09-25 08:04:00 
george no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai, 
Fantastic work. Congratulations! 
I usually spend a lot of time hearing old malayalam songs. I have one request for a malayalam 
song. Can you put "arikil nee undayirunenkil ennu njan oru matra veruthe ninachu poyi" from the 
film "nee etra danya"  
 
Thank you for your efforts. 
 
Regards 
George  

461  Date: 2000-09-20 10:53:00 



Richie http://www.angelfire.com]mi]slackertrash wrote:  
 
Hi, great webpage you have here! Maybe you can help me. I'm looking for the name of a #1 or top 
forty song from the early sixties, that was sung in Japanese by a Japanese. I think it's the only 
Japanese song to make the top forty. Can you help me??  

460  Date: 2000-09-17 23:12:00 
Dileep Menon http://www.geocities.com]dileepmenon wrote:  
 
Dear Hari, 
 
For so many years, I have been surfing your sites and the beautiful pictures you have put on the 
web. With these addition of great oldies of Malayalam, you have established your name. 
 
I adore you for your efforts in reviving the good old days. 
 
I can be reached on 050-6574715. May be we can put together some efforts in enhancing the 
images of our good old days. 
 
Best regards, 
Dileep  

459  Date: 2000-09-17 17:52:00 
muji no homepage wrote:  
 
a very good site 
 

458  Date: 2000-09-17 08:32:00 
seema prabhan no homepage wrote:  
 
Ijust found your site, Iam a great lover of old songs, i say i love old songs like nothing if i say the 
truth I listen only old malayalam songs, so no need to say how much i impressed with your site. well 
done!! Ihave a request is there any way to down load these old songs to my pc? if it is not possible 
never mind. any way thanks and wishes for your work. 
 

457  Date: 2000-09-16 08:28:00 
donald bryan no homepage wrote:  
 
About twenty years ago I started searching for a song. I knew the title " I like dreaming " but not the 
singer. Finally after all this time I found it on your site! 
 
Thanks, Don 
 

456  Date: 2000-09-12 03:18:00 
Leju no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry!! 
 
You have a wonderful site here. I was searching for Kumbanad [as I belong there and I found your 
site. The pictures, the songs, the srilankan Baila, everything is really coooool. I presume you live in 
UAE....I do too, and since you are born in Kumbanad, perhaps we are related too. Please email me 



and we shall exchange more information... 
 
I forwarded the link to the Baila page to some of my 'machan' friends and they are happy too. Keep 
up the good work man! 
 
Leju  

455  Date: 2000-09-11 23:31:00 
John Rowe no homepage wrote:  
 
Incredible Site!!! 
 
The fact that you had a song on here that I have been trying to find, Ian Gomm's "Hold On" makes it 
well fantastic. 
 
This is great, keep up the good work and keep the forgotten hit's coming!  

454  Date: 2000-09-09 23:54:00 
Graham Vink no homepage wrote:  
 
for some reason, had the urge to hear "Tricia Tell Your Daddy," which I hadn't heard for 30 years, 
and was delighted to find it on your Web page. 
I'd remembered it only as an antiwar song, so it was fun to hear the rest of it. 
Great page!  

453  Date: 2000-09-08 01:09:00 
BIJU no homepage wrote:  
 
The songs are extremely good.  

452  Date: 2000-09-08 01:08:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
The songs are fantastic  

451  Date: 2000-09-06 06:34:00 
santhosh joy no homepage wrote:  
 
Today is the first time i visited your site. 
i am proud that someone like you has given a chance to the mallus all over the world to listen to the 
malayalam music. 
 
Hats off to you man . 
Keep up your good job. 
 
 

450  Date: 2000-09-05 22:43:00 
Bud Gray http://www.angelfire.com]tn]belle]ifield.HTML wrote:  
 
I just found your web site. It is fantastic and includes some of the best recordings ever issued. I 
have bookmarked it so that I can return often. 
Oh yes, thanks ever so much for including my very favorite singer of all time, Frank Ifield. I gave a 
link to the web site I created for Frank. 



best wishes, 
Bud  

449  Date: 2000-09-03 16:45:00 
Raghunathan no homepage wrote:  
 
My web page is under construction. May be after some months that will be ready. 
 
Thanks 
 
Raghunathan  

448  Date: 2000-09-01 21:52:00 
Bharat Kapadia no homepage wrote:  
 
Cool Site. Keep up the good work.  

447  Date: 2000-08-31 00:00:00 
Gerald W. Krueger http://hometown.aol.com]jerrypaladin]myhomepage]profile.HTML wrote:  
 
I am very fond of the 50's music especially because I got married in August 1951 after returning 
from 11 months service in Korea. I enjoy your page very much.  

446  Date: 2000-08-27 23:32:00 
Ron Thompson no homepage wrote:  
 
Oops....forgot to mention the station I worked at from '59 to '63. CJOB in Winnipeg  

445  Date: 2000-08-27 23:30:00 
Ron Thompson no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry....Great site. We must chat sometime. If you read Geezer's guestbook, you'll see that I 
worked at CKRM back in 1963. Had a fabulous easy listening format. I cut my teeth in radio from 
1959 to 1963. Had one of the best MOR formats I've ever heard. Lots of Ray Conniff, Jack Jones, 
Les Elgart, etc.  
 
BTW.....do you have a copy of Dean Martin's Memories are Made of This.????? It featured Terry 
Gylkison [sp? and the Easy Riders. Great song.  

444  Date: 2000-08-24 07:06:00 
Aravind no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
This is a cool site. Kannada songs are the ones i was looking for. good one. Can U help me to get 
some nice kannada old songs in mp3 format?? 
 
Regards, 
Aravind  

443  Date: 2000-08-24 01:56:00 
adie http://www.rendo.dekooi.nl]~marti wrote:  
 
Hi i,m from the netherlands.You have a very nice homepage here.Good work! Good luck wiyh your 



pages.  

442  Date: 2000-08-23 03:46:00 
Jerry D. Withers http://J_Withers.tripod.com]sailor.htm wrote:  
 
I must take exception with your remark that not much is known about Peter Sarstedt. I have a link 
for you to follow. Go to my website, Furrball's Alley [J_Withers.tripod.com]alley.htm, and scroll down 
until you get to the link "A Universe Of Their Own". Click there, and keep going until you get to the 
Beatnik Paradiso logo. Doug Grose [a close personal friend of Flo & Eddie, aka The Turtles has a 
section on his site devoted to Peter that should answer any and all questions. In addition, Peter 
recently launched his own website, "Where Do You Go To My Lovely?" at 
http://www.petersarstedt.co.uk [also petersarstedt.com. 
And "Shannon" ['Abergavenny' was, in reality, British popstar Marty Wilde. 
Thought you'd like to know. 
Best Wishes, 
Jerry.  

441  Date: 2000-08-20 00:10:00 
Asanka de Silva http://asanka.cjb.net wrote:  
 
one word with respect to your baila site: awesome!!! 
 
thank you. 
 
asanka  

440  Date: 2000-08-17 05:17:00 
Brendan Conroy no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks a million Harry, I've been searching for Moonlight Feels Right since, well since 1976, for 
some reason I was never able to get the single in my small home town of Naas in County Kildare, 
Republic of Ireland. In all the intervening years I have never heard it on the radio, tonight I have just 
listened to it three times in a row and it instantly brought a hugh smile to my face and very happy 
memories of a fabulous Irish summer. I too have [in my HEAD a wish list of songs that some day I 
would like to be able to assemble, the advent of the internet certainly increases the chances of it 
actually happening, though I am an internet novice. Moonlight though is such an atmospheric track 
and that marimba solo! Thank you very much again Harry, it has just been like opening a little 
window into the past and almost being able to touch it and thanks to you I can hear it as well. 
Words written in the moonlight! Brendan Conroy 
 
PS Ever come across a track called It Only Takes A Minute Girl [To Fall in Love by 100 Ton and A 
Feather [an alter ego for Jonathan King of Everyone's Gone to the Moon fame.  

439  Date: 2000-08-16 11:30:00 
Narayan http://listen.to]narayan wrote:  
 
Excellent work.... Please Visit my site - Live Malayalam radio station and let me know yr comments  
Narayan  

438  Date: 2000-08-13 22:00:00 
Linda Ramsingh no homepage wrote:  
 
Absolutely wonderful. I enjoyed every page and every picture. I was surfing for Indian music: I found 



u. Most enjoyable!  

437  Date: 2000-08-12 13:05:00 
Madhu Mannar http://www.madhumannar.8m.com wrote:  
 
Nice work.  

436  Date: 2000-08-10 14:57:00 
digna http://www.rendo.dekooi.nl]~digna wrote:  
 
great website!!!  
greetings digna the netherlands  

435  Date: 2000-08-10 12:07:00 
Dean Roberts no homepage wrote:  
 
Luv the site. One correction Split Enz is a New Zealand band. The Finn brothers are New 
Zealanders as are all other members of Split Enz. Thanks again for the great music. 
DEAN 
 
 

434  Date: 2000-08-08 07:04:00 
derme@mindspring.com no homepage wrote:  
 
: Thank you for your wonderful music site. I am using real player 6, but still getting no connection. 
Can you help? Thanks.  

433  Date: 2000-08-07 10:43:00 
Mathew Kurian http://www.geocities.com]alamcheril wrote:  
 
Hai Harry, 
 
Very nice site you have. Especially i like your cool links and this guestbook. Thanks for your 
comments about my site. : Good Luck 
 
 

432  Date: 2000-08-06 22:44:00 
roy koola no homepage wrote:  
 
best for malayalee viewers  

431  Date: 2000-08-06 13:20:00 
Sam Annicattu http://www.geocities.com.]annicattu wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
Enjoyed seeing your home page. A great service you do for the Malayalee Community. Keep up the 
good work! 
 
with my Love & Prayer, 



Sam Annicattu  

430  Date: 2000-08-04 11:10:00 
Micheil no homepage wrote:  
 
The first unknown tune on your Scottish music page is called Da Slockitt Light and is a slow air by 
Tom Anderson, Shetland [North Scotland fiddling master. He wrote the song for his wife's funeral. 
The slockitt light is the dying light of the day. 
 
There is a lovely MP3 downloadable version at 
http://artists.mp3s.com]artists]66]melbourne_scottish_fiddle_.HTML 
 
Slainte! 
 
Micheil.  

429  Date: 2000-07-31 05:18:00 
Rajankunju no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for the information. i finally got to listen to the music. 
It is wonderful.  

428  Date: 2000-07-28 23:36:00 
kurien samuel no homepage wrote:  
 
hi harry 
 
as promised , i'm conveying your site to friends in the area and i'm sure some of them will get in 
touch with you. 
 
cheers 
 
-ks  

427  Date: 2000-07-26 06:03:00 
stewart http://canoe wrote:  
 
Off your list of wanted songs . . .  
 
Dunno if it will help or not but more detail on the song by Dominic [?Dominique? Troiano, "We All 
Need Love" was on an album called "Fret Fever". I never owned it, but borrowed it from a library in 
Canada once. D.T. joined the Guess Who rather late [one of 15-20 members in total around the 
time they stopped being relevant, since Burton Cummings and Randy Bachman were leaving or 
had left already. D.T. later "distinguished" himself by writing TV theme music, such as the theme for 
the short-lived gritty]fluffy "Night Heat".  
 
SH  

426  Date: 2000-07-25 02:19:00 
Doc Crippen no homepage wrote:  
 
This is cool DOC CRIPPEN [FOLK SINGER  

425  Date: 2000-07-22 18:47:00 



Robert H. Sherrill no homepage wrote:  
 
Information on the CD, "Best of Chilliwack" and its contents.  

424  Date: 2000-07-20 15:21:00 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi...Harry: 
 
Checked my homepage lately? Thanks to you, it is back to normal. 
 
Your website is just growing. Enjoyed browsing through it. Keep up the good work. 
 
Molly  

423  Date: 2000-07-17 09:01:00 
Mac no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site! Thanks for the memories!  

422  Date: 2000-07-17 05:38:00 
Gerry Kosinski no homepage wrote:  
 
By far the best site for the oldies. It contains all the songs the so-called oldies stations have 
forgotten. Would like to hear Early in the Morning by Vanity Faire on the site.  

421  Date: 2000-07-14 11:59:00 
Barrie O. Ward http://barrieward.tripod.com]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Harry your site has context and depth I'm quite amazed at the knowledge you have of so many of 
the artists in the music industry! Perhaps most importantly I'm somewhat jealous of a guy who got to 
meet Sir Cliff .... I loved your reflections page .... Ah yes ... "Come Saturday morning just I and my 
friends" ...... Thank you for your recent kindnesses and we'll hear you "On Air" or "On the Net" ...... 
 
Stay healthy and keep awake on the Deerfoot Trail .... they all drive to fast in your part of the 
country Tee Hee ....!  

420  Date: 2000-07-14 09:31:00 
Jayaram no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent !!!!! 
 
Wonderful job you are doing! Also help to know  
kannadigas from different places. 
 
With best wishes 
 

419  Date: 2000-07-13 16:36:00 
neethika no homepage wrote:  
 
Awesome site 
I am a malayalee living in NewZealand. I am looking for some onam songs to download. Will u be 



able to help me?  

418  Date: 2000-07-13 02:05:00 
mrs.manjunath no homepage wrote:  
 
hai harry, 
THESE ARE MY HEART FELT COMMENTS,YOU KNOW WHAT I 
AM REALLY ENJOYING THIS SITE WHICH IS FULL OF MUSIC ESPECIALLY KANNADA WHICH 
ISMY HOME LANGUAGE,I WAS DESPARATELY LOOKING FOR A SITE LIKE THIS IAM SO 
PROUD OF LISTENING KANNADA 
SONGS ON INTERNET,THANK YOU FOR DOING SUCH A 
WONDERFULL JOB,THANK ONCE AGAIN AND KEEP IT UP 
ALWAYS! 
GOD BLESS! 
SAVITHAMANJUNATH  

417  Date: 2000-07-09 12:49:00 
Joe Isaac no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, you are doing a wonderful job of promoting the rich culture and beauty of Kerala and making 
us all malaylaees within India and abroad proud.  
I am a resident of Perth,Australia and will definitely let all the Malayalees here know of this fantastic 
site you created. 
Your site is a real GOLDMINE for music lovers especially Malayalees. I was born and brought up in 
Bombay and feel very unlucky of not having the privilege of being born in Scenic Kerala. Visiting 
your site has brought so many nostalgic memories of the times I visited Kerala. 
 
Keep up the good work!  
 

416  Date: 2000-07-07 03:00:00 
Praveen Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
It is a beautiful work. Real good songs. I was searching for songs from Mamooty's Johny Walker, 
Words"shantan ee ratriyil wadya ghosharam kondu waa". Why can't you try adding these songs ? 
Otherwise also the site is well planned. Keep it up. Bye- Praveen  

415  Date: 2000-07-07 02:48:00 
Gerald James http://excite.com wrote:  
 
Keep up the good works, love the page,Forgot that Lee Marvin could sing until I found your page. 
Thanks  

414  Date: 2000-07-06 19:20:00 
ken no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
I appreciate the adding of the long version of Santana's "No One To Depend On" to your site- it is a 
definite classic. In my opinion, "Denise" is one of the very best late 50's]early 60's sounding tunes 
you could have added. Request: Add Janice Ian's "Society Child" song in addition to her "At 17" 
song. 
Ken 
 



413  Date: 2000-07-05 18:53:00 
Hemanth Desai no homepage wrote:  
 
Very Best Collection. 
Want to download. 
Help me out... 
 
Hemanth  

412  Date: 2000-07-05 01:19:00 
Carolyn http://webhome.idirect.com]~zorah wrote:  
 
Hey, great site! You have wonderful taste in music, and you've worked very hard on creating this 
site. 
Carolyn 
The Spoons Tribute Page  

411  Date: 2000-06-25 21:29:00 
Steve Pesigan http://members.aol.com]DTyleer]60S_COLLECTIBLES.HTML wrote:  
 
Feelin' - Marilyn Maye! WOW! HARRY YOU DID IT AGAIN!!!!! I'M TELLING YOU, THANK GOD 
FOR YOU COZ I KNEW THERE WERE GREAT SONGS BACK THEN, I JUST DIDN'T HAVE ANY 
IDEA HOW TO RETAP THAT ERA. MAN YOU MADE MY DAY !!!!! YOU TRULY ARE THE BEST 
THING TO HAPPEN TO THE WEB I'VE COME ACROSS!!! 
 
STEVE  

410  Date: 2000-06-25 20:56:00 
JIM no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site, love the music. How can I get copies? Lone the late 40s,50,and60s. Old songs of the 
west! Thanks for sharing with me, Jim.  

409  Date: 2000-06-23 21:25:00 
Mark C'de Baca http://www.skynary.com]markcdebaca wrote:  
 
Your site is terrific. A lot of work has gone into cataloging all of your favorite songs over the 
decades. I have visited it twice now and truly enjoy it. I don't find many people who know who Bruce 
Cockburn is let alone like his music. Thanks for your help on finding the song I asked you about.  

408  Date: 2000-06-20 13:13:00 
Barrie Ward http://barrieward.tripod.com]index.HTML wrote:  
 
What an immense amount of work you have put into your site .... I am somewhat overwhelmed by 
references to Saskatchewan Radio stations as we were a Jock for a number of them over the past 
40 years.  

407  Date: 2000-06-17 21:29:00 
Sleepwalk in Oklahoma http://www.geocities.com]SoHo]Nook]5534 wrote:  
 
Hi Harry : 
 
What a gorgeous website! I loved reading about your culture and about India as well. I'm glad to 
have met you through our websites and hope you'll come back and visit my SLEEP WALK website 



againg sometime. Long live Stevie Wonder!  

406  Date: 2000-06-14 08:42:00 
shashi kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
sir u have lovely kannda songs of Dr. Rajkumar 
can u tell me how to download these files. 
i tried it out and could not load it. 
the error was url not found search again. 
i will be thankful to u if u kindly allow me to download the kannada rajkumar songs  

405  Date: 2000-06-12 22:51:00 
Cheryl no homepage wrote:  
 
What a really great site....lots of memories here! Music has always been a passionate part of my 
life, so I thoroughly enjoyed reliving the past. Do you know of any other really great sites where I 
can download wavs and full songs??? 
Thanks so much for any info....and again...Congrats on a great site! 
Cher...aka Cheryl...aka MSK0815@AOL.com  

404  Date: 2000-06-11 00:49:00 
sri no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for your efforts to provide the site for music. I really enjoy them.  

403  Date: 2000-06-07 06:47:00 
Brian http://www.bfnw25079.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk wrote:  
 
Hi 
Just searching through the net and ended up here : 
Very nice page : 
please feel free to visit my humble 1st attempt of a webpage 
Thanx  

402  Date: 2000-06-03 14:37:00 
B. P. Nagaraj no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, 
I was going through some of your web pages. Now I am visiting Purushotham in New YOrk. Give us 
a call if possible at [518 383-6515 or write to us at your convenience 
B.P. Nagaraj 
[Tumkur  

401  Date: 2000-05-31 00:04:00 
Shenny no homepage wrote:  
 
I was listening your collection, was astronished 
to hear a streaming audio of such good quality. 
 
Appreciate your effort  
Keep it up 
 
Shenny.  



400  Date: 2000-05-30 00:26:00 
Claudette Letendre http://petitchoux.tripod.com wrote:  
 
Well your site is fantastic! You've got quite a great selection of music sites and links...the outline is 
wonderful! Keep up the great job I enjoyed my stay!  

399  Date: 2000-05-25 04:05:00 
Danny http://www.geocities.com]pustice wrote:  
 
Love the site. Very impressed at the time and care you've taken with it. 
Come by and visit. [And leave your URL 
Dannys Brit Oldies Jukebox 
http:www.geocities.com'pustice  

398  Date: 2000-05-22 10:10:00 
Vino http://drcybersick.4dw.com wrote:  
 
Splendid! If you reduce the grafix in your home page, it will be easier for indian chaps to 
download....see u  

397  Date: 2000-05-20 15:48:00 
HASHIM.T no homepage wrote:  
 
Really your web site is a wonderful website for music lovers. ofcourse as a malayalee , how can I 
live without hearing those heart throbbing songs of Yesudas. Iam still remembering those days 
while Iwas a young college student in 1964 to 1969.in S.N.  
COLLEGE , CANNANORE , enjoying THOSE BEAUTIGUL SONGS OF YESUDAS.  
there was one famous singer also at that time.  
that is A.M. RAJA. Iam still remembeiring one of this songs, " akashagnagayude karayil, 
ahokavaniyil, aare, aare theedi varunnu, vasantha pournami nee. I was searching in your website to 
see that song. I am still thirsty to hear that song.  
o.k. dear wish you best of luck . 
hashim. T. 
post box no. 1408., 
sharjah. 
u.a.e.  

396  Date: 2000-05-14 19:04:00 
Jane no homepage wrote:  
 
Loved the music site. You are tops in my book,Harry. ;-  

395  Date: 2000-05-12 22:03:00 
zaiqi no homepage wrote:  
 
 
mama bohoma bayauna - Maxwell Mendes  
may LOVE eka hinda loke * 
hai! hooi! babi aachchi  
biwwa neda wada kaha sudiya **  
 
is it possible to send me the words to the above mentioned songs as soon as possible?.  

394  Date: 2000-05-08 05:22:00 



Bob Mccarver http://jllewis.com wrote:  
 
Hello Harry. 
your web page is nice. 
Bob Mccarver owner of Jerry Lee Lewis World fan club Page. Come and visit us. 
Thanks.  

393  Date: 2000-05-06 23:35:00 
PAUL ITTOOP no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for the old Malayalam songs.  

392  Date: 2000-05-06 18:39:00 
Harikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
Great work, 
Keep up the good work. 
Ella 'pravasi' malayalekalkum ithu nadinte ormakal unarthum.  
Bhavugangal.. Asamsagal 
 
hari.  

391  Date: 2000-05-05 21:28:00 
Shashi Iyengar no homepage wrote:  
 
Regarding your Favorite Kannada Songs site: 
I have tried many other music sites before. But yours was the one with no technical problems and 
great clarity. I could really sit back and listen to them all. 
 
Nice Work  

390  Date: 2000-05-04 00:05:00 
MOHAMED YASIN no homepage wrote:  
 
HARRY, I LOVE YOUR WEB .  
 
YOU MAKE ME FEEL HOME SICK 
I WILL COME UP WITH REQUEST FOR FEW OLD SONGS 
THANKS FOR ASKING ME  

389  Date: 2000-05-03 11:23:00 
Vinod Varkey George http://drcybersick.4dw.com_ wrote:  
 
Your site is great...where in the hell did you get so many links...? Anyway...that's Uncle Harry for 
you..  

388  Date: 2000-04-25 18:46:00 
JK George http://pendulam.com]jkg wrote:  
 
Harry, 
Your page is a Godsend for any Kerala enthusiast as well as music lovers all around the world. The 
Kerala video shots are a treat for the eye while the DIVersity in your collections is praiseworthy. All 



in all, a great page.. Thanks for all the time dedicated..  

387  Date: 2000-04-24 15:58:00 
Bhagya & Murali no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi: 
Very nicely done. Wanted to let you know, your hard work is being enjoyed and appreciated by 
people like us. Hope this makes it worth while for you and keep you going farther in making your 
web pages even more interesting. 
 
Thanks, 
 
PS: Hiremath's song links are outdated. If possible pls. inform him.  

386  Date: 2000-04-22 22:16:00 
Guru Prasad no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice page here. I had exchanged quite a few emails with you earlier while i was in Hyderabad and 
then in Buffalo, NY. Remember ? 
 
Anyways, i have been searching for something for quite sometime now. After so many failed 
attempts, i realised that i forgot the one source who could have the answer ! OK here goes. I am 
trying to find  
video cassettes ] DVDs or whatever of a [70s ?  British  
comedy show 'Man about the house'. I really would appreciate any pointers. I have exhausted all 
other routes ! 
 
Thanks a lot for the site ! 
 
Best wishes 
Guru Prasad  

385  Date: 2000-04-18 04:16:00 
Jyothish Nair http://www.jyothish.com wrote:  
 
Good collection of songs... I love those old songs... nostalgic... Appreciate your effort in making the 
internet a better place...  
 
later....  
- jyothish  

384  Date: 2000-04-10 03:02:00 
Shibil no homepage wrote:  
 
I would like to have MP3 files of your malayalam 
songs. If you don`t mind can you send them to my 
mail id. I will use them only for my personnel use. 
TIA, 
Shibil Jose. 
Tokyo. 
JP.  

383  Date: 2000-04-09 04:55:00 
ramesh r. waingankar no homepage wrote:  



 
Ilike rajkumar and his acting and songs 
he is my pet actor 
 
ramesh waingankar, kodibasg , karrwar] 6-3860  
retallack st. regina, canada. n. america.  

382  Date: 2000-04-09 00:17:00 
Manoj Bhaskar no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site.. Keep up the good work.  

381  Date: 2000-04-08 23:20:00 
Sunil & Shanthi Mudalige no homepage wrote:  
 
Just visited your web site and we really enjoyed it. You must have spent a lot of your time and effort 
to make this.  
Thank you for creating a such wonderful web site. We will pass information to others who will be 
interested.  

380  Date: 2000-04-08 22:23:00 
Sree no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent site - wonderful selections!  
Hope to have a couple of my favourites added - "Ee Allavudinin.." [ Yesudas "Thullikorukudam 
Pemari.."[Yesudas, Janaki, Chorus, "Eetta". 
Thought I'd mention that "HaridaKaanana Chaalayil" is Jayachandran, not Yesudas as listed...  

379  Date: 2000-04-08 07:14:00 
Murali Koppa no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for all the kannada music. It means a lot to be able to reach back to my childhood, 
especially when one lives far away and almost completely cutoff from his cultural roots.  

378  Date: 2000-04-04 06:55:00 
K George no homepage wrote:  
 
 
Dear Harry, 
 
Wow!!fabulous!. My only regret is that I did 
not find your site earlier. 
 
Just heavenly!!! 
 
Thanks so very much. 
 
K George  

377  Date: 2000-04-03 07:44:00 
Doris no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you so much for this forgotten music! It brought memories of my teens[30yrs agoand even 



tears to my eyes [the sad songs. thanks again!  

376  Date: 2000-03-31 01:21:00 
Ken Tiller no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
From the instant that I click on one of your songs, the music starts in about 3 - 4 seconds 
[excellent!. Speaking of excellence and music, 
two of the songs in your favorites list are also my favorites and are rarely played: 1 Walking In the 
Rain - Jay & the Americans and 2 
Eyes of a New York Woman- B.J. Thomas. By chance, are these two songs candidates for 
encoding? Thanks again for sharing your music 
and have a good day. Ken  

375  Date: 2000-03-29 15:29:00 
sandy no homepage wrote:  
 
Love the fifties music. You may have been a toddler, but I lived it, it will never die, the good ole 50's 
music. Thanks for the site, friend sent to me.  

374  Date: 2000-03-25 05:34:00 
karma wangmo no homepage wrote:  
 
i really like you web side so keep up with good work and can you find me a web were i can watch 
hindi movies please  
thanks karma  

373  Date: 2000-03-24 22:11:00 
Ken Tiller no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, Hello again from Raleigh NC. I just finished looking thru your partial list of favorites from the 
60's to the 80's [on the black background. Its amazing how just looking at song titles can trigger 
memories from way back! If only there was a button that could be clicked that would allow one to 
travel back to one of those years. Thanks again for sharing your music- I select "I Can Hear Music" 
by the Beach Boys frequently.  

372  Date: 2000-03-17 20:07:00 
Jincy Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey, 
i enjoyed you favorite musics.cool website.congratulations!!!!i really like it.  

371  Date: 2000-03-16 01:35:00 
RON no homepage wrote:  
 
I stumbled onto your site while searching the web for obscure late 60s tunes. I collect them and mix 
tapes for parties and personal enjoyment. Your picks are right on the money! I grew up listening to 
77 WABC in NYC... 
As far as overlooked bands...how about Bill Deal and the Rhondells? Those guys rocked. And 
what's the story with "?"'s 96 Tears on CD? I will not rest until justice is served!!! As for new tunes... 
I'll leave BLACK BACKPACK for LITTLE GREEN BAG anyday. I'll be back to spend more time on 
your site real soon.  



370  Date: 2000-03-11 09:02:00 
Edward http://home.earthlink.net]~lostsessions]index.htm wrote:  
 
Great site! It's different in a good kind of way. Love the background..Keep on keeping on baby..  

369  Date: 2000-03-08 19:46:00 
Peter no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
You and I must be pressed from the same vinyl. Loved your site and songs[everyone of them. 
 
MORE!!! 
 
 
 

368  Date: 2000-03-07 07:44:00 
name Terry homepage_none wrote:  
 
I enjoyed your site very much. I loved hearing Master Jack again!!! I never knew anyone else would 
have liked that song or even heard of it!! The best site I have visited!!! All I can say is great!!!!  

367  Date: 2000-03-05 01:25:00 
nameJetty no homepage wrote:  
 
It dates me, but I love the 50's and 60's music... keep going!!!!  

366  Date: 2000-03-04 08:34:00 
nameADAPANAMKANDATHIL SAM JOHN no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
Your endeavour is worth, it seems very delightful and time saving site. Please correct the date falls 
near to the name of Vasco daGama. It must be 1498 not 1948. 
 
Thanks.  

365  Date: 2000-03-03 19:35:00 
Karen no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
Cool site, lot of stuff!!  

364  Date: 2000-03-02 06:18:00 
Ramu Ramachandran http://www.chem.latech.edu]~ramu wrote:  
 
I would be very interested in any info. you can provide on where I can purchase "Bhagavad Gita" 
Vol. 1 & 2 sung by K.J. Yesudas. I have cassette tapes of these [rather poor quality; purchased in 
India and I am really looking for either CD's or better cassette recordings.  

363  Date: 2000-03-01 13:24:00 



Raghuram no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
Too good a collection. I fell in love at the first sight. 
Can u gimme ur email ID 
Raghu  

362  Date: 2000-02-27 18:29:00 
Nirmala Naidoo-Hill http://www.news-anchor.com wrote:  
 
Probably the most thoughtfull homepage I have ever seen. I'll be spending a lot more time here. 
Thanks for visiting my homepage.  

361  Date: 2000-02-26 21:20:00 
Louise Hawthorne no homepage wrote:  
 
THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!! 
I have been searching for 'Echo Park' for 20 years, without knowing who sang it. 
I finally got it!  

360  Date: 2000-02-19 08:28:00 
name: Arun Kumar B S no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
Nimma puta sundaravagide haagu bahalashtu mahitigalannu kottide. Karnatakada halavaru 
vishayagalannu tilisidake danyavadagalu. Hadugalu yava chitraddu yemba mahitiyannu elli 
serisidene, 
aakaashadinda jaari-[JanmaJanmada AnuBhanda, S.P.B - S.Janaki  
dinaa beediyalli bandhre nOdu [Premaloka, Ramesh & Chrous 
haaloo jEnoo ondaada haage - [HaaloJeenu, Dr.Raj Kumar  
hoovinda hoovige haaruva dumbi - [Hombisilu,S. Janaki  
maamaravelloo kOgileyelloo [DevaraGudi, S.P.B  
manasse nagalEke harushadi neenu [Namma Makkalu S.Janakimareyalaare samskruthi [ Raj 
Kumar Bharathi  
mellusire savigaana [Veera Kesari -P.Sushila,Ghantasala  
neenaDedare sogasu [Anuraga Aralithu - Dr.Raj Kumar 
 
- evugalannu balasikollutherendukondidene. 
 
Danayavadhagalu  

359  Date: 2000-02-17 03:47:00 
Hari krishna no homepage wrote:  
 
I never had seen such a fantastic site on india and its regional reflects.We have always maintained 
esteem in our languages and this site also does.something very much india found outside india for 
net savy people  

358  Date: 2000-02-12 06:42:00 
Lynne H no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you so much for this site! What a walk down memory lane. I have been looking for a copy of 



"Summer Sun" for years. I had given up hope. you made my day, week, and year! Thanks again.  

357  Date: 2000-02-02 04:45:00 
Roookmini no homepage wrote:  
 
L0ved your site. Can you change "WINTER SCENE" on this page to "SPRING SCENE" [daffodils, 
crocus etc. I know we are still in February.. I am having spring fever. Is spring far behind..?? 
When I surf the web, I am listening to your music. 
Rook from USA 
 

356  Date: 2000-02-01 23:03:00 
Jeff Boyle no homepage wrote:  
 
Is there anyplace that sells Sausalito Summernights? I can't find it anywhere? Thanks, great job.  

355  Date: 2000-01-31 01:14:00 
Augustine Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi friend, 
This is excellent! I feel very nostalgic when I listen these songs.You made wonderfull selections!! 
Thanks a lot. 
 
Raju  

354  Date: 2000-01-29 18:56:00 
Shivakumar Elayeath no homepage wrote:  
 
you've done a great job both on the hindi and the malayalam selections. I wonder how u manged to 
hand pick the real gems in all categories. 
Keep it up. 
bye 
Shva  

353  Date: 2000-01-25 07:19:00 
Alan Cirlin http://IPDA.anadas.com wrote:  
 
Wonderful! Charming! I happened across this web site completely by accident, but it is one of the 
best introductions to Indian Music I could possibly imagine. I fell in love almost at once. 
 
:- 
 

352  Date: 2000-01-24 08:27:00 
arun no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
Can you please send me Sausalito summernights in mp3 format at the above email address. Thank 
you.  

351  Date: 2000-01-23 04:56:00 
C.Babin no homepage wrote:  
 



Thank you so much for the walk back in time!!! Tommy Roe & Joe South were two of my favorites!! 
Hearing Elvis sing Little Egypt was too much! 
Hated the movie... in fact I hated all his movies, but loved him and his music. I knew him WHEN... 
1955thru1956 we were an item in TX&LA...Have sweet memories.  

350  Date: 2000-01-22 06:01:00 
sunil welikala no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
I have over fifty Srilankan sinhala baila CD s but some of the songs you have are ones I have not 
heard.My wife was a very famous Sinhala pop and baila singer, we just relesed her CD with her 
most popular hits and her name is Shiromie Fernando. We live in Canada and many SriLankan 
baila CD is are avialable if you need them I may be able to send you some or let you down load 
some.If you like visit my wife home page atwww.homested.com]spade2000]shiromi.HTML . 
 
 
Sunil Welikala 
Toronto Canada.  

349  Date: 2000-01-21 21:18:00 
Roshan no homepage wrote:  
 
Very good Job  

348  Date: 2000-01-17 07:50:00 
Ismene bh no homepage wrote:  
 
I am presently researching the uses of Baila and sinhala pop music in expatriate communities. I was 
wondering if I may interview you . I would be very appreciative of any assistance you can give me, 
as I have to complete my thesis proposal rather soon .  
If you would like to be interviewed can you send me an email, and I willsend back the questionarre. 
Thankyou  

347  Date: 2000-01-16 03:10:00 
Vishwas R http://www.portalnet.com]vishwas wrote:  
 
Nice selection 
Also visit my other website: 
http://mypage.ihost.com]EMFReducer  

346  Date: 2000-01-15 05:13:00 
Kalim no homepage wrote:  
 
You've brought to life the greatest voice in the history of our time, Mohammad Rafi. No one has 
come close to the heart soothing voice, truly God given. 
 
Good job!!!  

345  Date: 2000-01-14 16:22:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site, you bring back TO LIFE sounds of the greatest ever song singer MOHAMMAD RAFI  



344  Date: 2000-01-13 22:53:00 
Heidi Lazar-Meyn no homepage wrote:  
 
I too was listening to WCFL and WDAI-FM in the 1970s. I was delighted to find the MP-3 file for 
'Master Jack', and hoped it would replace my cracked 45 rpm single ['I Looked Back' is fun too, 
though. But I can't get it to play on my RealPlayer! [Sob] 
 
Have to check out more of your oldies and your Scottish and Irish music too. Go raibh mille maith 
agat.  

343  Date: 2000-01-13 09:36:00 
Asela Weerasinghe no homepage wrote:  
 
Your page is grate and i enjoyed very much.If you like I can give you some sinhala songs [MP3 
formated.  

342  Date: 2000-01-10 07:13:00 
Sephora Begum no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry! 
[[[[ HUg 
I started singing " Abhi na jao chodaka" 
Great site! do you happen to have songs from "JUNGALI" ? 
LOVE this site 
Sephora Begum  

341  Date: 2000-01-10 00:09:00 
Chuck Cohen no homepage wrote:  
 
Great stuff. I have never found someone - a list that has so much of the music I liked. Four Jacks 
and a Jill, The Seekers, Black Pearl... [most people don't even know what I am talking about!! Very 
few people would list "Shilo" as a top New Diamond song!! Two rare songs and outstanding songs 
not on your list maybe you should listen to are Elvis - "Follow That Dream" [my favorite Elvis and 
John Stewart "Armstrong". Great site - thanks for being there!!!  

340  Date: 2000-01-09 01:12:00 
Jayantha no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank You  

339  Date: 2000-01-08 15:00:00 
carol altavista wrote:  
 
HI HARRY!! LUV YOUR MUSIC. WE'RE THE LOVERS OF OLDIES. MY HUSBAND & I DO DJING 
AT HS CLASS REUNIONS & LOCAL CAR SHOWS & MOST TIMES FOR FREE. IT'S GREAT. 
THE PEOPLE WHO CAN STILL JITTERBUG ARE MORE THAN YOU WOULD IMAGINE. MY 
HUBSAND HAS ABOUT 350 45'S--AS THEY CAME OUT. HIS ALBUMS ARE MORE THAN WE 
REALLY HAVE ROOM FOR. GLAD I FOUND YOU!![ANOTHER OLDIE. THANKS FOR THE 
MUSIC. CAROL]CLASS OF '64  

338  Date: 2000-01-08 11:55:00 
PVP Nair http://nairpvp wrote:  
 



An hour I was in Kerala and forgotten whole world.It was wonderfull moments.  

337  Date: 2000-01-05 05:17:00 
Candy no homepage wrote:  
 
Enjoyed Immensely your site, Thanks 
USA  

336  Date: 2000-01-03 08:16:00 
John Gergesha no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, it was a pleasure to surf your site. You brought back some great memories....I too loved 
"Morning Girl" by neon Philharmonic, but it took me many years to finally find the title of the tune, 
then I picked a copy toot sweet from Sam The Record Man downtown, when he still carried 45's. 
Neon Philharmonic, from what I read, were a bunch of studio session guys from the Nashville area 
[sort of a precursor to Atlanta Rhythm Section, I suppose. 
 
I have a question for you...I need to know the title]artist of a song that includes the opening lyrics 
sung by a young woman, "...Oh, it would be so groovy now..to be living in peace [?" I have heard 
this song dozens of times on 1050 CHUM, but they NEVER announce the title [or I just plain missed 
it. I ask around town, even wrote to CHUM, and still searching. I think it's from 68 or 69...sounds like 
Peter, Paul and Mary, but again, not sure. 
 
If you know, drop me a line and soothe this tormented soul!!! 
 
Later....  

335  Date: 2000-01-02 10:35:00 
Ricardo http://solarwindmusic.com wrote:  
 
Harry: You have a wonderful and inspiring site 
full of detail and good thinking, your Yesudas' collection is great.Mr. Yesudas has been reasently 
experimenting with very talented western artists in an album named "Ahimsa" soon to be released. 
the last song in this album is in Sanskrit,Nirahamkarah. There is another song named Misere-
Karuna. Mr. Yesudas sings this song in Sanskrit and Latin.Check the clips at Solarwindmusic.com 
and let me know what you think. 
Regards,  

334  Date: 1999-12-31 04:54:00 
Kees no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for a wonderful site, now I have found something that I can recommend to my friends . 
Have a good and healthy New Year!! Again my thanks for your great site !  

333  Date: 1999-12-31 02:45:00 
Ramaswamy.K.N no homepage wrote:  
 
F..A..N..T..A..S..T..I..C !!!!!  

332  Date: 1999-12-30 23:57:00 
Snowhara no homepage wrote:  
 
I have added this webpage on my bookmark. 
great job Harry or Hari. 



Thanks Again. You know there are people like us who adore old Hind filmi songs. 
Snow. 
From USA  

331  Date: 1999-12-30 06:32:00 
Priyanka no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, you made my day!!!!!!!! 
I got completely lost in those songs!! old memories are just haunting me NOW. 
I am 45 years old, I love those ancient songs. 
Thannks a million. Just perfect! 
Priyanka  

330  Date: 1999-12-30 06:21:00 
Rangila no homepage wrote:  
 
I will let you know! I am so excited to have found this site and I can not get started! 
Well, I am a babyboomer ,you know what I mean-ie 
Love oldies hindi songs.  

329  Date: 1999-12-27 17:15:00 
Briju no homepage wrote:  
 
Your collection is really fantabalous. 
 
I would love to get in touch with you, for more. 
 
Bye, 
 
Briju  

328  Date: 1999-12-23 18:24:00 
Jayaraj P no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
Absolutely wonderful collecetion you have. I listened to many of the old malayalam songs. I wish I 
could download all those songs. Thanks a lot! 
From Stockholm, Sweden. 
 

327  Date: 1999-12-23 07:39:00 
Isuru Pathiragae no homepage wrote:  
 
As a Sri Lanken I can say this is a good website. 
From Auckland,New Zealand  

326  Date: 1999-12-21 15:27:00 
Manoj Pillai no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
This is a great site. I happen to visit this site while in Birmingham and believe it or not the songs on 
this site has me wanting to go back home - KERALA. 
Thanks very much... 



Manoj  

325  Date: 1999-12-20 17:54:00 
Tammy no homepage wrote:  
 
You offer a variety of choices....thanks so much.  

324  Date: 1999-12-20 00:16:00 
Raymond Bailey http://members.aol.com]DTyleer]HIT_MAGIC.HTML wrote:  
 
Harry, thanks for the wonderful memories! I've bookmarked this site! Thanks again, Ray  

323  Date: 1999-12-20 00:14:00 
Todd Kachman http://members.aol.com]GeneTracy2]ASTROLOGY_METAPHYSICS.HTML wrote:  
 
Terrific, didn't think I'd come across a site with this much class. What a relief! Some real rare gems I 
do say! Good job!!!  

322  Date: 1999-12-20 00:11:00 
David Tyler http://members.aol.com]DTyleer]PHIL_HENDRIE_SHOW.HTML wrote:  
 
Nice site Harry, it's got top ranking status in my bookmark list in fact!  

321  Date: 1999-12-20 00:09:00 
Gene Tracy2 http://members.aol.com]GeneTracy2]GENE_TRACY_TRUCKSTOP_TAPES.HTML 
wrote:  
 
Harry, your web page sure does put me back in those long ago cozy, sweet times. Thanks for the 
nice 60s feeling!  

320  Date: 1999-12-20 00:06:00 
Steve Pesigan http://members.aol.com]DTyleer]60S_COLLECTIBLES.HTML wrote:  
 
What a fantastic site! What warm memories! 
Superb job Harry!  

319  Date: 1999-12-16 14:53:00 
Lathasrikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
 
This is Latha again. Can you please include the songs of Pallavi & Anupallavi. Thank you.  

318  Date: 1999-12-15 08:48:00 
Prasad no homepage wrote:  
 
Thats a cool collection of Sanskrit songs , 
Real good. 
 
is it possible for you to allow me download the songs [ may be in mp3 format !!! 
Would be grateful. 
 
 



 

317  Date: 1999-12-10 05:02:00 
George Mani http://www.thelittleshoppe.net wrote:  
 
Quite an impressive page you've got there, Harry. Very informative.  

316  Date: 1999-12-10 03:50:00 
Raju, Massachusetts no homepage wrote:  
 
I enjoyed the Malayalam songs. Thanks.  

315  Date: 1999-12-09 07:11:00 
samuel http://www.angelfire.com]ok]samuelmathew wrote:  
 
Boy, your website is an encyclopedia in itself. Super work. Lots of information. Keep it up.  

314  Date: 1999-12-05 12:33:00 
shirani weerasinghe http://www.guestbook.de] wrote:  
 
enjoyed listening to your collection. please make and effort and include more. thank you. nihal and 
shirani  

313  Date: 1999-12-05 04:29:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello, 
 
nammoora mandhaara hoovE - Yesudas  
This song is sung by S.P.B. Just wanted to let 
you know this! 
 
Bye 
 

312  Date: 1999-12-04 21:33:00 
Matt http://www.erols.com]mlbl wrote:  
 
Great page. Well done. Glad to see you're a new P.O.O.L. member. Keep on rockin'!  

311  Date: 1999-12-04 00:08:00 
Gayatri no homepage wrote:  
 
I really like your site very much! You have a very nice collection of old [but gold hindi songs!  

310  Date: 1999-12-02 04:01:00 
MARKANDESWAR PANDA no homepage wrote:  
 
Very nice songs from the voice of Yesudas. Please keep on adding more Sanskrit songs to this 
collection.  

309  Date: 1999-12-01 00:48:00 
Robert Paulson http://Majorbeach.tripod.com wrote:  



 
Thanks for the great oldies! Do you know whether or not WebTV Users can hear your files? I would 
like to make some recordings available to a select few WebTV users, but I don't know what format 
they can listen to. Thanks again. 
 

308  Date: 1999-11-27 01:16:00 
vinod ravi no homepage wrote:  
 
thanx that was a great experience  

307  Date: 1999-11-26 03:01:00 
AP Sastry no homepage wrote:  
 
Tumba chennagideri... goodluck.. adare nanna computer nalli play madbekadare server not 
accessible error koduthe. Idannu hege sari madad anta helthira? 
 

306  Date: 1999-11-26 02:02:00 
Raju no homepage wrote:  
 
I've enjoyed the songs, especially the Malayalam songs. They took me through my childhood 
memories. Thanks.  

305  Date: 1999-11-24 21:27:00 
Srikrishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
This quenched little of my thirst for Kannada Songs. 
 
I want some more songs....... 
 
With all my best wishes for your website and you 
 
Kithcha 
 
 
 
 

304  Date: 1999-11-24 04:12:00 
Paul Mercer no homepage wrote:  
 
This is a very enjoyable page. Your efforts are well appreciated. I loved hearing Lee Marvin doing "I 
was born under a wandering star."  

303  Date: 1999-11-22 21:38:00 
akshay chibber no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for providing me with some excellent listening from "the sound track of my life". You have 
a wonderful collection, and I appreciate the effort you have put into making it available to people like 
me who have no clue about how to do this for myself.  

302  Date: 1999-11-21 12:59:00 



P.S.V.SETTINAYAKE no homepage wrote:  
 
Good day, 
I wish to thank you for your efforts taken to maintain  
this site, I kndly request you to e mail me the chords and lyrics of these songs that you have on this 
site or any other singhala songs. 
 
Thank you 
BEST REGARDS 
 

301  Date: 1999-11-19 10:27:00 
Sajni no homepage wrote:  
 
I finally loaded the s]w needed.I do like your collection.I am crazy about Hindi songs too.  

300  Date: 1999-11-18 21:51:00 
Sandhi no homepage wrote:  
 
Phenominal Collection, keep adding beautiful songs. In the daily rut of things, your music provides 
me with good soothing background while I work. Keep it up  

299  Date: 1999-11-18 09:10:00 
Sajni no homepage wrote:  
 
Vidhya, 
I enjoyed going through this. The pictures are real neat.Good effort. 
Sajni  

298  Date: 1999-11-17 23:13:00 
Steve Pesigan no homepage wrote:  
 
Great Site!  

297  Date: 1999-11-15 23:20:00 
Linda Guy no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, I just wanted to say your website is totally wonderful!!! I'm a fan of rare 60's music-gems that 
don't ever get played on the radio. I went through your favorites to play on Real Audio and I'm so 
blown away hearing "Something in the air" by Thunderclap Newman, "Morning girl" by Neon 
Philharmonic, and especially "I'm a drifter" by Bobby Goldsboro. I haven't heard that for at least 20 - 
25 years!!! Thank you!!! I'll be coming back again soon to hear some more of your lost gems. Some 
of my favorite rare songs are "Society's Child" by Janis Ian, "Brand New Me" by Dusty Springfield 
and "Mystic Eyes" by Them. Anyway, great job on your website. It is excellent!!! Linda Guy  

296  Date: 1999-11-14 06:45:00 
Suresh no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
Your collection of songs is wonderful, expecially Dasseattans. Your are doing a great thing. 
I got valuble collections of Dassattans Old Songs, 
Yours sincerly  



295  Date: 1999-11-12 05:46:00 
Roshan Rao no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, your site is great! 
nice to listen to all those kanada songs again. 
Thank you so much.  

294  Date: 1999-11-11 14:46:00 
bnk menon no homepage wrote:  
 
great! brought back a lot of memories, espcecially of my mom who used to listen these golden 
oldies on akashwani on her old radio. this had to be placed in our small kitchen in our bombay flat, 
for that was where the reception was clearest. 
thanks yet again  
 
bnk  

293  Date: 1999-11-11 02:21:00 
Ramesha no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for providing kannada songs on the net. 
It relives our pain of being out of Karnataka.  

292  Date: 1999-11-08 06:15:00 
Marilyn Norris no homepage wrote:  
 
Music that I can identify with. You are truely a connoisseur of great music!  

291  Date: 1999-11-07 15:25:00 
Dennis Zenkewrich http://cdmusicdb.com wrote:  
 
Great Site  

290  Date: 1999-11-06 12:04:00 
Uday Menon no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site! just could not get off. Best collection of old Hindi and Malayalam songs. Keep up the 
good work.  

289  Date: 1999-10-31 09:37:00 
arun no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, Could you email me Sausalito Summernights in mp3 format? The usa.net email lets me 
receive and send large 5mb emails. I can send you I love the night life by Alicia bridges in mp3 
format in trade. Thanks  
 

288  Date: 1999-10-29 06:58:00 
Deborah Oney http://members.aol.com]debbieoney]blood.htm wrote:  
 
Interesting collection of links. Great website. Deborah Oney, Blood Recall]Withdrawal - Creutzfeldt-
Jakob Disease [CJD  



287  Date: 1999-10-28 09:15:00 
Tushar no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site. One of the greatest gift to music lovers. Just one suggestion tough, the song 'Koi hum 
dum na raha..' is sung by Kishor Kumar and not Mukesh, and is from the film 'Jhoomru'. 
Thanks.  

286  Date: 1999-10-21 23:29:00 
Collins Crapo http://www.srv.net]~roxtar wrote:  
 
Thank you for visiting my Oldies site & signing my guestbook. My links page now contains a link to 
your 60s RA files site. Peace :-  

285  Date: 1999-10-21 18:54:00 
A WELL WISHER http://NOT_TO BE PUBLISHED wrote:  
 
THE TYPING ERRORSDEAR SIR, 
 
IT IS HERTENING TO KNOW THAT PROFESSIONALS ARE THERE , WHO HAS DEVOTION & 
SOCIAL COMMITMENTS IN THEIR OWN FIELD.  
AFTER DOING MY GRADUATION IN ENGINEERIG 27 YEARS BACK I HAD NO OPPORTUNITY 
TO LISTEN SONGS OF PRIOR TO 1973, SINCE IAM LIVING OUT OF MY STATE AND NEVER 
HAD THE TIME DURING MY BUSINESS SHEDULE.  
 
I THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR SERVICES . MEANWHILE IAM INTERESTED TO KNOW 
WHAT IS YOUR BUSINESS PLAN WITH THIS YOUR SITE.I VISUALISE AND WISH THAT YOUR 
WILL LAND IN A BIG BUSINEDD EMPIRE . BEST OF LUK. THIS IS ONE OF THE RARE 
LETTERS I HARDLY TYPE MY OWN AND HENCE THE ERRORS  
BEST REGARDS.  
A WELL WISHER 
 

284  Date: 1999-10-21 07:30:00 
Dave http://www.nerdlinker.com wrote:  
 
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
I can remember when I used to listen to this music as a kid! There is a new movie entitled "The 
Story of Us" and part of the song "Time Is Tight" is played in the movie trailer! When I saw it I went 
nuts trying to remember the name of the song, just as I did in The Blues Bros. movie; and it was 
never put on the soundtrack or the credits! I downloaded the movie clip from The Story of Us, took it 
to work and had my co-workers [my age or older come to my office to listen to it and they had the 
same reaction as me; they loved the song and yet not of them could remember the title! I searched 
the Net, went to all sorts of chatrooms, called several radio stations and music stores and finally I 
got a DJ that said he was sure it was Booker T & the MG's but he couldn't recall the title. Needless 
to say, I had alot of folks freaking! Anyway, I found several websites dedicated to old tunes and I 
sent out e-mail to the Webmasters and finally tonight I got a reply and he knew who it was, and the 
title so I searched the web and here we are! NOW I HAVE MY KIDS ROCK'N TOO!! Your sight is 
GREAT, mind if throw a link to it on my site? 
 
Keep it up! THESE TUNES SHOULD NEVER BE FORGOTTEN! 
 
 

283  Date: 1999-10-20 06:12:00 



KIMMIE CAVINS no homepage wrote:  
 
THIS PAGE IS TO COOL. 
TAKES ME BACK WHEN I WAS A KID GROWING UP ! 
THANK's !  

282  Date: 1999-10-17 03:34:00 
Tommy http://bigfoottom.freewebsites.com] wrote:  
 
I love your site..Verrry gooood.  

281  Date: 1999-10-16 14:51:00 
Arun Mehta no homepage wrote:  
 
One of the best Hindi Old Songs site..infact the best! 
The others have come and gone..but you guys make my day with a continous selection. 
Keep it up.. 
Arun  

280  Date: 1999-10-10 19:59:00 
srihari sukumaran no homepage wrote:  
 
 
a great site. you have a very good collection of malayalam songs and i am a regular visitor. 
could you add the song "aayiram kannumai ...." from "Nokhathadoorathu Kannumnattu". 
 
-srihari  

279  Date: 1999-10-07 06:41:00 
Mike Mitchell no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry I love the site. Great collection of tunes.  

278  Date: 1999-10-06 22:28:00 
dow scoggins http://www.americasbestonline.com wrote:  
 
can you tell me where to find the theme song from here comes the brides, "Seattle" on CD  

277  Date: 1999-10-05 13:43:00 
pearl http://www.geocities.com]SoHo]Village]8682]index.HTML wrote:  
 

 

276  Date: 1999-10-05 05:08:00 
Mohan Bengeri no homepage wrote:  
 
Its a good site. A suggestion change the old timers regularly.  



 
Regards and best of luck  

275  Date: 1999-10-01 13:55:00 
V.L.Joseph no homepage wrote:  
 
I am a regular visitor to your lovely site, enjoy every moment listening to your selection. Request for 
MP3 format or downloadable ra ] ram format. Keep up your good work. 
Regards, 
V.L.Joseph 
SOCAT LLC - Muscat  

274  Date: 1999-10-01 06:53:00 
Lalu no homepage wrote:  
 
I really liked the way you have organized the songs. 
Especially the introduction from akashavani and the advts in between  
It brought some nostalgic memories about my good old days in trivandrum. Thanks Harry. 
 

273  Date: 1999-09-28 21:13:00 
fritz huber http://private.freepage.de]reisefieber] wrote:  
 
Hi there,congratulation a realy great fabulous Page !! 
I visits gladly the homepage of people the one large heart has and gladly something to undertake. 
Supper PAGE,Design and INFORMATION. I will in such a way by-continue to look more frequently 
times. Very often i am looking for home pages from other countrys. I prefere your country and your 
lifestyle .To visite your country soon again i hope . Also a small homepage i have. Journeys is a 
young well and holds the BODY and the soul in shot.  
I would be glad for an entry into my guestbook much . 
Greetings from Upperaustria. Much FUN in the network wish the Journey Fever Team. 
regards Fritz 
 

272  Date: 1999-09-26 21:42:00 
Joe no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry,you have a great web page. Will visit it often.  

271  Date: 1999-09-26 20:00:00 
uday no homepage wrote:  
 
good listening! Keep it up  

270  Date: 1999-09-26 16:44:00 
prasanna krishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
Your site is an excellent one. Please update and e-mail whenever it happend. Thank you so much 
for your hard work. 
 
Thanks again 
 
Prasanna Krishnan  



269  Date: 1999-09-25 05:35:00 
Lola Curtis no homepage wrote:  
 
I like it. I bookmarked it. I WILL be back. Why were only the 60's songs listed, did I miss the rest? I 
played the 80's link.  

268  Date: 1999-09-24 03:41:00 
Chandra http://www.angelfire.com]ok2]Phreaky1999]index.HTML wrote:  
 
I think that this is a great page.  

267  Date: 1999-09-20 04:49:00 
Sati no homepage wrote:  
 
Good songs collections.... 
 
Suggestion is .. try to put in a Juke Box kinda' thing.. You see it makes life simple ..  
 
Reg  
 
Satish 
 

266  Date: 1999-09-19 21:41:00 
Prasanna no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice Songs.  

265  Date: 1999-09-19 07:17:00 
B.Prather no homepage wrote:  
 
It's been years since I've heard Diesel,It goes to show if you look long enough you can find 
everything on the web. 
Thanks for turning back time for me it is a great 
site. 
would ya have any Buckingham & Nicks out there?  

264  Date: 1999-09-16 20:55:00 
seema Madhavan no homepage wrote:  
 
hey!!! 
 
that was just wonderful. i like the all india radio effect. i suddenly felt transposed to kerala. helps esp 
when you are trying to type up your work...  
 
thank you  
seema  

263  Date: 1999-09-16 20:31:00 
Jaison Jacob http://www.angelfire.com]on]jaison wrote:  
 
Keep up the good work. Your site is excellent and songs are really good. 
All the best.  



262  Date: 1999-09-15 01:35:00 
girish no homepage wrote:  
 
Hai Harry, 
 
Excellent sanskrit songs, so is the collection of kannada songs.  
Appreciate your wide and varied interest. 
thanks  

261  Date: 1999-09-14 12:12:00 
Webmaster http://metropolis.vstoremall.com] wrote:  
 
Hi CyberBuddy Harry! Very nice website, lot of nice 
music inside. Please visit my website. Have a nice day and stay online!!! :-  

260  Date: 1999-09-11 04:21:00 
Bob Painter no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for the site. I was looking for "When I die" by Motherlode it is one of your favorites I see. Do 
you have the clip? Love to hear it again. 
 
Thanks for the site. It is great.  

259  Date: 1999-09-10 10:09:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Lata Mangeshkar's Hariyali Aur Rasta does not work. It leads to a GeoCities site.  

258  Date: 1999-09-08 17:06:00 
Hal Camereon no homepage wrote:  
 
Looks good..  

257  Date: 1999-09-07 15:51:00 
Varun Krishna http://jethrotull.virtualave.net wrote:  
 
Hi Harry! 
Kerela has a beautiful culture! With efforts like these it will flourish for eons to come..  

256  Date: 1999-09-07 01:13:00 
ashwini no homepage wrote:  
 
great web site thanks. i love to listen the kannada songs .i haven't heard any kannada songs the 
day i stepped to US. it was a greqt surprise when i found your site. thanks a lot  

255  Date: 1999-09-06 21:32:00 
Srihari Sukumaran http://www.cs.unc.edu]~srihari wrote:  
 
A very nice collection of songs. They have given me a lot of joy here in US. Thank you for it. 
-Srihari 
 

254  Date: 1999-09-01 01:18:00 



Desert Marooners http://desertmarooners.homepage.com wrote:  
 
Harry, 
You have been visited by DesertMarooners 
[http://desertmarooners.homepage.com. 
 
We liked your videos and your music collection. 
Keep it up! 
 
Desert Marooners 
 

253  Date: 1999-08-30 04:57:00 
Barry Nichols no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou. I have been searching for Diesel's "Sausalito Summernights" for a 
long time. That song was a hit when I was in high school. I can't believe how hard it has been trying 
to find it. I found your web sight by searching on http://search.netscape.com. I am listening to it right 
now and it brings back a lot of good memories. Thanks again.  

252  Date: 1999-08-30 01:27:00 
frances http://www.musicmailexpress.com wrote:  
 
hi! great rockin site!! via the rockinwoman I came 
there. 
maybe you wanna visit the rockhouse site from holland, we do specialise for many years in  
fifties music.. welcome! 
rockin regards, frances 
 

251  Date: 1999-08-28 10:32:00 
Ray Bayley no homepage wrote:  
 
It is a delight to visit your site and see your enthusiasm for recorded music. I've got approx 3000 
LPs, 1000 cassettes [mostly legal concert tapes, and 100 CDs from the many years I took the time 
to be so into music myself. Attending to people's ills in poor economics took over my life, but some 
day I intend to get back to the music. Thanks for the downloads of faskinatin' tunes.  

250  Date: 1999-08-27 18:28:00 
ken tiller no homepage wrote:  
 
It was nice to listen to "I can hear music" by the Beachboys off your site today. It would be great to 
see more of your favorites become available for listening... Will this happen?  

249  Date: 1999-08-25 16:11:00 
chandani no homepage wrote:  
 
I like your h]page very much and it's entertaining. I wonder if you could get all the songs from the 
Gypsy's album- Signore! [I think that's how it's spelt. I know it's old songs but I was told they are 
goodies. Kindly help. Thanks! 
 

248  Date: 1999-08-21 07:32:00 



C.C. Mammen no homepage wrote:  
 
Ekkareyanente Thamasam Akkareyanente Manasom. 
Thank u for taking all the shots of my home land.  

247  Date: 1999-08-20 04:11:00 
Shyju Mohan no homepage wrote:  
 
Really Wonderful - enjoyed the chalchitra ganangal.  

246  Date: 1999-08-18 02:37:00 
shajahan http://members.theglobe.com]shajahan]shaji.htm wrote:  
 
nice very good and vast on everyBODY could enjoy it  
any way keep it up please visit my site:  

245  Date: 1999-08-17 20:34:00 
ron dante http://www.rondante.com wrote:  
 
Hello Harry: 
I heard "Tracy" today and it sounds great. You have a great site and I really enjoyed listening to my 
records. Lets talk sometime.  

244  Date: 1999-08-14 06:33:00 
Verl Eastman no homepage wrote:  
 
Where do you get the time.......???? Pretty cool stuff. 
 
I do remember you as your picture with your car in Brooks. Guy on the couch I barely recognize... 
Keep up the good work...  

243  Date: 1999-08-13 21:13:00 
John Guzzwell no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
I've been trying to find "Control of Me" by Les Emmerson for years. Good job and good taste. Any 
ideas on how I can find a copy on CD or other format? I'm not even sure if it's a solo single or album 
or on a 5 Man Electrical Band Album. In any case, it's great just to play it over the computer 
speakers. Thanks!  

242  Date: 1999-08-12 21:15:00 
Anita Ravat no homepage wrote:  
 
It was wondeful t know that finally someBODY knew about these songs. We had these cassettes at 
my parents place since I was a kid, but now that cassette has got spoilt.If u could, please inform me 
where I can pick up the casettes for Yesudas's Bhagvad Gita collection. Those songs are so much 
in my HEAD that I would love to possess a set of those songs. Please write back  

241  Date: 1999-08-10 07:00:00 
Shah Jahan no homepage wrote:  
 
Good work Harry - I enjoyed your selections... 



Pls keep it up... 
-Shah  

240  Date: 1999-08-09 05:06:00 
Don N no homepage wrote:  
 
Great site! Maybe you or one of your guests can help me remember the title of a lost song. Lyrics 
go something like this: 
 
I hear the church bells ringing. 
Will you marry me. 
Will you carry me 
Across the threshold... 
 
Please Email me. I would be forever grateful. Thanks.  

239  Date: 1999-08-07 04:26:00 
Alan English http://www.megsinet.com]english] wrote:  
 
Awesome songs! I've been looking for Sausalito Summernights for years. Could you PLEASE email 
me a copy.  

238  Date: 1999-08-01 05:54:00 
TigerCat98 http://Kerala.cc wrote:  
 
Great site! Great Links! Great songs! Keep up the good work!  
 

 

 

237  Date: 1999-07-28 14:55:00 
Jake Mathew http://www.freeyellow.com]members5]smathew]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
I thank you very sincerely for pointing me to your home page. I've gone down a very beautiful 
memory lane as I heard the old Hindi tunes. Your work is excellent and the quality of recording 
incredible. 
 
Keep up the great work. BTW, you also have some great links. We, Hindi tune lovers, thank you!!!  
 
Best regards, 
 
saji]]  

236  Date: 1999-07-25 22:36:00 
Francis http://www.members.home.net]fschafer wrote:  
 
OK, so I thought I was a music nut. but man.. your really nuts... must have taken a couple hours 



eh?  

235  Date: 1999-07-25 06:04:00 
roy no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, Harry...Better quality than other sites..eventhough I would have preferred 31.2kbps..The song 
[newer ..'usko nahi dekha', I think sounds like Mahendra Kapoor & Mannade rather than Mohd. 
Raffi..thought you may want to make a note of it...Please keep adding..not in numbers, but in good 
old memories & also without sacrificing quality & authenticity as much as possible...bye for now, roy  

234  Date: 1999-07-25 01:52:00 
shamsudheen http://millennium.fortunecity.com]abbeydale]200 wrote:  
 
Congratulations harry..! 
You have done a great work. 
I am glad to include your site in my web page links. 
Thanks a lot. 
Shams  

233  Date: 1999-07-21 05:04:00 
DIPAK BRAHMBHATT no homepage wrote:  
 
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THE GREAT COLLECTION. I HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR SUCH 
COLLECTION. 
DIPAK  

232  Date: 1999-07-19 12:56:00 
Muralidharan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry,  
Good to see some old-gold malayalam songs on the web. Your choice is great. Shall keep coming. 
Regards  

231  Date: 1999-07-18 12:38:00 
palakeel jacob no homepage wrote:  
 
Greatly enjoyed your pages, and you have really 
suceeded to enhance the immages of our beloved 
Kerala  

230  Date: 1999-07-14 01:08:00 
Anjeannette Reece no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
I'll check on your lists from time to time. I  
hope we can trade again soon! Thanks a lot !  

229  Date: 1999-07-13 15:52:00 
Molly Rema no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi! Harry....Have a nice day! 
 



Molly  

228  Date: 1999-07-11 17:21:00 
clement fernandez no homepage wrote:  
 
this is the first time i am coming across a malayalam realplayer page. my best wishes.  

227  Date: 1999-07-09 17:30:00 
Shishir Gupta no homepage wrote:  
 
A great site. All the songs listed here has been my all time favourite. Pls add more to your 
Collection. 
 
Keep up the Good Work!!  

226  Date: 1999-07-08 17:18:00 
Ramachandra no homepage wrote:  
 
A Very Cool Site... See if you can offer some more songs in MP3 format. I was surprised that so 
many songs were available on your site, which I accidentally discovered thru aj.com  
 
Mail me when you increase the collection. 
 
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK  

225  Date: 1999-07-08 14:57:00 
JERRY LEE LEWIS WORLD FAN CLUB http://www.jllewis.com wrote:  
 
Hello, Harry: I really enjoyed my visit to your great website & have bookmarked it for more future 
visits! 
 
 
Skip Best] 
Jerry Lee Lewis's Uncle & Webmaster] 
Memphis, TN  

224  Date: 1999-07-06 11:13:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Found your sight while looking for "Time is Tight". It's been used recently as background music on a 
local TV ad in New Zealand and we [circa 40yr olds recognised the song.  
 
Where can I get an MP3 version so I can save ot and play it anytime?  

223  Date: 1999-07-05 21:00:00 
Peter Eric Bruner http://www.geocities.com]motorcity]garage]3322 wrote:  
 
I've got quite a few of your forgotten favourites. I especially like "I'm Eighteen" "Sausalito 
Summernights" and "Jungle Boy". Have the 45rpm records of the last two. 
Incidentally did you know that the Metal group "Anthrax" also did a version of "I'm Eighteen" back in 
I believe 1984. You can find out about it here: 
 
http://www.cdnow.com]cgi-
bin]mserver]SID=2048813708]pagename=]RP]CDN]FIND]album.HTML]ArtistID=ANTHRAX]DDCN



=SD-20287+1953+2 
 
It's pretty good too! Keep up the good work. I'll be visiting often.  

222  Date: 1999-07-05 03:49:00 
wayne no homepage wrote:  
 
very good page!!!!!!!!!woulld like to find the song"daisy a day" by jud strunk...came out in the 70s....if 
you have the lyrics for iiit could you e_mail them to me?  

221  Date: 1999-07-04 23:48:00 
RC Johnsen http://www.LocalNet2000.net wrote:  
 
Hello, 
 
We really enjoyed your page and this is just the type of page we would enjoy listing in our sub-
domain listing. Therefore, we offerring you a FREE listing for one year on LocalNet2000. 
 
All you need to do to get this FREE listing with us is to e-mail us with the following information: 
-your URL 
-short description of your page 
-your city, country 
-your preferred name of your Home Page 
-Please state if you are a business 
All URLs are listed by the pagemaker's [your preferred name [if possibel. Please go to 
http://www.angelfire.com]mb]LocalNet or www.LocalNet2000.net for more infomation. 
 
Thanks for your kind attention. We truly hope that our service will increase the volume of traffic to 
your site. 
 
 
NetLocale@hotmail.com  

220  Date: 1999-07-04 06:30:00 
Joji James no homepage wrote:  
 
You have done an Excellent work !! 
The Old malayam songs are not only good, but also of great audio quality. I have n't listened to the 
other songs. I also liked the introduction.  
Next time try to include the announcement before every song, just like akashavani. Joji  

219  Date: 1999-07-03 09:14:00 
RAJAN.K no homepage wrote:  
 
I REALLY APPRECIATE YOUR WORK. BY VISITING YOUR HOMEPAGE I GO THROUGH ALL 
VARIOUS SITES OF KERALA LIKE SONGS AUDIO]VIDEO AND PICTURES ETC.. IT IS VERY 
NICE TO GO THROUGH ALL THESE. I WILL BE VERY THANKFUL IF YOU CAN SEND ME THE 
WEB SITE ADDRESS FORM WHERE I CAN DOWNLOAD MALAYALAM NEW & OLD "MP3" 
SONGS. YOUR IMMEDIATE ACTION IS EXPECTED. 
 
REGARDS 
 
 



RAJAN.K  

218  Date: 1999-07-02 02:23:00 
Anu Chandra no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
 
This site is wonderful...very informative and very melodious in musical content.  
Thanks Harry, for taking that special request for Pulayanaar Maniamma. I shall keep visiting this 
page as often as I can. 
 

217  Date: 1999-06-29 21:45:00 
Murari Varma http://angelfire.com]va]murari]index.HTML wrote:  
 
One of the best sites visited.I have added a link to yours in in the my page hope you dont mind.  

216  Date: 1999-06-28 20:48:00 
Kumar Sharma no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello harry! 
 
We have always talked about your site but had a chance to visit it today as I was searching some 
information on Punjabi Singer "Hans Raj Hans". 
 
Site is very good. I'll spend some time on it later. 
 
Now I have to finish my project. 
 
 
GOOD JOB, HARRY!! 
 
 
 
Kumar Sharma  

215  Date: 1999-06-27 19:26:00 
Job http://www.icaen.uiowa.edu]~jolakang wrote:  
 
Hi, 
Would it be possible to put the songs on your site in mp3 format. I believe there might be space 
constraints..in which case would it be at least possible to put a few popular songs in mp3.. 
Thanks 
regards 
Job  

214  Date: 1999-06-27 18:45:00 
shivaram.M.N http://members.tripod.com]~qlifemns] wrote:  
 
We are really proud of you for keeping the Kannada flag flying high.Now I will be regularly visiting 
this site and recommand this site to others.  

213  Date: 1999-06-25 05:11:00 
Sasanga Nayanagith no homepage wrote:  



 
Your Gems are unvaluable. Those are very interesting and I love them.Greate page with lots of fun. 
Keep going and good luck.  
I'm from U.S.A florida Univercity.  

212  Date: 1999-06-24 20:52:00 
Bob Thom no homepage wrote:  
 
Great page with lots of fairly obscure songs, some that I have, some I'd like to find. 
Here's another one for your list, if you remember it: "I Need Love" by the Third Booth. Huge Top 10 
hit [in Chicago in summer of 1966, I believe. The group was from Peoria. I NEVER hear this one!  

211  Date: 1999-06-20 19:30:00 
SUDARSHAN.K http://msn.com wrote:  
 
This is the excellent site, when i heard kannada songs, i remembered my country. I really 
appreciate the hard work and efforts of this team.Please accept my sincere regards  
 
once again thanking you 
 
sudarshan.k  

210  Date: 1999-06-18 01:59:00 
mike basinger no homepage wrote:  
 
GREAT!!! One of;,if not the best I've found. 
I'll be back.  

209  Date: 1999-06-17 20:41:00 
Nagaraj no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harrry, 
Very good job !!. 
Thanks for all the Kannada songs in your collection. 
Can you add my favorite song "aaseya bhaava olavina jeeva"  

208  Date: 1999-06-17 09:08:00 
Vinod Nataraj http://www.kmw.tsx.org wrote:  
 
I love your site.  

207  Date: 1999-06-15 19:27:00 
kumar krishnan no homepage wrote:  
 
EXCELLENT SITE.  

206  Date: 1999-06-13 08:13:00 
Srinivasa SA no homepage wrote:  
 
I have converted the kannada song list to  
kannada letters in Unicode. If you plan to put them 
in the page, mail me. I will send the HTML page. 



-Sas  

205  Date: 1999-06-13 08:10:00 
Srinivasa SA no homepage wrote:  
 
 
 
 
A beautiful, soothing site. 
I am very thankful for all the songs [especially Kannada and sanskrit, all of which I have  
listened now. 
 
The songs which I always cherished, some 
of which I can here non-stop are here. 
 
A great site and Thanks again. 
-Sas 
 
 
 

204  Date: 1999-06-12 12:45:00 
Bala no homepage wrote:  
 
Abe Harry, or is it anglicisized Hari, 
 
Abe harry, hai to tu anna, 
banne chala angrez , munna !! 
 
Songs hai tere achche... 
spellings hai lekin kachche !!! 
 
1 It is not Koya Koya chand, dhakkan ke... 
It is kHoya kHoya chand.... 
 
2 It is not tHere chehre pe ... 
It is tere chehre pe.... 
 
I can just go on and on ...but I guess you get the point....Gaane achche hain...but they are all hindi 
songs not anna songs !!!! 
 

203  Date: 1999-06-10 19:30:00 
yogi http://home.att.net]~yogi]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Hey Harry, you have a good colection of songs. It is great to visit your site and listen to the songs i 
want that too kannda. Great work, well done. 
 
bye, 
yogi.  

202  Date: 1999-06-05 09:50:00 
Bob Douglas no homepage wrote:  
 



Great site! I have looked for Thunderclap Newman for ages.  

201  Date: 1999-06-05 06:20:00 
YVETTE SINGH no homepage wrote:  
 
NICE SITE  

200  Date: 1999-06-01 05:33:00 
Satya no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry 
 
I saw your site it was really good. Keep it up. Hey if you want i can share some information with you 
in the old gems]rare gems section. This is regarding singers and movies as so many of them are 
blank. 
 
Anyway GREAT JOB with old and new songs 
 
Sat  

199  Date: 1999-06-01 05:28:00 
Satish Kadiyala no homepage wrote:  
 
YO man you have very good number ans i appreciate the work you are doing. good. well i had a 
request... if you can get the Piya Re...Piya Re for me on your web site... I will be very good. 
 
One more thing is all the songs are downloading perfectly and the sound is also very clear 
 
thanks 
 
Satish K  

198  Date: 1999-05-30 08:32:00 
Ganga Hematillake no homepage wrote:  
 
Job well done!!  

197  Date: 1999-05-28 00:07:00 
Janaky no homepage wrote:  
 
Very good. Keep it up. Very glad that I can hear some sanskrit words. Thank you very much  

196  Date: 1999-05-26 23:59:00 
Dhammika Jayasinghe no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
 
The Sri Lankan songs you have were sung by Nimal Jayamanne. His biggest hit was "Ranpota 
thelabuwa Meniketa". 3 of the songs  
Great site, Keep it up. 
Sincerely, 
 
DJ..  



195  Date: 1999-05-19 04:11:00 
JB no homepage wrote:  
 
I am absolutely the biggest fan of Dave Bickler, the lead singer of Survivor. His voice is the greatest 
I've ever heard by far. And he kicks Jimi Jamison's [Survivor's other later lead singer butt! And he's 
back with the band again! 
 
Anyways, sorry to ramble. I noticed you had a song called "Summer Sun" by Jamestown Massacre. 
Dave Bickler was the lead singer of that band and I would love to hear the song and]or album. The 
real audio file didn't work even though I downloaded the Real Audio 2. Everytime I pushed the play 
button, it would just say 'stopped'. Anyways, do you have this album. I would love to buy it. I've 
never heard any of their material and would love to. 
 
Thanks, JB 
 
Nice site by the way!  

194  Date: 1999-05-19 04:11:00 
biven no homepage wrote:  
 
 
Hi Harry, 
 
I was browsing throigh the net and accidently found your site. 
 
Its great!!!! 
 
I am really proud that someone from my village is doing a great job. 
 
Biven  

193  Date: 1999-05-08 23:54:00 
George no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi there 
Just dropped by. I am currently studying in USA. I realized the indian blood won't leave me. More 
so, with the malayalam songs. Absolutely wonderful. Great job!  

192  Date: 1999-05-07 02:53:00 
brad black http://www.downtownford.com wrote:  
 
harry, a couple of months ago i wrote and asked about a song by motherload, when i die, 
remember? Any shot at you adding that to your sight.... please ..... brad  

191  Date: 1999-05-04 04:33:00 
Urmi Mukherjea no homepage wrote:  
 
I love your page, specially the songs. I can now listen to nice music while working at school as well. 
Thank you!! All the best and keep going,  
Urmi  

190  Date: 1999-05-01 19:30:00 
Mohan Marette no homepage wrote:  
 



Harry, nicely done. Please keep up the good work. 
All the best to you. 
 
 

189  Date: 1999-04-27 20:43:00 
sandy no homepage wrote:  
 
I was surfing around looking for a song called  
Baby Baby Don"t Get Hooked On Me by Mac Davis I saw it listed on your site  
I would very much like to have this as Real Audio 
or a midi file Do you have it.....  

188  Date: 1999-04-27 07:04:00 
Johns Abraham no homepage wrote:  
 
I love your site. All those old Malayalam and Hindi songs brought back many wonderful memories. 
 
Thanks, 
Johns  

187  Date: 1999-04-23 15:26:00 
Etadeka no homepage wrote:  
 
Good work. Keep it up!  

186  Date: 1999-04-20 16:23:00 
Dr.R.Sajith Kumar http://expage.com]page]sajithkumar wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
Excellent job. 
Really proud of Kerala & Keralites. 
We must join to show our capabilities 
Shall come back again & again to join U all. [ i'v put Ur page 
in the favourites list 
All r invited to visit me at http://www.come.to\sajith 
Regards,  

185  Date: 1999-04-16 08:57:00 
Geoff Berglund no homepage wrote:  
 
Hullo Harry, 
Your music site is great.I'm from the old vintage and like to understand what the artist is singing. I 
have just purchased Real Player Plus G2 and the music sounds superb. 
Thank you, 
Geoff  

184  Date: 1999-04-15 01:39:00 
Chris Bowness http://www.scottishscenery.org.uk wrote:  
 
Very nice site - lots of interesting pictures, I will go and delve through your music collection now!  

183  Date: 1999-04-15 00:04:00 



Umesh no homepage wrote:  
 
Guru, 
Great collection of kannada songs. 
Good job. Keep it up. 
Thanks, Umesh  

182  Date: 1999-04-11 21:03:00 
padmanabha no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear..... 
 
it is an wonderful thought and experience to surf your site. howeer I am not able to download the 
realy player neither the songs from your site. 
 
Just it is been kannada,, long live your effort and let the effort yeild revenue also in future ? I am not 
joking yar... 
 
with regards, 
paddy, austria  

181  Date: 1999-04-11 12:38:00 
Gautam Choudhury http://come.to]salil wrote:  
 
Great site and wonderful collection of songs. Obviously it shows your love for music. 
Thanks for all the fantastic links. 
May be you could start using Cool Edit Pro to clean some of the clicks,hiss and surface noise !  

180  Date: 1999-04-10 08:06:00 
Archana Konaje no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent .Thanks a lot.  

179  Date: 1999-04-06 08:50:00 
Sal Celeste no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
I have been looking for the lyrics and artist of a song entitled "Echo Park"for several years but 
unfortunately, no one has been able to identify it. Maybe you can help? Your site shows a listing for 
one by Kieth Barbour...I am not sure if it is the one I am looking for. I believe it was recorded in the 
mid to late sixties and it begins with the words " It's the morning soon he'll rise, find the glasses for 
his eyes aren't what they used to be...." If this is the song by Kieth Barbour, would it be possible for 
you to provide me with the lyrics or direct me to a site where I might get them? This tune has a 
great sentimental value and I would appreciate any help you can give me. 
 
Thanks 
Sal  

178  Date: 1999-03-30 09:02:00 
Jacob Issac http://www.pendulam.com]issacj wrote:  
 
great job... I have that Devadharu poothu en manassin song... by Yesudas. if you still need it let me 
know..  



177  Date: 1999-03-27 08:11:00 
Suresh K. Jois http://www.jois.com wrote:  
 
Hey, You have a killer site buddy !!  

176  Date: 1999-03-25 00:21:00 
Jayantha Withanage http://www.members.home.com]jayantha] wrote:  
 
I am in Vancouver, BC. We like your web pages with all the details about Karala. Thanks.  

175  Date: 1999-03-24 05:19:00 
stephen farr no homepage wrote:  
 
A great site. I love the music. I can remember my father driving across the Manitoba pririe after we 
immigrated to Canada, and I swear half the songs on your list were on the radio.  
 
It bought a big smile to my face. Many thanks.  

174  Date: 1999-03-20 17:45:00 
Emil http://www.geocities.com]Augusta]2988] wrote:  
 
Great Site!! Definitely it takes more than one visit to check out your interesting links. I'll be back 
later. Keep up the good work!! 
 
 
Emil  

173  Date: 1999-03-18 07:49:00 
Allie http://www.geocities.com]Athens]Styx]3096]index.HTML wrote:  
 
I don't think I've ever listened to Hindi music before! It is very interesting & I will definitely come back 
and listen more. Hello from Memphis, Tennessee!  

172  Date: 1999-03-16 23:00:00 
Ron Lewis no homepage wrote:  
 
A Chicago radio station that's in Ireland this week [The Steve Dahl Show was trying to find a copy of 
"Give Ireland Back To the Irish". I saw you have it listed on your site. Do you know if a Real Audio 
version is available anywhere? I assume the song is not available on a McCartney CD-if I recall it 
was a benefit single. If you know how I might get a copy for them quick-let me know.Thanks, 
 
Ron Lewis  

171  Date: 1999-03-16 16:06:00 
rob Tjallinks no homepage wrote:  
 
very good site I like india very mutch and my girlfrind to we have been there for 1 mond in goa and 
nou we wond to visit kerala and go to AMMA and I like to flyfish there if it is posible maby you can 
gif some advice let me no please thanks from sundaram and arun from hollandmy email adres is 
satsang@wxs.nl NAMASKEE  

170  Date: 1999-03-15 12:51:00 
Mini no homepage wrote:  



 
Great work indeed. I relive my childhood and teenage days through these songs.....They make me 
feel so happy and nostalgic....Thank you 
Regards 
Mini  

169  Date: 1999-03-12 09:11:00 
Alex Thomas no homepage wrote:  
 
i would love it if you could tell me where i could get malayalam music in either mp3 format or as wav 
files. 
PS i'm a 30 year old american raised keralite  

168  Date: 1999-03-10 23:50:00 
rajasree kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
Thank you very much for the golden chance you are giving me to listen "evide ninno evide 
ninno".Infact 
I have been searching for this "GEM"for the past 
6 years -after my loved one's demise. 
Thank you Harry  

167  Date: 1999-03-09 02:56:00 
Ambrosius http://www.fortunecity.com]meltingpot]california]255]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Nice page neighbor! Keep up the good work! 
Ambrosius  

166  Date: 1999-03-06 10:54:00 
Wayne no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, I'm Wayne from Kingsville, Ontario. It looks like you have quite a collection. I was just 
wondering why 1969 was your favotite year?  

165  Date: 1999-03-04 15:08:00 
Vinay http://members.xoom.com]vpj]pancham wrote:  
 
Good Work. Keep it up[dated!! 
visit my Pancham Site. 
 

164  Date: 1999-03-03 21:15:00 
Venkatesh Gopinath http://ptsg.eecs.berkeley.edu]~venkates wrote:  
 
Harry: 
Liked you home page a lot. I have a lot of old kannada songs in *.au format and have 2 problems. 
1. I do not have a place to host them [I no longer work at U.C. Berkeley. 
2. Do not know how to convert them to real-audio 
 
Can you solve my problems by agreeing to host them? 
Thanks 
P.G. 



 

163  Date: 1999-03-03 02:45:00 
seetharam no homepage wrote:  
 
HARRY, 
GREAT JOB! KEEP IT UP.GREAT SOURCE FOR KANNADA SONGS CAN YOU ADD FILM 
SANDHYARAGA SONGS? HEAR MY SONGS AT VIJAYKUMARS WEB PAGE. 
 
SEETHARAM 
 

162  Date: 1999-02-28 05:09:00 
Sushrut Shrotri http://www.geocities.com]SiliconValley]Horizon]3784] wrote:  
 
Excellent. Your collection is the best I have heard on the net. Keep up the good work and if you 
need any help, do let me know. 
 
Can you find and put up two songs. 
 
1 Aate Jate Khub Surat from Anurodh 
2 Nile Nile Ambar Par [this song is there on a lot of sites but with a bad link  

161  Date: 1999-02-27 17:19:00 
Sandeep N. no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry 
Very good work.I like music of south India.  

160  Date: 1999-02-27 16:18:00 
Rajeev C S no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
Wonderful collections. Thanks for the whole songs. I think, u r keeping one of the best collections of 
malayalam songs in the net. 
 
Rajeev  

159  Date: 1999-02-23 06:18:00 
saji R no homepage wrote:  
 
the ram files cannot play....  

158  Date: 1999-02-21 20:40:00 
Kiran Nair & Sreedevi Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
Your home page is a testament to the fact that music is universal, transcending the borders of 
language and cultural. I was particularly impressed by the "Keralam" section. The pictures, songs, 
radio commercials.....a trip down memory lane. Thanks for the wonderful treat !! 
 
Regards 
Kiran 



 
 

157  Date: 1999-02-18 17:54:00 
LadyWolfe http://meltingpot.fortunecity.com]springdale]0] wrote:  
 
Hi, thanks for signing my guestbook*huggs*. I love your site, you got some great songs. Excellent 
work on your site and a great selection of music. *huggs*  

156  Date: 1999-02-18 17:21:00 
Steen Brandt http://oasis.fortunecity.com]oahu]126]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Greetings from Denmark. It was a pleasure visiting your site, I especially liked the way you 
organized your real audio files. You are more than welcome to visit my 
humble home. We always have an empty room so stay as long as you like, the rent is cheap and 
the food is good. 
 
 

 

155  Date: 1999-02-15 18:33:00 
Terry Mangum no homepage wrote:  
 
Have only glanced through what you have here, but will return again [and I'm sure again. 
Particularly fascinated by the your listings of airchecks from radio stations. I grew up in the S. 
CHicago suburbs and WLS, WCFL were very influencial in my pop music origins and inspired me to 
get into radio. Larry Lujack was a god! WIll always remember the time I met Dick Biondi on an 
interview for the school newspaper.  
 
Best wishes, 
 
Terry 
 
 

154  Date: 1999-02-14 23:27:00 
Sunder Rao no homepage wrote:  
 
Wonderful collection of Kannada songs. Keep increasing it.  
 
A few corrections : 
'Sooryana Kaanthige Sooryane' & 'Yaava Thaayiyu Padeda Magalaadarenu' are sung by Kasturi 
Shankar & 
not as mentioned. 
 
Sunder 
 
 

153  Date: 1999-02-11 02:01:00 
anne NA wrote:  
 
hey, 



u have done a wonderful job.. i know every BODY else have told u this already.. but hey i can't 
believe u did all this for our Kerala.. i am soo proud to be a part of that wonderful Kerala.. 
God bless!!  

152  Date: 1999-02-07 00:15:00 
Katuri no homepage wrote:  
 
You have a really great collection. I really liked 
the kannada songs. It have a very clear audio. Hope that you add some more of it. 
 

151  Date: 1999-02-05 23:52:00 
Márcia Regina dos Santos Dias http://www.domain.com.br]mrdias] wrote:  
 
Parabéns sua página está muito boa!!!!! 
 

150  Date: 1999-01-31 18:19:00 
mathai no homepage wrote:  
 
The songs were beautiful and brought back a lot of old memories. ACOUPLE OF CORRECTIONS: 
Achaninale vallathoru...is sung by Jayachandran and not by Adoor bhasi 
Anuraaga nadakathin...is sung by the great Udayabhanu 
 
THANK YOU FOR THE TREAT. 
 

149  Date: 1999-01-31 02:42:00 
Satheesh no homepage wrote:  
 
It's really a great work.  

148  Date: 1999-01-20 22:16:00 
sushma no homepage wrote:  
 
It was really wonderful listening to the old malayalam songs. It does bring back a lot of memories. 
Especially for us who're so far away. Please continue with this wonderful work and bring joy to the 
heart of all Malayalees.  

147  Date: 1999-01-20 09:48:00 
sreejith no homepage wrote:  
 
Excellent.keep up the good work  

146  Date: 1999-01-19 16:18:00 
jules http://astro.ocis.temple.edu]~jmathai wrote:  
 
hey harry... 
just wanted drop by and say u have a great page here..the music page is really informative with 
many varities..and the pics gives us the image of being back in kerala again...great job keep up the 
work... 
good luck with everything...  



145  Date: 1999-01-19 07:01:00 
benny no homepage wrote:  
 
hey buddy, 
really enjoyed your songs 
could you include the following 
 
a ayiram padasarandal kilungi  
b hrudaya sarasile pranaya pushpame 
cthamasamethnthe varuvan  
dedaya kanyake pranaya pushpame 
esanyasini  
 
thanks again harry 
benny  

144  Date: 1999-01-18 23:06:00 
John George no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for your wonderfull work. Keep it up. 
with regards john.  

143  Date: 1999-01-18 09:16:00 
Jayaprakashr rao no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry Just keep it up. I live in sydney and we kannada groups just luv your site .Wish you all the 
best & keep the site up.  
JP with lots a regards  

142  Date: 1999-01-13 10:10:00 
A V Jayanthan http://www.geocities.com]Vienna]Choir]4657 wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
I recently happened to visit your cite and it is a great one for music lovers. Actually I was searching 
for Malayalam music pages and I found your page in the search results. I am a research scholar in 
the dept. of mathematics IIT Bombay. Our internet connection is very slow so that I am forced to 
download the files and then listen. So, I downloeaded some of the songs in your site and while 
playing it gave the error that "This is not a Real Audio or Real Video document". I am using 
rvplayer5.0. Is this a problem of my settings or is it actually the problem of the file ? I will be happy if 
you could reply. 
 
I will try to keep in touch. 
 
Jayanthan.  

141  Date: 1999-01-12 22:45:00 
Chandrashekhar no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice work. scope for more deco. 
best luck. 
 

140  Date: 1999-01-12 21:33:00 
Ritchie no homepage wrote:  



 
I came, 
I saw, 
I heard, 
I left :  

139  Date: 1999-01-08 17:06:00 
Sulaikha Moideen http://members.tripod.com]~moideen]index-13.HTML wrote:  
 
Dear Harry S. Anchan 
 
You have done a wonderful job for music lovers. Keep it up. 
 

138  Date: 1999-01-07 12:21:00 
Vijayan Ganapathy no homepage wrote:  
 
I am very very impressed. I visited your Kannada and Hindi songs pages. And I was thrilled to listen 
to "Cheluveya nota chenna" sung by Rajkumar. I would appreciate if you could include the song 
"deewana hua baadal...saawan ki ghata chayee...ke deekhike dil jhooma..." of the Hindi movie 
"Kashmir ki Kali" on your Hindi songs page. I have been unable to find that particular song 
anywhere on the web. Keep up the good work ! 
 

137  Date: 1999-01-07 03:54:00 
Thampi no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
 
Your collection of Malayalam 'immortal classics' is 
really fantastic. By the way how do you manage to 
collect such large number of songs? 
 
Wish u a wonderful new year aHEAD. 
 
May God bless u ! 
 
warm Rgds 
Thampi 
 

136  Date: 1999-01-05 18:48:00 
Tina http://members.delphi.com]jaanam wrote:  
 
hey i love ur homepage. gives a real taste of backhome. although i was born here. i wish i could go 
back. i love india. especially kerala. maybe one day i'll go back.  
keep the dream alive harry  

135  Date: 1999-01-04 20:49:00 
Kalikaran http://members.rediff.com]Kalikaran]Kalikarn.htm wrote:  
 
Keep this site up as long as you can...it's a great one...and try getting more songs...though i'm sure 
i'll be busy downloading the many ones already posted up...valaran nanthi..peace...  



134  Date: 1999-01-02 05:04:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry: 
 
Happy New Year to you and your family. 
 
Jayaraman and Family  

133  Date: 1998-12-31 20:29:00 
Stan Cherian http://astro.ocis.temple.edu]~scherian wrote:  
 
Stumbled upon your site. Although, I don't speak Malayalam fluently anymore, I can rememeber 
most of these songs playing on my parents' radio]tape player as a child. 
 
Kinda made me feel nostalgic listening to them. Right now, I'm laying the entire collections on Real 
Player and It does feel like I back in Kerala about 20 years ago. 
 
Good work  

132  Date: 1998-12-31 18:15:00 
Nayan no homepage wrote:  
 
I have tons of old indian albums [mukesh, lata, rafi, KK, hemant, mehandra kapoor, manna dey, 
yesudas if you want to trade. Send me an email at above address. I already have an ftp server 
going which hosts my mp3 collection.  

131  Date: 1998-12-31 02:02:00 
Ramesh Balan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi 
 
Your Malayalam songs site http://www.geocities.com]Broadway]Booth]5252] 
was referred to me by my friend and according to him it is superb. But I am not able to enjoy it 
because everytime I try playing a song RealPlayer gives the error 23:URL not found. I use a SUN 
SParc workstation and sit behind a firewall. I am able to listen to songs from other web sites. 
 
Another problem is that while accessing your site, the downloading gets delayed after 84% and 
takes a long time after that. Maybe its because of the sponsors windows!!. What is the option to 
stop the sponsors starting a new window everytime, because when two or three windows start my 
browser gets killed automatically. 
 
Wish you best of luck and congrats for the very good work you are doing 
Bye 
-Ramesh  

130  Date: 1998-12-30 02:08:00 
K. Jayaraman http://www.jayaraman.com wrote:  
 
We cannot access the audio from your site. When we click, it is giving a real audio error message 
no.23. Can you please advise of the possible solution ? 
Jayaraman  

129  Date: 1998-12-29 16:41:00 



Jaya no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harri, 
Please make the files downloadable. 
 
Jaya  

128  Date: 1998-12-29 06:36:00 
T.K.Vinod http://www.angelfire.com]vt]vinus]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Hi Harri! 
 
Really liked your page [http://www.angelfire.com]az]musicollector] 
 
Great collection of songs! Thanks a lot, keep it up. 
 
Vinod.  

127  Date: 1998-12-28 14:03:00 
theodore gabriel no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry, 
I played the old Malayalam hits and Dean Martin's Amore. They are wonderful. Is there any way of 
string them on my computer and playing them without actually going on the internet? I'll be grateful 
if you can tell me how to do it 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Theodore  

126  Date: 1998-12-24 13:07:00 
Anup http://www.geocities.com]SunsetStrip]Hall]7438]index.HTML wrote:  
 
I liked your picture w] Sir Richards. Since you're into music, you should check out my site. I'm about 
to put out a CD [rock with Indian influences. However, I don't have any soundfiles up, yet. I will 
soon. Maybe we should exchange links since we're both into music.  

125  Date: 1998-12-21 01:36:00 
abuji http://www.wwa.com]~abuji] wrote:  
 
Harry, 
 
Thanks for the oldies! Especially the Alliyambal:- 
I have your home page added to my favorites. But this page went staright in! 
 
Give us more man, and more! 
 
abuji  

124  Date: 1998-12-18 01:07:00 
Job http://www.icaen.uiowa.edu]~jolakang wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
I visited your page on recent malyalam music . The first one has been one of my favourites[although 



it is several years old. It would have been nice if they were in MPEG format. I hate waiting for the 
connection in Real player. I dont know what the logistics are but it would be nice if we could 
download the song to our hard disk. 
 
Anyways, you got a good thing going here. 
 
Sincerely 
Job  

123  Date: 1998-12-16 15:02:00 
Gail&BobakaFlowers&Thumper http://www.geocities.com]Yosemite]9714 wrote:  
 
Just out surfin around 
Thought we would drop in 
Thanks for sharing..: 
 
 
 

 
 

122  Date: 1998-12-16 01:05:00 
Philip no homepage wrote:  
 
i loved your site and went to many of the other links...i was wondering, is there any way to order 
your 120min video with music on an actual videocassette...could you let me know?? this site was 
wonderful...keep up the great work  

121  Date: 1998-12-15 22:44:00 
Nigel Jones http://www.angelfire.com]ms]nigelsmusic]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Great idea Harry and it's nice to see you've put one of my favourite 60's tracks on there [Nancy. 
Happy Christmas !  

120  Date: 1998-12-14 19:51:00 
Molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Awesome! Keep up the good work! 
 
Thanks a million for this site. 
 
Molly  

119  Date: 1998-12-10 14:28:00 
Angelo Pereira no homepage wrote:  
 
Keep up the good work , I really appreciated the music and the pictures from Kerala  

118  Date: 1998-12-09 19:38:00 
RetroGirl http://www.retro-rock.com wrote:  
 
Hi Harry... Wow, fabulous site!!! You are correct, we don't hear these songs too often, which is good 
in a way, because you probably wouldn't have created such a wonderful site otherwise!! 



 
Keep up the great work, and if you get a chance... join us on Sundays! : You know where to reach 
me if you need help getting into our chat server during the show, or if you have any further 
questions. 
 
RetroGirl :-  

117  Date: 1998-12-09 00:51:00 
Sandy Reynolds no homepage wrote:  
 
Will comment later when I have lots of time to read. Look really good!  

116  Date: 1998-12-01 03:19:00 
Vijay Kumar no homepage wrote:  
 
Wow! Great page. It is nice to hear Malayalam songs though I did not understand any of it. 
 
Keep up the the good work!  

115  Date: 1998-11-30 20:31:00 
Steve Lane http://www.angelfire.com]mo]MUSICSONGS wrote:  
 
Greetings Harry, 
Thank you for signing my Chilliwack guestbook and especially for putting a link to my site on yours. 
You have an awesome video collection. Being a video]music]TV show collector, you might find it 
interesting that I have all 58 Monkees episodes plus their movie "Head".  

114  Date: 1998-11-29 10:20:00 
Lu S. http://www.integrityonline1.com]Lu wrote:  
 
Hello Harry, really liked your site..Give mine a listen for some rare Doo Wop & Rockabilly from the 
1950's as I go through my personal collection.  

113  Date: 1998-11-27 03:35:00 
MATHEW PHILIPOSE no homepage wrote:  
 
HARRY YOU ARE THE GREAT PERSON. I LIKES YOUR HOME PAGE ,YOU WORK HARD TO 
MAKE THIS HOME PAGE. 
THANK YOU SO MUCH, 
KUNJUMON.  

112  Date: 1998-11-26 00:29:00 
Jim Stewart no homepage wrote:  
 
VERY impressive web pages!!  

111  Date: 1998-11-24 07:02:00 
Biju http://www.geocities.com]SiliconValley]Peaks]4535 wrote:  
 
This is an excellent page for the Mallus... Keep up the good work. Fatastic job! 
 
 



110  Date: 1998-11-23 04:53:00 
P.O. Thomas Panicker Kuwait http://www.kuwait.net]~paniker2 wrote:  
 
very good site, well designed. give yr profile also. 
i couldnot hear music.  
 
paniker2@kuwait.net 
00965 4346934 
9798639 
2439000 extn 2146, 2120, or '0'  

109  Date: 1998-11-22 02:31:00 
Harry Kochat http://www.keral.com]kochat.HTML wrote:  
 
Dear Harry: 
 
Splendid job indeed. One of the best compilations of kerla related resources in the inernet. Wishing 
you all the best.... Harry Kochat  

108  Date: 1998-11-12 19:38:00 
Jyothish http://www.geocities.com]~jyothish wrote:  
 
Good collection of songs. Good work !!!  

107  Date: 1998-11-12 18:49:00 
Vasu Penugonde no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry: 
 
I must say this: your web page is fantastic. A very good collection of songs and good links! Thanks 
for writing. How would I record some songs form the real player G2?  
 
Thanks Again 
 
Vasu  

106  Date: 1998-11-11 21:15:00 
Eldho Thomas http://members.tripod.com]~eldho wrote:  
 
Hello !  
 
Your page can really be classified as wonderful ! You seem to be a wonderful person yourself. So, 
how can your page be different. 
 
Regards to you and your family. Visit my page when you get time. 
 
Eldho Thomas.  

105  Date: 1998-11-08 23:59:00 
Beksy Kurian http://www.ionet.net]~rootlink] wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
Wonderful site with great content. My husband downloaded couple of songs from your site. 



Thanks. Keep up the good work. Images are great too...  

104  Date: 1998-11-06 12:21:00 
Somy no homepage wrote:  
 
Dear Harry 
 
YOU HAVE A VERY GOOD MUSIC COLLECTION. 
I have one question. How do you record from CD in REAL PLAYER. I have real player plus. I have 
some CDs of malayalam old music background[ Which can be used for kareokee I like to record this 
in real player. Could you please give me your advice. 
 
Thank you 
 
Somy.  

103  Date: 1998-11-05 02:43:00 
Nigel Jones http://www.angelfire.com]ms]nigelsmusic]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Lovely Scenery Harry. Lagoon2 is one of my favourites. Maybe one day I will be able to take your 
advice and see it all for myself.  

102  Date: 1998-10-28 06:55:00 
Ammu no homepage wrote:  
 
very nice site and good song collections!!  

101  Date: 1998-10-27 17:55:00 
Ryan Opperman no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice Site!  

100  Date: 1998-10-15 06:34:00 
bobby ] dont_got 1 yet wrote:  
 
]X\alu peepz rule  

99  Date: 1998-10-07 02:20:00 
Suresh Gopalakrishnan http://paul.rutgers.edu]~gsuresh wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, 
Thanks for getting in touch. You have a good collection of music and links! I will take a more 
detailed look later. I have added a link to your site from mine. 
: 
--suresh  

98  Date: 1998-10-05 13:02:00 
Sandhya http://www.geocities.com]Heartland]Ranch]7482] wrote:  
 
Nice site Wonderful links!  

97  Date: 1998-10-04 13:53:00 
Kristian Grimeland no homepage wrote:  



 
hello. I am interested in trading videos from the 
sixties and seventies. Especially with Nancy 
Sinatra and Lee Hazlewood,but alsowithmany 
others. 
krgrimel@online.no  

96  Date: 1998-10-04 05:36:00 
Devaki Aiyer http://www.bharath.com wrote:  
 
Good collection of Malayalam and Hindi songs. Great effort! Keep it up! Best wishes for the success 
of this web site. Devaki Aiyer  

95  Date: 1998-09-22 02:20:00 
Gigi Mathew http://members.aol.com]ggmathew]index.htm wrote:  
 
Hey Harry, 
 
I visited your site and it's very interesting. In fact some of the pictures you have took me back to 
Kerala and Karnataka for few minutes. 
 
Keep the good work. 
 
With regards 
 
Gigi Mathew 
 
ggmathew@aol.com 
ggmathew@ix.netcom.com 
http://members.aol.com]ggmathew]index.htm  

94  Date: 1998-09-19 20:18:00 
amanda moodley no homepage wrote:  
 
hi harry , it's Amanda you said that I should visit your sites and I have I think it's fantastic. Ireally 
enjoyed it keep it up AMANDA  

93  Date: 1998-09-18 19:08:00 
Praveen Mohan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey..Harry.... 
I never knew u got award from "Bryan Adams" ...WWWWWOOOOOOOWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!!!!!!. 
And ur site is simply superb. No doubt about it.!!!!!!!!!!! 
Best of luck for all your music Ventures......  
Hope to meet u some day..... 
 
 
 
Regards, 
 
Praveen  

92  Date: 1998-09-14 23:57:00 
titus http://puma.dpg.devry.edu]~tbaby wrote:  



 
Harry, your page looks cool.  

91  Date: 1998-09-14 21:56:00 
James Varghese http://www.keral.com wrote:  
 
You are doing a Good job...Keep it up. 
 
Best wishes 
from Kerala Homepage 
http://www.keral.com  

90  Date: 1998-09-09 19:08:00 
Job Francis http://www.engineering.uiowa.edu]~jolakang wrote:  
 
Hi, 
Your web page has a lot of cool stuff about Kerala.In fact I liked some of the pictures so much that I 
downloaded some of them to put on my own personal webpage. I hope you dont mind. I will put a 
link to your site.thanks 
 
Job  

89  Date: 1998-09-08 23:10:00 
manam no homepage wrote:  
 
harry, that is just an amazing!!!!!! collection!!!!! 
i have a request - do you by any chance have music of an Irish group called "Lindasfarn"?[could be 
spelt wrong, but definitely sounds the way it is spelt!, and is it possible, that i could buy 
LPs[especially "Prince" and his recent ones off you 
or]and is it possible to get copies of music that you have!!! 
i have a very modest collection of 1600 cassettes, 120 LPs]singles and 75 CDs. Would very much 
like to add to it! it includes western, Indian Classical, Hindi and Tamil film music. 
 
manam  

88  Date: 1998-08-27 23:47:00 
Darren George no homepage wrote:  
 
Amazing what today's technology can do. That you can get the best of both worlds.. East meets 
West Great job Harry, looking for some great R&B Hits. Best of Luck!!!  

87  Date: 1998-08-25 19:24:00 
Manoj Mathew http://www.geocities.com]Heartland]Estates]5189] wrote:  
 
Great site Harry. Talk to you soon.  

86  Date: 1998-07-16 04:18:00 
Bini John Pattarukuzhiyil no homepage wrote:  
 
I like your home page. Your home page is so nice. Do more like this. My name is Bini John 
Pattarukuzhiyil. I am from Kottayam.  

85  Date: 1998-07-15 05:25:00 



Richard no homepage wrote:  
 
interested in the following 
 
bb king now appearoing 
lyle lovette 
red rider neruda 
paul simon negotiations and love songs 
talk talk color of spring 
stoney plain artists  

84  Date: 1998-06-25 20:09:00 
niki:- http://members.tripod.com]~jemjem wrote:  
 
aww harry.. thanx for signing my old guest book again!.. why doncha visit my new one n' sign it 
ok??  
 
buhbye...niki:-  

83  Date: 1998-06-17 05:43:00 
Madan http://www.angelfire.com]in]rajmadan]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Hi  
very nice page.  
keep up ur hard work Harry!  

82  Date: 1998-06-12 13:26:00 
Alex http://www.civil.kuniv.edu.kw]~alex]index.htm wrote:  
 
Good site...Organised. Best wishes  

81  Date: 1998-06-06 16:28:00 
BULLDOG no homepage wrote:  
 
SEHR GUT 
 

80  Date: 1998-06-04 11:10:00 
M.K.Abdul Nazar no homepage wrote:  
 
Mr.Harry, 
 
Please change the color of the titles from yellow 
to any other color. Because, it is very hard to read yellow color in white background.  

79  Date: 1998-05-21 16:37:00 
Vikram no homepage wrote:  
 
Good work Harry. Good luck. 
Thanks 
Vikram  

78  Date: 1998-05-10 08:58:00 



Mark Rose no homepage wrote:  
 
OK, Harry, I've finally signed as you [repeatedly requested. Thanks for being so patient.  
I've printed your want list, and I'll keep an eye 
out for these titles. I might have one or two hidden on an LP somewhere.  
 
 
 

77  Date: 1998-05-07 07:22:00 
Bindu Pulimalayil no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, 
 
I didn't know you've improved your page this much since my last visit. Hey, it's great. like to see 
some audio files though... 
 
Bindu  

76  Date: 1998-04-27 20:15:00 
tony khasin no homepage wrote:  
 
good luck!  

75  Date: 1998-04-27 20:13:00 
Roman Kharitonov no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi,  
Not bad. I would like to see more mp3 files. I'd like to find Boney M downloadable files.  

74  Date: 1998-04-26 16:56:00 
Geetha Gopinath http://www.geocities.com]hollywood]5087 wrote:  
 
Hi  
very nice page.  
keep up ur hard work Harry!  
 
Geetha  

73  Date: 1998-04-25 06:46:00 
Elaine http://www.widesoft.com.br]users]elainet wrote:  
 
Thanks for signing my guestbook !  
How does it work this trading ?  
Best regards  
Elaine  

72  Date: 1998-04-24 20:45:00 
Iqbal Mahmud no homepage wrote:  
 
Harry:  
I'm sure I will write here regularly.  
 



71  Date: 1998-04-07 09:48:00 
Karen http://www.geocities.com]Paris]Bistro]5071] wrote:  
 
hey is so cool having a URL to put in there..ha!  
Well thought I owed you another visit...has been  
a long time..and so many changes..didnt know your  
site was in geocities too..cool we are neighbours!  
See you again soon, great site as always! Yr Kiwi friend...:-  

70  Date: 1998-03-24 20:32:00 
Mark O'Connor no homepage wrote:  
 
Great stuff, Harry. I'll be back to look over your song lists. We can trade using MP3. Those 
photographs make me want to move there!  

69  Date: 1998-03-04 12:06:00 
M.C. Verghese no homepage wrote:  
 
Very interesting. Keep it up!!!  

68  Date: 1998-02-26 23:51:00 
molly no homepage wrote:  
 
Enjoyed searching through your homepage. I was just amazed by the collection of malayalam 
songs you have. Wow..I wish I was that organized. Seeing your page inspired me to go through my 
collection and see what all I have. Thanks  

67  Date: 1998-02-17 13:07:00 
Brett Hoskins no homepage wrote:  
 
Beautiful Harry  

66  Date: 1998-02-17 05:19:00 
Finney Koshy http://www.geocities.com]athens]7834] wrote:  
 
Please visit Voice of Calvary International Ministries. Thanks.  

65  Date: 1998-02-14 13:13:00 
Joe Jacob http://angelfire.com]puthenpurackal wrote:  
 
Your web page is an excellent page of an Indian,  
Keep it up my friend!!!!!!  

64  Date: 1998-02-14 12:07:00 
Tuftee http://www.vidwizard.com]BCR]frmain.htm wrote:  
 
GREAT Website Harry. Thank you for sharing it with us all. You have a great taste in music and I 
love all the information you have on the Kerala Scenery It does look like heaven....  

63  Date: 1998-02-14 06:45:00 
Prakash no homepage wrote:  
 
Snehathodae harrikku,  



 
Eee pattukaludae collection nerathae thanne entae shradhayil pettirunnu, Njanum pattukalae 
snehikunna,  
padan kariyunna oralayathinal! Pazhaya pala malayala ganangalum entae pakkal undu - Ennalum 
Eee samrabham  
Kalakkiyittundu - Valarae Santhosham - kandathil!  
 
" Nadam - Shoonyathayingal aadyamrutham  
varshicha nalil - Gethonmadam viswa padardha  
sala onnayy thudicheedavae -  
Aaa dhahichu vidarnna jeevakali kalangalil -  
Kalamae, Nee darshicha rasanubhoothi -  
Pakaroo mul pana patrangalil "  
 
Hyrudayam niraye Malathi pookalum -  
Oru pidi Abhinanadanagalum!!  
 
Snehadarangalodae ] Prakash ] Dubai.  
 

62  Date: 1998-02-14 06:38:00 
Philip Cherian http://www.geocities.com]Hollywood]Studio]7111 wrote:  
 
Thanks for your mail. Your web page looks great!  

61  Date: 1998-02-12 11:35:00 
j.beak no homepage wrote:  
 
nice looking page and a very extensive list of music good job  

60  Date: 1998-02-09 17:54:00 
Joseph Daniel no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for the lovely pictures and sceeneries of kerala. When I viewed the plants]fruits etc., it 
reminded me of my childhood in Kerala.  
 
Joe  

59  Date: 1998-02-06 22:38:00 
Ryan Opperman no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice website there Harry!  

58  Date: 1998-02-05 17:54:00 
Sonjoy http://www.telusplanet.net]public]~sghosh wrote:  
 
Look's pretty cool so far....  

57  Date: 1998-01-14 06:46:00 
Jean Swanson no homepage wrote:  
 
Great home page.  
Fellow macca fan and Christian, teaching children to play the pipes of peace.  
Jean Swanson  



 

56  Date: 1998-01-10 19:52:00 
gigi and ray anchan no homepage wrote:  
 
hi harry, we just visited your site. very nice work love ray  

55  Date: 1998-01-08 02:29:00 
Ashif Merani no homepage wrote:  
 
Hey Harry, neat site. Hope to see you soon!  

54  Date: 1998-01-04 01:26:00 
Sureshkumar.P.A. http://www.expage.com]page]myindia]_ wrote:  
 
Best Wishes...!  

53  Date: 1997-12-31 22:39:00 
Raj Sivarajan http://www.cs.indiana.edu]~dmulholl]raj] wrote:  
 
You've got quite an impressive music collection! I have a few of the Malayalam songs you're looking 
for & will email the titles to you...  
 

52  Date: 1997-12-29 23:00:00 
Josh Braham http://www.cards9.home.ml.org wrote:  
 
Nice Page, hped you liked the graphic!  

51  Date: 1997-12-29 02:03:00 
BIJU V. GEORGE http://www.geocities.com]pipeline]5665]biju.HTML wrote:  
 
I love Music,Songs..  
Good work , Keep it up  

50  Date: 1997-12-11 10:35:00 
gene allen no homepage wrote:  
 
Just have time tonite to sign guestbook, but I will  
be back to have a good look! Looks interesting.  
Peace Gene  

49  Date: 1997-12-04 15:03:00 
Doug Reece http://www.angelfire.com]tn]dareece] wrote:  
 
Hi Harry, I like your "About Me and all that Jazz". Whoa! I didn't know you were soooo studious. I 
guess it's still HOT up there [*L*. Take care - best wishes to you and your family ~ Doug  

48  Date: 1997-12-03 15:16:00 
Deven Chandra http://is2.dal.ca]~dchandra]homepage.htm wrote:  
 
Checked out your page as requested after you visited  
my homepage. You sure seem to be into collecting  



various forms of media [tv shows, music, etc.  
-Regards  

47  Date: 1997-12-03 04:13:00 
Karen no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
Just surfing around looking at Cliff stuff and  
found you entry in the fans section of Sir Cliff  
page, always nice to find another fan,  
I have loved Cliff since I was under 10 somewhere  
he's the best.  
I come to you from Christchurch, New Zealand.  
 
Bye for now,  
Karen.  

46  Date: 1997-11-26 05:12:00 
Ron Hontz no homepage wrote:  
 
Didn't know all this bio stuff!! With ya'll being located in Canada, I kinda figured Anchan was some 
sort of Canuck French Canadian monicker. You must be freezin yer nether parts off so far from da 
Equator!!  

45  Date: 1997-11-24 20:40:00 
Maya Nair http://47.31.128.185:8080]personal]mnair]mnair.HTML wrote:  
 
You have a wonderful family, Harry! You all look  
great!!  
 
I liked all the photographs of Kerala and I haven't  
had time to look at all that music, but another day,  
I will!  
 
regards.  
 
Maya :  

44  Date: 1997-11-24 15:00:00 
Ganga Devi no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
A wonderful page that you have there. Please keep up the good work. I will certinly be a frequent 
visitor there.  
 
Ganga  

43  Date: 1997-11-24 14:12:00 
John Evans no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry - thanx for the email. Greatly enjoyed seeing the Kerala pics.  



John  

42  Date: 1997-11-24 06:38:00 
M. Sunil Nair no homepage wrote:  
 
Thanks for the mail. But yet to go through that detailly. Kinldy give me time and shall surely get back 
to you.  
 
Regards.  
Sunil  

41  Date: 1997-11-24 03:40:00 
Alexander Pollayil http://www.concentric.net]~Pollayil]Home.htm wrote:  
 
I visited your website. Cool![hot You have lot of trade informations. I enjoyed the picturs you posted. 
Prety soon I will also move to Canada. I belive Toronto is a better place. [I don't know  

40  Date: 1997-11-24 01:25:00 
SURESHKUMAR.P.A. http://www.expage.com]page]sureshkumarpa]_ wrote:  
 
Good...Wish you all the best...!  

39  Date: 1997-11-22 20:43:00 
Dr. K.A. SALIM no homepage wrote:  
 
Nice website. Thank You. Visit you again. Bye  

38  Date: 1997-11-22 15:34:00 
Kizhiseeri Pradeep no homepage wrote:  
 
Your website is good. Shall browse it further later for want of time  
 
Regards  
Pradeep  

37  Date: 1997-11-18 05:22:00 
David Bennett http://www.geocities.com]SunsetStrip]Towers]4455]lists.HTML wrote:  
 
Keep up the super work Harry. Nice to see family pictures as well!  
I think you and I have very similar music tastes. I  
haven't been record hunting in awhile, but winter break is  
next week, so I'll be out looking for all your requests!  
Hopefully I'll help you out!  

36  Date: 1997-11-18 03:45:00 
John Politis http://central.netaxs.com]~politisj wrote:  
 
Our musical tastes are remarkably similar with a few exceptions [k of Cards? Nice to get to know 
you electronically.  

35  Date: 1997-11-17 00:31:00 
Doug Reece http://www.angelfire.com]tn]dareece] wrote:  
 



Harry, you're doing great my friend. I'm glad you added the pictures of your family. You know I'll 
keep coming back and seeing your changes. Keep in touch.  

34  Date: 1997-11-16 15:00:00 
Uma Narayan no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
Just checked out your page finally! It is beautiful!  
Nice picture of you and your family!  
Uma  

33  Date: 1997-11-16 03:59:00 
Khoo Fang Chi http://www.geocities.com]TheTropics]9479] wrote:  
 
You have a nice page here. Maybe in future you can add more topics and pic about your country. 
Thanks for signing my guestbook, Peace!!  

32  Date: 1997-11-16 00:24:00 
Ron Sutsch no homepage wrote:  
 
Looks great; and excellent photos! You sure did a lot of work on it.  

31  Date: 1997-11-15 22:42:00 
Ken Fast no homepage wrote:  
 
Hello Harry. Looks very fancy. Who designed the "A" for Angelfire? Also, Is this a registered 
company? What would you like to do with it.  
 
Regards,  
 
Ken  

30  Date: 1997-11-15 17:32:00 
Robert Gordon no homepage wrote:  
 
Amazing collection. A lot more pop-oriented than mine.  
 
I've always enjoyed your contributions to rec.music.rock-pop-r+b.1970s.  
 
Thanks!  

29  Date: 1997-11-15 03:18:00 
sean no homepage wrote:  
 
Good page. I liked you photos very much. I cant wait to see more.  
Sean  

28  Date: 1997-11-11 11:55:00 
John Panteny http://users.bournemouth-net.co.uk]~johnp wrote:  
 
Great to hear from you Harry!. Keep up the collecting and I hope I may be able to help you a little 
with your wants  
 



John  

27  Date: 1997-11-11 04:10:00 
Dar http://www.geocities.com]southbeach]boardwalk]2774 wrote:  
 
nice page.. enjoyed the visit  

26  Date: 1997-11-03 09:17:00 
anonymous coward no homepage wrote:  
 
Thank you for directing me to your  
web page.  
Do you have any email contacts in  
Kerala? I have a couple, but I have  
difficulty in getting them to reply.  

25  Date: 1997-11-03 04:14:00 
Niki http://nimbus.ocis.temple.edu]~njacob wrote:  
 
hey Harry.....  
Cooooool page...  
 
niki:  

24  Date: 1997-11-02 21:13:00 
JRS no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, Harry its JRS from the message board. Nice page you have here  

23  Date: 1997-11-02 02:33:00 
steven enstad http://www.METAnet.com]imagine wrote:  
 
nice backgrounds!  

22  Date: 1997-10-31 10:52:00 
Christie Anne http://www.angelfire.com]ca]Christieannescorner wrote:  
 
referred her by Doug Reece - you've got a nice place here - will be back soon!  

21  Date: 1997-10-25 11:37:00 
Liju no homepage wrote:  
 
keeping an eye on this  

20  Date: 1997-10-25 06:23:00 
Regina Litman no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi Harry,  
 
I finally made it.  
 
Boo!  
 



[No that's not an anti-cheer, that's a ghost sending Halloween greetings!  
 
Regina  

19  Date: 1997-10-22 08:04:00 
Billy N. Logic http://www.netins.net]showcase]logic] wrote:  
 
Wish I had your record collection, but I'd warp them all drooling over them. You da man!  

18  Date: 1997-10-20 18:53:00 
LISSA VARGHESE http://Haven't_got one yet  wrote:  
 
Nice job! Keep up the work  

17  Date: 1997-10-17 19:00:00 
Vinod Menon http://www.cat.syr.edu]~vinod wrote:  
 
A wonderful page. Good work Harry. I would love to visit this page more often.  

16  Date: 1997-10-17 06:36:00 
Lindsey Alex George http://www.acns.com]~lgeorge wrote:  
 
Mmm, the page is looking pretty good. Photographs are good. Do try to add some of cities like TVM 
and Cochin.  

15  Date: 1997-10-17 00:56:00 
Ritchie no homepage wrote:  
 
Need should read as "neat"  

14  Date: 1997-10-17 00:55:00 
Ritchie http://www.gotcha! wrote:  
 
Need page, man! I never knew that there was a Web page for Jim Reeves!  

13  Date: 1997-10-16 06:05:00 
Bernard Rosier no homepage wrote:  
 
Great home page Harry !!!! Now get back to work.  

12  Date: 1997-10-15 17:30:00 
Deepa Alexander no homepage wrote:  
 
Good job, Harry.  

11  Date: 1997-10-13 05:59:00 
David Bennett http://www.geocities.com]SunsetStrip]Towers]4455]lists.HTML wrote:  
 
Hey Harry! Are you enjoying the tape I made you?? You have some  
of the best taste in music of about anyBODY I know. Keep up the great  
work on your page. I always keep a look out for records on your want list  
like Taos New Mexico.  



10  Date: 1997-10-13 03:53:00 
Nigel Jones http://www.angelfire.com]ms]nigelsmusic]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Great site Harry. I looked at your photos a few days ago, and just spent 30 minutes looking through 
some of your lists. I've saved a few pages so that I can look at them later. I'll be in touch soon.  

9  Date: 1997-10-13 02:17:00 
Billy no homepage wrote:  
 
Good work Harry!!  

8  Date: 1997-10-13 01:27:00 
prasanth sankar no homepage wrote:  
 
Good  

7  Date: 1997-10-11 07:18:00 
Karen http://www.angelfire.com]oh]sunnvirgo wrote:  
 
India hmmmmmm! Just watched the movie "Ghandi" tonite.  
Coincidence? Good luck find music I have a few CDs you  
may be interested in I could send them to you if you  
are interested, just email me back, God bless, Karen  

6  Date: 1997-10-09 12:37:00 
Doug Reece http://www.angelfire.com]tn]dareece]index.HTML wrote:  
 
Harry, you've got some beautiful pictures on your pages and I intend to listen to some of the music. 
I'll be writing you.  

5  Date: 1997-10-07 07:20:00 
Kimberly http://www.angelfire.com wrote:  
 
Cool homepage, stop by mine sometime!  

4  Date: 1997-10-05 21:45:00 
Chris Guest no homepage wrote:  
 
Hi, Harry  
 
I'm the Gordon Lightfoot fan from S.A.- looking forward to seeing your music collection - where are 
you from ?  
 
Chris  

3  Date: 1997-10-05 12:33:00 
Yolanda Foster no homepage wrote:  
 
want to see the video!  

2  Date: 1997-10-02 06:36:00 
Clemens Prinsen no homepage wrote:  
 



Hi Harry!  
Evelyne and I visited your homepage. Hope to see your pop-music collection soon.  
At the moment we couldn't get into that site, but we really liked your beautiful pictures of Kerala.  
Is this the place in India where you are from?  
 
Bye.  
p.s. Evelyne says hi to your wife.  

1  Date: 1997-10-01 10:20:00 
James Varghese http://www.keral.com wrote:  
 
Wonderful...keep it up.  

  

 


